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HOLD MASS MEET TO PROTEST BEATING
Mme. McCleave- Appeal Filed
Honored By
Music Group

NAACP Behind4 Case

*Vow To 'Vote
Armour Out'

The Memphis Musicians Association, branch of the National Association of Negro
Musicians, officially announces the amendment of its
constitution to change the
name of the organization to
honor its founder — the late
Madame Florence Cole Talbert McCleave: The new name
is the Florence McCleave Music Association,

Handbills iiiven Out
Decrying Incident

School Case
To Cincinnati
Judge Boyd Praises
Memphis School Brd.

After the testimony and erudite commentary mad*
The small. one-story brick Moody Chapel CME
April 28 the annual Local by brilliant Negro attorneys in Federal Judge Marion
Church, 1608 S. Cooper Ave., was crowded beyond
Piano and Voice Eliminations S. Boyd'it court last week for some three days had
Contest will be held at the finished, the attorneys, seeking to end Memphis pub.
capacity last Sunday afternoon, when Everett T. JohnRoger Williams Hall audito- lic school segregation were sent looking toward
son, 1723 State it., told how he was "beaten on the
Cincin•
rium of Owen College at 7:30 nail and the Sixth Circuit
front steps of the very church the Sunday morning
p.
m.
Court
of
Appeals
for
satisfac- the grade-a-year
before."
RIDE 'EM COWBOY—Well, also an officer of the club. Tropicana. 10 'al 2 a.rn.
plan as apThe 200-pound man, standing for these brutal actions.
Contestants will be from tion.
proved in Nashville. They
Will not quite ride "em cowboy, along with • bevy of beauti- Prises will be given to the
Judge Boyd refused to look said no.
taller than six feet, choked you help me to fill a
but almost. Sam Qualls. (left) ful cowgirls, model the appro- best ranch style costumes. Memphis and Jackson, Tenprescrip
with emotion and fought to tion for these
nessee and Holly Springs, upon the Memphis School
They sought to entoin the
politicians." He president of the Memphis Ne- priate attire for the group's This is a charity project and
Board
of Education with en- Board of Education and efMiss.
Non-contestants
hold back tears in his eyes as described the
will be
prescription as a gro Junior Chamber of Com- Spring Round Up Festival tickets can be purchased town
mity
and
said
he told nearly 200 people abou compound of
students
of
that
the
Memphis
board
music
fect the immediate Integra"praYer, vote merce and Rufus Jones (right) scheduled April 28, Currie's any J. C. member. (Withers
had, in fact, set about desegre- tion of the Memphis Public
teachers.
being beaten "unconscious" by a registration and
photo)
supporting the
gation
of
the
schools
'lumber of city policemen.
when
it
schools.
NAACP." Other speakers inThe winners will particiendorsed the Tennessee Pupil
Men and women in the audi- cluded Rev. Alexander
Practically every Negro
pate in the contest to be held
Gladney
Placement Plan.
ence were seen wiping away president of the
principal in Memphis was
at the Southern Regional
Bluff City
tears as Johnson spoke. Also and Shelby County
The Judge praised the called to the witness stand to
meeting of the National AsCouncil of
speaking was a witness who Civic clubs; and W. W.
sociation of Negro Musicians, Board for its "good faith." He testify if they had heard any.
Walker,
said "it was an awful sight to who talked about
Inc. in New Orleans, La. on said the school board is made thing about the Pupil Place"some of the
see a man beaten so brutally. Uncle Toms doing
up of some of Memphis' fin- ment Plan in any of their adMay 6.
business in
Mr. Johnson did not raise a Memphis.''
est citizens. The basis of his ministrative meetings. Most
hand. I spoke about two words Also speaking was
ruling
for the Defense was said they had heard very litRev. L.
The Memphis Branch of the In the drive. Leaders of other low the fine example being T HAYES IMPROVING
and I spent 24 hours behind A. Slaughter of
the fact that the Negro plain- tle of the Plan itself but had
Moody Chapel
Taylor H. Hayes, manager tiffs had not taken complete been instructed about the
NAACP will hold its regular special divisions as well as set by the leaders and workbars." He identified himself as church, where Johnson
is deaof the T. H. Hayes and Sons steps under the Pupil Place- transfer of students "on
Ted Ayres.
the
con and the Sunday School Su- monthly meeting on Sunday, ward leaders are urged to fol- era of the Labor Division,
Funeral
home, who has been ment Plan to find satisfaction. back of the report cards."
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
perintendent. Presiding at the April 23, 4 p. m. at Mt. Olive
confined
to
Kennedy
Veterans
The plaintiffs were led in
They were also asked if
Giving the keynote address meeting was William H. Parish, CME church. The special feahospital several weeks, is ex- Counsel by Mrs. Constance they understood the transfer
was Dr. Vasco Smith, vice president of the Magnolia- ture of the meeting will be a
pected
to
be
released
from
the
book
review by Dr. Juanita
Baker Motley, astute strate- proceedings as prescribed by
pi 2sident of the Memphis Chap- Barksdale Civic club. Handhospital soon. His condition gist from the NewYork the plan as a method for de.
ter NAACP. He said "the legal bills, decrying the incident were V. Williamson. Dr. Williamwas termed "good". He is able Office of NAACP and Mem- segregating the schools. To
professor
of
son,
English
at
re‘tress department of the local flooded over the Castalia comApril. "Teacher Career
Cecil Goodloe of Melrose to walk.
LeMoyne college will review
phis Lawyers Russell B. Sug- this question they replied no.
chapter will determine very munity.
Hayes was rushed to the armon, jr., H. T. Lockard, Ben
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" by Har Month", will be climaxee high school, is co-chairman
The trial lasted for three
shortly what steps will be taken WHAT HAPPENED
W. days.. Judge Boyd spent 40
In this case. U.S: Atty. Gen. ,Johnson was beaten by po- riot Beecher Stowe. In her re- .eseiorig the Negro publicrwith Mrs. Morris of the steer- hospital after suffsring an at- Hooks. Ben. Jones and
tack
in
school
Kansas
teachers of Memphis ing committee. Other memCity, Mo. At Willis.
minutes in summing up the
Bob Kennedy will be contacted licemen Sunday morning, April view the will give the hisThe case centered around a case and delivering his deci.
very shortly. We don't expect 9, after he said he had tried to torical significance of the with a mammoth Appreciation bent of the committee include, first it was reported he had
suffered
Program
a
at
"stroke".
Since
Hamilton
that
high
Mrs. Louise E. .Ward, secreNegro boy who wished to trans- sion.
to get justice in downtown come to the aid of a Negro book. The origin of the term
time medical authorities at fer from a Negro school to a
The lawyers for the plainMemphis."
woman the officers were trying "Uncle Tom" will be discussed school, Thursday night, April tary; decorations, Horace the
hospital
27.
discounted
the
King,
which
will
include
Mrs.
informaLorenze
white
school, the white school tiffs immediately filed an apOsborne,
Ank Dr. Smith went on to say to put in a squad car. He said
"stroke"
diagnosis.
They
reMrs.
Carle
tion
on
its
past
and
peal.
being
Boyde,
present
several
Mrs.
blocks
Myrtle
closer.
The
Feature
of
the
program
will
w'Mr. Johnson has always been he was on his way to church
be the awarding of certificates Crawford, and Miss Phil Ann ported "he did not suffer a Board cited one of the Pupil
called a gentleman and a good when he saw the policemen meanings.
stroke."
Dr. Williamson is a gradu- and the spotlighting of 40 Woods;
Placement Plan's stipulations
citizen. It is a sad commentary trying to put a struggling Nethat transfers are not made on
Program: Mrs. F. Peyton
upon our city if a man of his gro woman into a squad car. ate of LeMoyne college. She teachers who have made outthe basis of convenience.
SUV4, Fiji — (UPI) — As
calibre is beaten on church He said he told the woman to holds the M.A. degree in Eng- standing contributions to the Auston, Nat D. Williams, Mrs. STUDENT OPERETTA
Some 200 students will par- CITED CASES
Myrtis Ewell, Mrs. Mildred
grounds." He told the audience stop struggling, and, proceeded lish from Atlanta university progress of their schools.
It-year-old Indian has been ac.
and
the
Ph.D degree in LinMrs. Motley cited cases cased of murdering an s yearEach of the 40 public school Ho dge s, and Mrs. Ruby ticipate when Hamilton High
"We must think, talk and do on to his church.
School presents "A Gypsy where plans such as the one old schoolboy to get the youngsomething about this wrong Just as he was preparing to guistics from the University of faculties for Negroes in Mem- Spight;
Michigan.
A
very
interesting
defended
Troubadour,"
in court had been ster's head for a witch who had
a
two-act
operphis has complied with the rePublicity: Fran k Gray,
(police brutality). All that is open the door to the church,
necessary to stop this kind of Moody Chapel CME church, the as well as informative meet- quest of the sponsors of the Mrs. Ophelia Flowers, Mrs. etta, Tuesday, April 25, in the' ruled down by other judges promised the teenager ImmorThe defense cited some where tality.
thing is for good, upright, hon- officers, who had phoned for ing is expected. Your presence program and have selected bx Johnnie B. Watson, Mrs. Myr- school's auditorium.
is urged. Highlights of the ballot the teacher in each fac- tle Hentrel, and Ira Spillers.
The operetta is being pre- plans similar had been upest, God-fearing men to do reinforcements, pulled
him
The court was told
something about it."
from the building and com- Membership Campaign will ulty, who in their estimation, Ushers: Rederick Diggs, sented by the school's music held.
that the witch promised
In arguing that the plain
Jarvey Cunningham, C. M. department which is under
'PRAY AND VOTE'
menced to beat him into semi- also be heard at the meeting. rates the proposed honor.
the youth, whose name
All citizens are urged to SPONSORS
Mardis, Arthur Bowles, Eu- the direction of Mrs. Thelma tiffs had not used the limit of was withheld, about $7 for the
He urged members of t h e consciousness.
Whalum, chairman; Mrs. administrative appeals within
Sponsors of the program are gene Yarbrough;
church and the Magnolia-Barks- Several witnesses testified participate in this campaign
head.
Advisory Committee: Her- Aline McGuire and Mrs. L. R. the Act, the defense brought The rase was the second
dale Civic club, sponsors of that they saw an officer waving by taking out memberships the officers and members of
the mass meeting, to pray, reg- people away from the church for 1961 or renewing old the Bluff City Teachers As- bert Robinson, and principals Woods, c o-c hairma n. In out the fact that the case witchcraft murder reported is
ister to vote, join the NAACP, with a shotgun while Johnson memberships. One way in sociation, headed by Mrs. Wil- of elementary, junior high, charge of the speaking is Miss within the boast only went as
Catherine Merriweather.
far as the Superintendent's this Pacific Island possession In
and senior high schools.
and vote Commissioner Claude lay at the foot of church steps. which we can all take part in la McWilliams Walker,
the
gallant
freestruggle
for
office. Another step, appeal- a month.
The
Steering
committee
Souvenir
Committee:
Mrs.
Armour out of office at the next Witnesses say they saw the
In the previous ease, a court
in
our
underway
now
dom
ing
to the Board of Education
charged
with
planning
and
Felicia
Sartin,
Miss
Utoka
Associations
election.
rent-Teacher
of
man handcuffed to a Victory
hi Sigatoka was told that an Iis•
Dr. Smith declared "our local Ambulance stretcher before be- city is to become a member of presenting the program is Quarles, Mrs, Bertha Ray, each of the forty schools par- itself, was not attempted.
Judge Boyd as% ed the Ne- dian cut off his elder brother's
akNAACP officers, Atty. Russell ing hauled away to John Gas- the NAACP. The goal for this headed by Mrs. R. H. "Inez" Mrs. Mildred Turner, Mrs. ticipating will be presented
year's drive is 15,000 mem- Morris, a member of the facul- Earline Lewis, Otto Lashley, along with the principals of gro lawyers what remedy they bead for use in witchcraft ritu11,18. Sugarmon, Rev. H. Clarke ton hospital and then to jail.
each of the schools. The re- had for the tact. He asked als intended to restore the
Nabrit, Jesse H. Turner and He was subsequently released bers. The campaign headed by ty of Melrose elementary Mrs. Velton Rankin;
Special Aid Committee: tired Negro teachers of the would they be satisfied with health of an ailing relative.
others, have pledged t h e m- from jail under $153 bond. He Lt. George W. Lee and A. school.
The underlying objective of Mrs. Katie Gillis, Mrs. P. city will be presented and saselves to throwing the weight was charged with disorderly Maceo Walker will formally
the program is to "raise the Greenlee, Mrs. Jane T. Weed, luted. Each of the teachers to
of the National NAACP behind conduct, resisting arrest and dis- close on May 17.
Among the special divisions prestige of teaching as a pro- Frank Williams, Mrs. Isabella be honored will be presented
this case of Mr. Johnson."
turbing the peace.
an orchid, and a brief sketch
Another speaker at the mass Johnson is the father of seven of the campaign which include fession among students, Scott, Leon German;
PTA Committee: Miss Hazel of each teacher's contribution
Meeting was Frank Kilpatrick, children and a disabled veteran. Labor Division, Teachers Di- teachers, parents, and the enalso 9 NAACP member who His trial was scheduled for vision, Postal Employees, So- tire community", and to se- Pyles, Mrs. Vashti Harvey, to his school will be given.
Since farming is a vital part ing should be directed to
The program will be staged
said "we have got to get inter- April 19. Russell B. Sugarmon, cial clubs, Greek Letter Orga- lute those teachers who are, Mrs. Odessa Boyd, Mrs. Inez
nizations, Beauticians, a n d in the opinions of their fellow Johnson, and Mrs. D. Jarrell. at 8 p. m. April 27, at thei of our economy and many of James C. Gregory, Post Of.
ested in politics. We have a cure jr., is his counsel.
Barbers, Church, Civic Clubs, teachers, making outstanding
The "Appreciation and Sa- Hamilton High School Audi- our readers either work or flee Box 87, Somerville, Tenn.
Masons, Eastern Stars, Pro- contributions to the teaching lute" Program is open to the torium. The public is invited, live on farms, the Tri State
fessional & Business Men, the profession".
Defender will publish an inpublic. Presidents of the Pa- and there is no admission,
Labor Division headed by G.
teresting column on farm
news, starting in the next isL. Holloway. James T. Walker, and Henry White is ahead
sue. The column "Down To
Earth
— Farm Talk" will be
The West Tennessee Con- era, University Society of
written
by James C. Gregory
ference Laymen's organization Musicians, YMCA, Boy
of Somerville, Tenn., who has
of the AME church will pre- Scouts, Regional Director of
been employed by the Tensent Prof. Omar Robinson, jr. the Southwestern Region of
nessee Agriculture Extension
&chola Cantorium of Douglass Phi Beta Sigma fraternity,
Service, as an assistant counhigh school in an evening of and a member of the general
ty agent in Fayette County
music at Ward Chapel AME board of the same fraternity.
since 1957.
church Sunday, April 23, at
For the past 11 years he has
Mrs. Inez MOTT1S, teacher at
Gregory was born and
p. m.
been a teacher in the Memphis Melrose elementary school,
reared
on a farm in Crocket
Robinson, a true product of public schools, presently emhas been selected as chairman
County. After his early school
AlliMemphis completed both his ployed as a vocal music teachthe Steering Committee of
career he attended Tennessee
Welementary a n d secondary er at Douglass high school. He of
Bluff City Teachers AsAdd State university in Nashtraining at Douglass. He re- is minister of music at the the
sociation's special teacher Apville where he was graduated
ceived his B. S. degree from Eastern Star Baptist church.
for
slated
Program,
preciation.
with a bachelors of science deTennessee State university in He maintains a private study
school auditorigree in agriculture.
musk. He received his M. A. for private instructions in pi- Hamilton high
27.
April
During the Korean Conflict.
degree from the American ano and theory. He is also a um, on the night of
his college career was interConservatory of Music in member of Greers Chapel The Bluff City Teachers Asprofor two years. He
rupted
a
sponsoring
1955. He is currently working AME church in the Douglass sociation is
served 16 months in Korea.
gram to honor teachers who
toward the Doctorate at the community.
Questions concerning farmJAMES C. GREGORY
University of Kansas at Law- Pastor of Ward Chapel is have been selected in each of
the city's 40 Negro public
rence, Kan.
Rev. F. G. Garrett.
••••-e-seeetoites•••••••••••-••••••••-•-••••••••••••••
schools as outstanding in their
Robinson is a member of
contributions to the progress
the Memphis Musicians Assoof their individual schools.
ciation, Guild of Piano TeachCecil Goodloe is co-chairman
of the Steering Committee with
Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Willa McWilFAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — liams Walker is pr,sident of
The local Leta Beta and Pi the Association, which includes
the majority of the 1100 Negro
There were no winners to Ian w o m •is were said to
Chapters of the Phi Beta SigPublic school teachers in Memlast week's quiz so the jack- have poisoned several peoma Fraternity Inc. staged last
phis.
pot goes up to $10 this week. ple?
week their annual Bigger and
4. Is ammonia lighter or
Here are this' week's quesBetter Business Week program NOW YOU KNOW
heavier than aft?
tions
at the Fayetttwille State TeachJohn D Rockefel)er. Jr., sA hn
principal
is
the
1.
What
ers College.
5. What does "sic tempos
died last year. gave RN ay
prior week s winners ot the oepting for his wife Mrs S. M. use of Ellis Island?
THE V, INNERS — Mrs. Vityrannis" moan?
The guest speaker was Dr. $475,5112,000 (M) or philanthro2. Name three food prodRoss and Mrs. Mary L. Banks
vian Ford, (loft) Tri-State De- New Tri-State Defender Cash
Now fill out the coupon co
Von D Mizell, National director pic purposes in hi. lifetime. fender bookkeeper. passes out Ouir. From left are D. H. of 311 Joubert. Other winucts that are made principally from cotton send oil.
page 1 and send it in for Owl
ners reee,,,too their cash prises
five dollar bills to two of thst Rom of 3309 Norton rd. ire•
of Social Action for the Phi Beta His father had riven away an
S. What two notable Ital- $IO jackpot
also. (Photo by•Billy Duncan)
Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
estimated wo million. (UPI)
0. ROBINSON

•

Controversial 'Uncle Tom's
Cabin'Review Set By NAACP

Teachers End 'Their
Month' On April 27

Youth Buys Eternal

ed for the
individual
..man conhim all-inproperty."

SH!

New Farm Column To
Debut Here Soon

ans-rniture
hy people
with us.
our cour• desire to
nd Friday
P. M.
to 7,00
E CO.
• Operated
PANY
• to your
rvised
meet of
.anking.
• NS
• 5-1 351
.5-761 1

Evening of Music
S-hPdolPAI BY AME

Mrs. Morris
Heads Special
Teacher Night

Stage Business
Week Program

:LEM i

i

Tri-State Defender
Cash Quiz
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March E & H Bonds
Over $400 Million
March sales of Series E and H quarter of 1961 were 4 per cent
Savings Bonds totaled $435 mil- above last year, the best for any
lion, 10 percent above the cor- corresponding period in the past
responding month of last year, three years. Interest accruals on
the Treasury reported today. E Bonds of $320 million during
Accrued interest on E Bonds of the period ran the total invest$97 million during the month ment to $1,626 million.
Gross redemptions of $1,227
made a total investment of $532
million for the quarter were 16
million,
per cent below last year, and set
This compares with March
a five year low for any corredemptions of $412 million, of
responding period. The amount
represented
million
$350
which
represented $1,024 million in
the original cost price and $62 bonds at cost price, and $203
million accrued interest. This is
million in accrued interest.
6 per cent less than redemptions
William H. Neal, national diin March 1960.
rector of the Treasury's Savings
This $120 million net inBonds Division, said: "It is escrease during the past month
pecially satisfying to see a
pushed the total E and El steady increase in sales during
amount outstanding to another
Lau aDth anniyersary. This
record high of $43,536 million. speaks well ø tfombined efThis compares with $43,416 forts of thousin
f voluntar
million at the end of February, who are constantly encouraging
of
sales
cash
H
and
Series E
Americans to invest a part of,
$1,306 million for the first their savings in United States
SaVings Bonds."

NEED CASH!

WASHINGTON — The northernmost post office in mainland U. S. is Penasse, Minnesota. on American Point, a 50acre tract on Lake of the Woods,
north of International Falls,

Church For Sale
GREENLAND HEIGHTS
METHODIST
907 So. Parkway

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
lik• to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
-Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
nista/ rffitmcg CO.
Horne Owned' Home Operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We lik• to say yes to your

ALLAN FERGUSON AGENCY
FA 7.5678
Realtors
514 So. Highland

Your
Neighborhood
Drug Store

Suburban Drug
Free Delivery Service
Prescriptions and Sundries
Pay Your Utility Bill Here
Telephone Bill—Money Order

loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.

Hours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

Telephone
752 E. McLemore at

Every

Day Service

WH 8-4576

GO•B y811

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

Miss.

The
MEN OF LEISURE
Men of Leisure club got off to
a big start last Monday night,
April 4. when they held their
regular meeting at the House
of Windy's on Park ave. Wil-

lie Lee Pogue was host. Finishing touches were put on
the plans for their Annual
Coronation Ball. May 6, at
Curries. Eigh t beautiful
young ladies are vying for the

title. Highest tickets sold by
one of these will win the title.
Melvin Bond s, president;
Mathew Nichols, secretary;
Joseph C. Horaday, financial

secretary and Lewis Jennings, reporter. Above is just
a portion of the club members with their guests at the
recent meeting.

quet. Charlie Rutherford act- meeting. Th ose present ened as M. C. The NHA'ers at- joyed refreshments.
The Gloxinia Art and Gartempted two of their relaxers.
by den Club held its monthly
At 6:30 p. m. on Thursday a The relaxers were followed
The Sixteenth State Cunmeeting in the home of Mrs.
the "get acquainted time."
vention of the New Home- talent show was presented
Each mother gave her name Addie Rawls with Mrs. Inez
maker's of America was held displaying talent from all over
and her daughter's name. The Bryson, co-hostess.
at Tennessee A. & I. State Tennessee.
The President Mrs. Jennie
mothers then ate their reuniversity, in Nashville, Tenn.
At 8 we attended a banquet freshments while their daugh- Vance presided over the busion April 6 and 7.
in the Janie E. Elliott cafe- ters danced and listened to ness.
Representatives f rom the teria. A delicious menu was
Plans were made to begin
music. After they finished
Stigall Chapter N. H. A. along served.
eating some of the mothers a summer project. The Club
the
following
with one of their advisors,
At 9:30 p. m.
joined in dancing with their is asking all flower lovers and
Mrs. N. F. Williams, were; banquet, we attended the
daughters. This was enjoyed growers to enter our "Yard of
Louise Campbell, Florine "Let's Get Acquainted Party"
the Month" contest. The yards
by all.
Howse, Birdie Mathis, Donna in the Student Union buildRemarks were made by our will be judged each month
J. Fly, and Ernestine Wilson. ing.
advisors, Mrs. N. F. Williams and the best yard will receive
Thursday morning, April 6,
On Friday morning, April and Mrs. C. C. Thomas.
the marker for the month. A CAST OF 25 Polynesians production.' It is being preregistration was from 9 until 7, the business meeting opThe application blanks will are scheduled to be presented sented for the benefit of the
MET
CLUBS
12. At 2, General Assembly, ened at 8:30 a. m. with PresiThe City Federation of Col- be out in the near future and at the City Auditorium Sun- educational department of than,
GorT.
Daisy
with president
dent Daisy Gordon presiding. ored Women's club held its we hope all flower growers
day, April 30 by the Beale Elks lodge. Tickets are on sale
don presiding. Welcome ad- At 9:15 NHA'ers who are senregular monthly meeting in will enter the contest.
Street Elks and Daughters at Hulbert's Printing C o mdresses coming from Dr. W. iors in high school took a
A delicious menu was E 1 k s, announced Maurice pany at 358 Beale St., Atlanta
home of the President
the
S. Davis. President of Tennes- Scholarship T e s t. Following
Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham Mon- served. Little Myra Bryson Hulbert, chairman of the af- Life Insurance Company, 526
see A & I State university, the test, at 10:00, all NHA
day night. The President pre- and Virginia Wilson assisted fair. The show "Royal Poly- Beale at.. for $1.75, $2.50 and
Curtiss Brummer, president, representatives And advisors
sided over the business. Plans the hostesses with serving nesian Fantasy," is termed the $3. Above are two of the
NFA Collegiate Chapter, and went on a convention tour.
were made to begin working Donald Lloyd Baskerville, the
appear.
Miss Martha Enochs, presi- Some to the Capitol, Chil- toward a project for the State newest addition to the Wil- 'World's greatest Polynesian dancers who will
d e n t, AHEA College Club, dren's Museum, and others to
family
•
Baskerville
H.
*•-•••••••••••••••
liam
urged
meeting. The president
both of Tennessee A & I State the Hermitage. It was quite the clubs to begin now to was showered by the memuniversity. T h e Convention enjoyable.
make plans to attend the bers.
A d dr ess was delivered by
General Assembly was at
Rev. Kelly Miller Smith of 2:00 p.m., vice-president JanNashville, Tenn.
ice Houston presiding. Dr. Lua
S. Bartley, Head of the Department of Health and PhysiCOMPLETE
cal Education, Tennessee A
••••••••4441•••••••404141-4MH104041.4.•••••••••••••••••
HOME REMODELING
& I State university, discussed
FIBRE GLASS
When Henderson Business Maples, Albert Atkins, a n d Here are the answers to last 4. Name the premier who took
"Youth Explores Itself in Re- college student council held its Coleman Lewis. Mrs. BridgeAWNINGS
office July 21, 1960.
A.
lation to Well-Being."
CAR PORTS
installation program last Tues- forth was honored by the pres- week's quiz.
Mrs. Sirimavo Bandaranaike
Installation service was at day night, John Thurman was ence of her mother, Mrs. Annie 1. Who formed the first ChrisSPECIAL
SPECIAL
of Ceylon
6:00 p.m. A retiring state of- installed as president.
S. Jordan, and her two children, tian Church? A. Christ.
Deluxe Combination Doors &
B. Walsh 5. What event marks the be-.
ficer of the Stigall Chapter
Windows As Low As
Featured speaker at the pro- Eleanor Yolande and Henry 2. What is Dr. William
ginning of Bible history? A.
was Donna J. Fly, who is our gram was Mrs. Francis M. Has- Clay Bridgeforth, jr.
noted for? A. Heading the
$5.00 Per Mo.
The creation of the world.
R. Neeley. Class advisor gave
local president.
hospital ship Hope.
sell, a Universal Life Insurance
NO MONEY DOWN
Now fill out this week's coi.
The Convention ended at employee. She also installed the votes of thanks.
3. What is the name of the
FHA TERMS
6:30 p.m. Friday with Middle officers. Mrs. Hassell was inworld's second largest fresh pon with the correct answe
Coll es visit
Tennessee District presenting troduced by Miss Vernita Kerr,
water lake? A. Lake Vic- to questions found on page 1.
FLOODED, ALMOST
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and Coevesper services.
Jackpot this week is $10.
also employed at the insurance
toria, Nyanza.
end
lower
the
on
Dwellers
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
Wednesday night, April 12 co.
Streets
and
Locust
Pope
of
Chapat 7:30 p.m., the Stigall
WH 8-4079
Installed were:
were threatened with a flood
ter NHA'ers presented their
Mrs. Pocahontas Boyk ins,
1211 S. Parkway E.
of
f irst Mother-Daughter ban- parliamentarian; Miss Emma during a sudden downpour
rain last Saturday morning
delivered
Jones, chaplain; Theodis Isom, Several families reported that
milk
business manager; Mrs. Helen
came up on their porwater
Y. Evans, financial secretary;
ches, however it did not come
Miss Marcelle Mehlinger, treaseach time you buy 2 half-gallons of
into the house.
urer; Miss Elms Etta Tunstall,
The water backsup from a
assistant secretary.
Mrs. S. Bernice Bridgeiorth, bayou which flows north
secretary; Carroll Burns, vice- from Poplar Ave. It raised
president and John Thurman, about three feet in spots in
president. Class representatives the 1400 blocks of the streets.
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
presented were: Mrs. Georgia
Robert Jones of 1441 Pope
Walker, Miss Pearlie Flowers. St., said the bayou overflowed
Mrs. Dorothy Boyd, James Of- in 1959 and flooded homes in
fice and Robert Scales.
the area.
Visitors were recognized by
Charles Jackson, jr., an instructor of the school. Harry WinCAN YOU USE
field, band director of Porter
Junior high school, Marshall

Humboldt, Tenn.
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM I

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

. SAVE go* 1.Fjtnonjle l d

"Tareyton
sure has
thAaste!"

MIDWEST MILK
CART HOME SAVINGS!

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

—says Willie Mays

TOOTH
ACHE
*Oen roe ar•
Whitamste with
pale, roe coo
nut se 0a11-111
ter fast. ORE.
Ow relief Sad

Spectacular center fielder of the S. F:
Giants,famed Willie Mays, made Dual
Filter Tareyton his steady smoke some
time ago."I can tell you," says Willie,
"that pack after pack Tareytons give
me everything I want. Tareyton sure
has the taste!"

minims /raw
t•ho. Pole
gees na sec.
wide Used to
thoesesdalles

Full-Bodied
Tangy

CROUNO FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
WHIRI 10.KS LOKI YOU

aft Pearfftlaltlat
SHIVIC I"

ORA-JELs

Woman Tortured, TAILORED
ITCH' Suits, Topcoats
by Agonizing
Joshua,
itched
nearly
"I
found.,
754 years.Theis I Now
new wonder creme.
I'm happy," writes Mrs.
P.Ramsay ofL A.(Alit
Here's blessed relief front
tonere, of vasinel itch,
rash
rectal itch, chiding.wearing
new
and eczema with so
a sr.arti n
formula nlled LANACANE.Thsf
Inae i a germs
harmful
cremekills
medicated
inflamed
and
Wowed
raw,
while it soothe.
serstclung—liatteds Isesint
VS.,. Stops
at drawer.
Don't suffer (Set LANAC

$59
BHS, Inc.
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tim 000000

$10
New

Tareyton delivers the flavor... Dual Filter does it!
Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

4iraieweeswaie....e.
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Be SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS I

Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On This
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The

$10

Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington„ Memphis, Tenn.
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STR.AGHTEN
YOUR HAIR
It HOME in one my application!
You can ha ye nil tural-looking st_raight
heir the eat,, ..ssy SILKY STRATE
way. Your hair stays straight for
months, won't go beck even when
wet. Easy-to-follow directions for
profmnional-like results.
FOR WOMEN: Gentle Strength
P05 maw Reoutor Strong*. $125

Tareyton delivers—and you enjoy—the best taste of the best tobaccos.

DUALFILTER Tareyton
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Friendship
Day Planned
At Mt. Nebo

•

DELTA SIGMA Theta "Jun- above are: left-right: seated. ing. Miss Lucille
Spears of
ior Miss" contestants, for Miss Marianna Young of Porter Junior high,
Miss Ma"Breakfast for Milady" which Capleville high school: Miss mie Shields of Melrose
high,
has been planned for Satur- Madeline Cooper of Magnolia Miss Cora Collins
of Carver
day. May 13, at Curries Tropi- School, and Miss Joan Craw- high, Miss Mary Esther
Jones
cana club. Vying contestants ford of Hamilton high. Stand- and Miss Bessie
Reeves of
Manassas high.

•

Miss M. McDowell Named Delta
Sigma Theta Region Director
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The ..No, 1 Usher Board of
Mt. Nebo Baptist church, 555
Vance ave., is planning to observe its annual "Friendship
Day" at the church Sunday,
April 23, starting at 3 p.m.
The keynote address is expected by Mrs. Cleveland Holiday of New Hope Baptist
church. Also on the program
will be a presentation of "The
Ushers of Yesteryear and the
Modern Ushers of Today." Participating in the presentation
will be Mrs. Georgia Patterson
of Progressive Baptist church
Mrs. Edna Brown and Mrs. Vila Tatum of Mt. Nebo church;
Mrs. Lottie Reams of Staton,
Tenn., and Mrs. Ora Frieson
of Gospel Temple Baptist
church. Mrs. Ruby Powell will
be the narrator.
Representatives from all usher boards of the city and county are expected to attend as
well as representatives from all
city schools, beauticians and funeral homes as well as city hall.
Mrs. Otto Johnikan of City
Beautiful Commission will be
the mistress of ceremony. Char- TEACHER CITED — Mrs.
lie Walton is president of the Isabelle Scott, seated center,
usher board and Rev. Roy Love second grade teacher at Coris pastor of the church.

4.0

et:*

•"
-.4

ry Road school was cited.re•
cently as the most outstanding teacher of that school. An
assembly was planned for

SORORS from the 52 chapters field, and the illustrious Dr. now attends the University
of
of the Southern Region con- Benjamin Mays, President
of Georgia (Athens), was awarded
verged in Atlanta, Georgia at Morehouse College, who deliv- a cash stipend from
the SouthClark College a fortnight ago ered the address. Music was ern Region.
to become acquainted, to fel- furnished by the South Fulton
A NEW REGIONAL DIREClowship, thrash out problems, High School,
TOR, Miss Maggie L. McDowdiscuss future plans, and turn On
ell, teacher of
Saturday, The Internaattention toward the issue of the tional Luncheon
business a u bin Kresge Hall
day, "Appraising Values for a was highlighted
jects at Melrose
with a panel
Creative Life in Freedom and discussion by
high school and
three foreign stuDignity."
dents of the Atlanta University
BookerT.
The hostess chapters, Atlanta Graduate School. Mr. Kenneth
WashingSi.
Alumnae, Sigma (Clark college K. Yang of Formosa, Mr. Navin
t o n Evening
undergraduate), and G a in in a hahdra Jarecha of India, and
VocationAkZeta went all out to see that Mr. Emmanuel R. Asiedu of
al school. MemWeach soror was comfortably Ghana spoke on "Heirs of Freephis, Tenn., was
housed, oriented, and entertain- dom."
elected and ined.
SATURDAY
afternoon — Miss McDowell stalled at this
Soror Cecil L. Edwards, past this session found sorors in
conference.
Regional Director, made her an- "swap" and "buzz" groups
Miss McDowell is an active
nual address at the Friday ses- sharing ideas on:
member of the Memphis Alumsion. It was thought provoking, 1. Mental
Health — Soror nae Chapter, having worked in
challenging, and timely.
Vera Foster, National C o m- all areas of the 5-point proHONORED guests at the milts* Chairman. Tuskegee gram of the local and national
Public Program, held in Day- Institute, Alabama
projects. She along with Presi- HONOR STUDENTS at Owen Sophomore Class President Par and were honored
for their
age Auditorium, Friday night
2. Library — Soror Fannie dent Maxine A. Smith, attend- college are, from left, Miss Willie F. Granderson and Miss achievement on last Monday
were the Mayor of Georgia, Harris, Tuskege• Alumna* ed the 26th National Convention Juanita DuPree, Mrs, Grace Debora Long. These students with a convocation, luncheon.
of the sorority as alternate dele- W. Milbourn, Student Coun- received high scholastic av- an interesting tour of the
His Honor William B. Harts- Chapter
city
3. Job Qpportunities — Soror gate in Chicago in 1960. She was cil President Governor John- erages during the Fall Semes- and a banquet.
son,
Miss
to
delegate
Regional
the
Marva
19th
Sholders,
Queen E. Shootes
Tuskege•
Conference when elected direcAlumnae Chapter
sil-e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111
4. International
—
Soror tor.
School. When asked by Atty.
Miss
McDowell
is
an
active
Catherine Duncan Berry, Ft.
Mrs.I Constance Baker Motley
Valley Alumnae Chapter and member of the Trinity Christian
if Hyde Park was a school for
Methodist
Episcopal
church,
Soror
Truitt
NEEDED
Negroes, he replied "At present."
S. Delta Volunteers — Soror and serves in the capacity of
WE KNEW THEY WERE
Superintendent
Assistant
of
the
IMMEDIATELY
Ernestine Lipscomb, Jackson,
headed for something big . .
Mississippi Alumnae Chapter Sunday School.
that is . . . Billie Barrett who
Ave,' R•prosontotiras For
Dr. Jeanne L. Noble, Nation- The new director inherits
works at Harlem House No. 3
Your Neighborhood
al President, Miss Dorothy I. fifty-two chapters which are
on Poplar and Moselle Johnson,
Height, a past National Presi- found in the states of Alabama,
who is at No. 9 on Florida. Both
•
Pay Liberal 40°. Commission dent and Chairman of Golden Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, WHICH WAS THE PRETTI- schools, last week,
many of the were recently promoted to manAnniversary, and Miss Maria and Tennessee. The Southern EST? Was
it Mrs. Reba Davis' Negro spectators who are oppos- agers. They have joined the
Barksdale, Executive Director, Region is the largest region per
Select Your Own
complexion or the warm orange ed to racial segregation in public ranks with Mrs. EarnestIne Milwere in attendance throughout chapter in the organization of
colored hat she was wearing last schools, were heard saying, in ler and others. We also notice
Working Hours
the Conference to add charm Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Sunday?
effect, "Uncle Toms working in that Mrs. Albert Simpson and
and dignity to the occasion as Inc.
If Interested, rhea*
the city's school system will die Mrs. Frances Johnson have movwell as serve in the capacities
Much of her time is given to GREAT HEADWAY IS BEING
which make each an expert in school, civic, community, and MADE on constructing the new as hard a death as the arch ed to No. 6 on Beale. But one
her own right.
church activities as a resource building on Mississippi Blvd. segregationists." We add • . . thing for sure, Peggy Gibson
CASH AWARD
teacher, lecturer and consult- which will house the Vance Ave. poor Uncle Tom will no lonner stays put on Mississippi Blvd.
Soror Charlayne Hunter who ant.
Branch YWCA. That reminds us, be of any use to the segrega- Where is Willie Mae Woods?
tionists and most Negroes don't TAYLOR HAYES, manager of
She is the daughter of Mrs. the poor Abe Scharff Branch
e
Beatrice McDowell, and resides YMCA is in dire need of finance. like him. He will be similar to the T. H. Hays & Sons Funeral
a
man without a country.
home is rearing to leave Kenneat 1710 Riverside Blvd. with her We suggest that all former mem011.1C1065 OtSSEiti IVO
)
bers renew their memberships. UNTO THEM A SON IS BORN dy Veteran hospital where he
mother and two sisters.
Also attending this confer- And if you have never been a . .. Mr. and Mrs. Autry J. Park has been under medic-al obserence from Memphis were MTS. member, it is a darn good time became parents for the first time vation since being felled with
Houston (Mary) Collier, Mathe- to join. Just call the YMCA at after a six pound, twelve-and- an attack while in Missouri on
matics teacher at Melrose high, JA 6-2523 and tell the executive half ounce son made his arrival a business trip several weeks
.mr
and Mrs. Hattie H. House, secretary, Fred R. Joseph, that at E. H. Crump hospital at 9:18 ago. We hope he will continue
you want to become a member. am. April 13. They named him to enjoy rapid recovery.
teacher at Walker Avenue
He will instruct you on how to Autry James Parker, Jr. Mrs. THE CITIZENS VOLUNTEER
School. Alpha Upsilon (Le- do it. You owe it to yourself Parker,
the former Charlene COMMITTEE is becoming a poMoyne Chapter) delegates were and to your community.
Walton, is a teacher at Klondike litical force to be considered. It
president,
Harriett
CHARLES FIELDS, who is school. Parker recently graduated is quietly becoming a core from
Hall,
Misses
and Miss Johnnie Mae Rogers. employed by Union Protective from LeMoyne college. Proud which political appointments are
Life Insurance Company is writ- grandparents, for the first time, effected.
ing a new type of policy which, are Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Walton
A SUNDRY STORE OPERAFROZEN FOODS
TOR at the Corner of Lane and
NEW YORK — The consump- we believe, he refers to as cov- of 1856 Edmondson st.
erage
for
"CH."
Mr.
Fields, please PARADE OF PRINCIPALS .. Ayers sts., told the story of a
tion of frozen vegetables has
Nearly all Negro principals of white salesman walking into her
increased by about 1,250 per- explain the "CH" coverage.
HAYWOOD
MAYOR
we did Memphis public schools had an place of busim• a and addressing
cent within the past few years.
not know that you were a jazz unscheduled day-in-court last her by her first name. At first
fan. The other night you came week. They were subpoenaed to she did not renly, only gave him
to a meeting. Just before the Federal District Court to testify a mean look. Ile then said "You
meeting started . . . you started about the Tennessee Pupil Place- must be one of those integreto listening to Modern Jazz
ment law which is supposedly tionists." The store keeper anDrive-in Restaurant
when the meeting was over you an instrument to effect desegre- swered the salesman with"Any
"Featuring"
were still listening.
gation of public schools. How- etiquette book will tell you that
BOTH PARTIES, that is the ever it appears very strange that whenever you address a person
The World's Favorite
local Democratic Party and the most of the principals testified by his or her first name it is
HOT
Republican Party, are claiming that they did not have a working indicative of you wanting to be
DISH APPLE PIE
the "honor" of influencing the knowledge of the law. It appears on his or her social level. I alpromotion of William "Bull" to us that the local Board of ways refer to you as Mister be24c
Owen to superintendent of Motor Education has failed miserably cause I don't know you on my
Its a BIG-ONE!
Vehicle Operation, as well as the in keeping their Negro principals social level. Let us keep our
promotion of Theodore Jackson informed. Four years have lapsed transactions on a business level."
RINGSBURGER
to superintendent of George Lee since the P.P. Law went into The salesman then countered
35e
ROOD MTN STRAWBERRIES. PEACHES. FRUIT COCKTAIL
Station and Arnett Willis as as- effect. Yet nothing has been with: "You must not like your
...ANY FRUIT, ANY SAUCE
sistant superintendent there. The done.
race." The store keeper replied
Barbecue
Democrats are saying that the The most humorous of the tes- "T am proud of my race. I think
vanilis
toaspoon
1
Republicans had eight years in tifying principals was A. B. that all people should feel within
10k wee seetted ChsIm.d glee
Hat Dogs
1 package froil•n strawberries,
which to do it, but did not. The Bland of Hyde Park Elementary themselves racial pride."
114 asps rank
showgirl
Shakes
wager
Republicans
are countering the
cep
Whipped cumin if desired
Democrats' statements. We do
Cold Drinks
IAIDTHOD:
not know who influenced who,
*AL Rtreimsil Rke and milk over low heat until most of the
but that the men were promoted
Snack at T-R's
latilk is absorbed but mixture Is still creamy. Stir occasionally.
is our only concern.
Cerwer and al/ow to cool 10 to lff minute's. Stir in sugar and
wanina. CooL Cover and chill in refrigerator until time to
DURING T H E FEDERAL
WH 6-0189
INOlVe. Prams into fancy mold. Unmold just before serving bY
HEARING, concerning racial seFLORIDA at TRIGG
dipping mold in hot water. Serve with eniewherriee. Top with
gregation in Memphis public
whipped e.m if desired.
DELICIOUS VARIATIONS: Substitute for etrawberries:
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
peseta slices or chilled fruit cocktail or other fruits with whipped.
cream or chocolate or other asuoas.
Place Your Order Now
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"THE WORLD
AGREES ON
TILBEY'S,
PLEASE'!"

Individuals

Groups

And

CALL, WRITE or

WIRE

CUSTOM
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USED CARS

World's Largest Ford Dealers
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

Be a

,,vg
“
TWO MILK
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR FMK"

wHoit Mitt

and make

FOR
VIGOR

BOTH

J/

FOREST BILL
LL

THERE MUST ".3E A REASON
WHY .

.

FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
AT

..

PANAMA
LIQUOR STORE
DRIVE IN
FRIENDLY

COURTEOUS SERVICE

PARKING LOr
1020 Mississippi at Walker
WH

Don't Let Itching
Get You Down!

2-3312

SKIN MISERY

Nagging skin irritation that makes
you want to scratch ran be relieved. You don't Mrs's, to suffer
another day. Clear sway that
awful distress with this internationally famous skin medicine.
Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointment worka like magic to rescue
your troubledskin with blessed
relief.

Palmer's "Skin Success" Ointment contain, 11 important ingredients combined in a spacial
way. Must help you fast or your
money back. Get "Skin Success"
Ointment -- only 350. The ern-.
nomical 750 size contains four
times as much.
And Guard Your Complexion •••
, . with the deep -acting foamy
Get fast, dependable relief from medication of PALMER'S "SKIM
SUCCESS', SOAP It fights sterns
ugly, itching misery of rashes, trial
often aggravate ugly blempimples, eczema, triter,
ishes and perspiration odors.

FOR THE BEST IN
Furniture & Appliances

SEE YOUR

NORGE REPRESENTATIVE
Norge

Norge

Freezers

Washers

$ 19995

$ 9995

and Accessories

For

r

CARS OR

RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
Phone 1/4. 5-6348

Tv

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns

NEW FORD

FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

•

RICELAND RICE

Buy Your 1961

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP HULL-DOBBS

9
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T-K's

service to the teaching profession. She is a member of
the Bluff City Educational
Association and the REA.

From Us

Left Side

BR 2-2042

ns of

the popular teacher, spear.
headed by faculty members
Mrs. F, Dowdy and Mrs. R.
Jordan, secretary, Miss M.
Winfrey made presentations of
costume jewelry and a corsage. Above are, standing,
from left, Miss M. Winfrey,
Mrs. Joyce Waddington. Principal A. Atkins, Mrs. F. Dowdy and Mrs. R. Jordan. In
front are Mrs. Scott and two
of her pupils, Grelia Young
and Michael Herron. Mrs.
Scott has rendered 31 years

TAILORS

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tenn
"YOUR Conteeny Alokiss What Yegg Ask Fee And
Creates

Whet You Think Of"

Fedders Air
Conditioners

Was.

Norge
Refrigerators

$ ars

$ 1""

Larry (The Kid) Risby
With The

JOHNSON FURNITURE-APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 - BR. 40111
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NEW NAACP Board Chairman Bishop Stephen Gill
Spottswood of the AME Zion
church (r i g h 0 is congrat-

ulated by NAACP President Arthur B. Spingarn as
Roy Wilkins (left), executive
secretary, looks on. Bishop

Spottswood succeeds Dr. Robert C. Weaver, who is now
Administrator of the Federal
Housing and Home Finance
Agency.

Fisk Singers To Tour
Carolina In Concerts

7$
Ill
YI
he

Nigerians
Ask For
Americans

AF In Need
Of Medical
Personnel

American graduates with certain qualifications in the fields
of medicine, engineering, agriculture, and education are urgently wanted for service in the
Western Region of Nigeria.
A three-man team is arriving
in New York April 12, to recruit qualified persons The
team consists of J. J. Marinho,
M.P.E., commissioner of the
Western Regional Government
Public Service; the Rev. Canon
E. 0. Alayande, principal, Ibadan grammar school, and H. M.
B. Somade, chief inspector of
Education of the Western Re- MERRY HIGH school sengion. An official, Alfred Olao- iors (five), have been appa, who has already arrived in proved for membership in
this country, is secretary to the Who's Who Among students
recruitment mission.
leaders in high schools of
The mission will spend the America. They are, front row.
period April 12 to May 5, in- from left, Cleo Thomas. Milliterviewing candidates in New cent Brown. Second row, from
York and to Washington, D.C. left, Patricia Hampton. LoretInterested persons should contact the mission's secretary, c/o
the Nigerian Consulate General,
575 Lexington ave., New York
22, New York, or the Embassy
of Nigeria, 500 Dupont Circle
building, Washington 6, D.C.,
for further details about the positions which are vacant.

The Memphis Air Force Recruiting Office announced that
the Air Force Medical Service
is in urgent need of physical
therapists, occupational therapists and dietitians.
The Air Force Medical Service is made up of physicians.
nurses, dentists, occupational
therapists, physical therapists.
dietitians, administrators a n d
many others.

ENJOY BETTER LIVING
ta Jean Kirkendoll and
Jacque Carolyn Cole. Each
student will be awarded a
certificate with the Gold Seal
of recognition on graduation
night. Biographical information about the honorees will
appear in the official publication for the current year.

FA 4-2052
3

HAY'S DO-NUT SHOP
Ray's Do-nuts are

Different

RETAIL AND SPECIAL PRICES

Elliston Civic Club
Names Finance Group

BONDING AGENT

Associated Bonding
& Insurance Company

JA 6-2246

Knotty Pine - Birch - Cherry
Free Planning — Satisfaction Guaranteed
C. R. SMITH, Salesman
NIGHT
DAY

BR 6-7153

The Mademoselle Social club
Modern-day Jubilee Singers wan entertained with a barbe, The Fisk Jubilee Singers will continents for almost 100 years.
appear in concert in four (4) Organized in 1871, the origi- combine in their programs the cued chicken dinner at the home
North Carolina cities on April nal singers made their debut in rich and pure spiritual w ith of Mrs. Isabell Carson of Leath
19, 20, 21, 22, in Wilson, Kins- Cincinnati. A few weeks later, folk songs from other countries Street, last Sunday, immediateton, Oxford, and Asheville, N. this little group of students and the music of the Masters. ly after a regular club meetC., respectively. The Singers made history by introducing the Critics have lauded the con- ing.
will also appear in Morristown, Negro spiritual to the musical temporary group for its beauti- The next meeting is set for
world. Within months they ful homogeneity of tone, its eu- Sunday, April 23, at the home of
Tenn. on April 23.
April 22 the Singers will were famous. New York critics phony, perfection of nuance and Mrs. Lugie Hicks, of 2981 N.
expressive, Main at., announces the club rebe featured on the programme hailed their songs as "the only precision," "its
Mrs.
of Southern Music Educators' true native school of American sympathetic and well-unified porter, Mrs. Georgia Larry.
its "sen- Done Tuggle is club president FRANK 0. EDMONDS (left) judged 2nd place winner for
for
and
performance."
National Conference in Ashe music" and promptly turned
is shown above receiving the explaining in 25 words or less
their series of concerts into a sitive singing, that is also dig- and Mrs. Lillian Boundick is second place prise, a West- why his family preferred R.
ville.
nified and musicianly."
secretary.
The story of the Fisk Jubilee triumphant tour of American The contemporary Singers
inghouse Wash 'N' Dry Com- C. Cola. The contest closed
Singers has been told in two cities.
are available for a limited num- Gwendolyn Sim m ons of bination from Mr. James H. April 7 and was highlighted
—
—
by personal appearances by
ber of concerts each academic Charleston, S.C.; Blanche Tay- Carmichael, owner of t h
Memphis' R. C. Cola plant- Art LinIcletter, T.V. personaliyear. Some members of the lor of Greensboro, N.C.;
group have not only had in- Jacqueline Wade of Murfrees- 935 Rayner ave. Edmonds was ty.
dividual training, but a number boro, Tenn.; Henrietta Yancy of
of successful singing experi- Waco, Texas; Earl Alston of
ences as well.
Nashville, Tenn.; Horace CarIs Now
Rarely in modern chorale ney of Tuskegee, Ala.; Henry
singing are such fullness, blend- Gaines of Cedar Hills, Tenn.;
ing and harmony produced with Carver Green of Montgomery,
Three persons were appoint- Geeter high school.
a group of accomplished young Ala.; James Ladson of Brunsvocalists as is presented with wick, Ga.; James OxleY of Ral- ed to the Finance Committee Among members attending
With
the
Lincoln-Elliston were: Mrs. Louella Nelson, Mrs.
the present group under the di- eigh, N.C.; Milton Randolph of when
B T. Williams
Quenton Height Civic club held its reg- Evelyn Martin, Mrs. Katie
Tenn.;
rection of Matthew Kennedy. Nashville,
ular monthly meeting at Cane
Matthew Kennedy, a mem- Smith of Long Island, N.Y.; Creek Baptist church last Mon- Alexander, Mrs. Marion Bruce.
ber of the music faculty at Fisk Ronald Walters of Wichita. day night. Named to the com- Mrs. Edith Woods, Mrs. Berof
tha Jenkins, Mrs. Essie D. Hale,
began his career as the director Kans. and Harold Wilson
mittee were Mrs. Geneva Mrs. Geneva Woods, Mrs. Clauof the Singers in 1957. Kennedy Nashville.
Woods, Mrs. Katie Alexander, de] Gates, Malcolmb Williams,
holds the A.B. from Fisk, and
and John B. Gibson.
Robert Hancock, Edgar WalM.S. from Juilliard School of NOW YOU KNOW
Krakatoa, a small Indonesian
It was decided that club mem- lace, Jonas Jenkins, Aubry TurMusic.
The 1960-61 singers are Julie island located between Sumatra bers of the club would see a ner, John B. Gibson, Henry
Boston of Lillington, N.C. Lou- and Java erupted on Aug. 27, film being shown on Mutual Hill, Mrs. Betty Jones, secrevon Burrow of St. Louis, Mo.; 1883 in the greatest natural Savings and Loan Company tary; Mrs. Inez Wallace, club
For 24-Hour Service Call Mr. Williaev
Carmelita Cureton of Greens- explosion of recorded history. during the next meeting which reporter, and T. R. Robinson,
vine, S.C.; Kathlyn Hines of Rocks were hurled to a height is scheduled for May 8 at 8 president of the club.
AT
Amarillo, Texas; Ercel Red- of 34 miles and dust from the p.m.
Tr
mond of Oxford, Miss.; Mary eruption was still falling 10 President of the club, T. R.
Rodgers of Trenton, Tenn.; days later 3,000 miles away.— Robinson, asked each club
member to bring two other persons, living in the area, to the
•
next meeting. He said "this club
is for the people and it is operated by the people."
Guest at the meeting included
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
the Tri-State Defender, who addressed the club members briefly.
New member of the club is
Aubry Turner, who is a teacher at Manassas high school. The
meeting's devotional services
were conducted by J. H. Hill
Music was supplied by little
Miss Regina Gates. Prelude
music was furnished by C. L.
Moseley, who is a teacher at

115 Adams St.

KITCHENS REMODELED
ROOM ADDITIONS
CABINETS

Barbecue For
Mademoiselles

Bryant T. Williams

As an, Air Force Medical
Specialist Officer, income will
be in excess of $4,000 a year,
plus tax-exempt allowances for
food and housing. In addition
are 30 days paid vacation each
year, free medical and dental
care, and accrue a generous retirement income. For more information how you may become
a member of the Aerospace
Medical Specialist team, contact
one of the following Air Force
Recruiting offices, 256 Madison
ave., Memphis, or 202 East Ches.
ter, Jackson, Tenn.; Post Office
Building, Dyersburg, Term., or
City County Building, Tupelo,
Miss.

JA 6-2246

FA 4-1866

FOR
CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, etc.
WH

265 East McLemore

111)

2-9251

eautiful

SPRING DRESSES
Now In Stock

Sizes 3-141 — Name Brands
We Invite You To Shop At

MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP
1727

BR 4-3140

Lamar

Plenty Of Parking Space

Pere! & Lowensfein Bought A
Distributor's Close-Out Of

WestinghouseRadios
At Huge Discounts.
Westinghous,
Clock Radio
Wake up to your favorite
music or buzzer alarm or to
both, Wide .range speaker.

Pink.

DISCUSS PLANS
The Dukes and Duchess social club discussed plans for the
year during a meeting at the
residence of its president, Mrs.
Thelma Durham, last Sunday.
The first affair planned is to be
a Spring Festival Dance, set for
Friday. April 21, at Curries
Tropicana club.
Members of the club include
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bailey,
Sam Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Ezelle, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Gill,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Reed and Mr.
and Mrs. Benny Walker.

••
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3-ROOM
GROUP
ALL NEW
FURNITURE
FOR ONLY

"What Will I Be?"
Boyhood is the atomic age of man. Perpetual motion powered
by the explosive energy of youth.
Yet there are times when every boy mu.st be alone, for only
In solitude can be shape and size his dreams to a man's
dimensions.
What will he be when he grows up?
Today's business management,alert and sensitive to its public
responsibilities, helps answer this vital question by creating
jobs and opportunities to fit constructive boyhood dreams of
any size and shape.

Powerful 5-tube set with rich tone. Plays on AC or DC.
Mocha and white or turquoise and white, Has illuminated, easy to read dial.

Group

Cut-Rate Furn.
Trading Post
BR 4-5292

75c A Week

a •

Has doze alarm that permits
that extra "40 winks" of sleep.
Beige and mocha or pink and
charcoal!

— INCLUDED
5-Pc, L. R. Group
With Tables and Lamps
5-Pc Chrome Dinette
Bedroom

$269,

Westinghouse
6-Tube
Clock Radio

9995

2256 CENTRAL
Block W of Fairgrounds

Southern Boll

Westinghouse Radio

Former M•rngbis
Area Prle• S52.15—New

Order By
Mail Or
Phone
JA 5-6711

$3

998
$1 A Week

*DOWNTOWN:1.44 5'. Main Strisali
* NO11141 GATE. 3I52+1. Thomas SL *LAMAR AIRWAYS 2270 tarivarAss
*MAAR HIGHLANCsFLAZA,3432 Nara Ave
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By GEORGE DANIELS
Special Feature Writer

the staff in 1927, and has since
gained fame as a noted bioATLANTA, Ga.—Miss Camilla Miss Weems addressed ExNEW YORK — At New York's chemist, has spurred the colWeeins, retired State Home tension Workers assembled in
Harlem hospital there is a criti- lege's research program at a
Demonstration agent, world the education building of the
cal shortage of qualified doctors somewhat fanatical pace—and
traveler and scholar was hon- Whe:e. Street Baptist church.
on the regular staff. In Austin, the results have been no less
ored doing the G. T. E. A. She narrated excerpts front her
Tex., there is a need for both than fantastic.
session with an orchid and a thesis, "A Study of llome Dem.
Negro physicians and dentists In one eight-year span 1950 to
check for $100 as a token of onstration Work in Georgia
in the community. In October 1958, no fewer than 76 papers
appreciation from Negro Ex- from 1923 to 1955."
of last Year there were no Ne on isotopes were published from
tension workers in Georgia.
The study revealed a history
gro physicians and only one Ne Meharry's Cancer Research
of Home Demonstration Work in
gmo dentist located in the Wes laboratories, directed by GerGeorgia
with emphasis on ormany-born
Dr.
Paul F. Hahn,
Bank Area of Metropolitan New
ganization and program develOrleans where some 250,000 Ne the first person in the U. S.,
and perhaps the world, authorizopment.
groes reside.
ed to use radio-active gold as
Some of the implications
COLORADO SPRINGS
In Tennessee,
Minnesota a treatment for cancer and
brought out in this study were:
leuGeorgia, Arkansas, North Caro
kemia—a process pioneered at
By GEORGE REDDEN
(1) Home Demonstration work
Aniline, Missouri, and Ohio, the
Meharry.
will continue in Georgia and an
Wproblem is the same: There is
scene,
Jim
On
the
sports
Meharry's biggest problem is
even greater progress is exa shortage of Negro physicians
Miller,
the
fleet
young
triple
money. It needs money to bu
pected in the future.
and dentists.
threat of Palmer High School (2) Farm families
new dormitories and expand
should:
And from all indications, there
high
threatens
to
break
a
few
classroom and hospital twillcontinue to make progress unseems to be little that can be ties.
school records as he won ail of der the guidance of kind and
Because of a lack of adedone unless (1) more Negroes
the events he entered In a tri- sympathetic Extension Workquate space Meharry each year
are persuaded to enter the medi
angular meet with Longmont ers.
has to turn down hundreds of
cal profession,(2) existing med
and Loveland. In mud and snow (3) Extension Workers are
qualified Negroes seeking en.
ical schools expand their Wilt.
Miller barely missed a couple raising the level of education
trance.
ties and (3) medical schools
of State records and J. P. Mor- in order to render a greater
With racial restrictions begin to ADVERTISE
gan, Miller's running mate service.
admit qualified Negro students. One of the ways people in
came in second in a couple of
Miss Ireem's concluding re.
cities and towns like Biwabik,
85 SCHOOLS IN U. S.
the races behind Miller and won marks to the more than 40
Minn.. which last October adThere are about 8,5 jam-pack- vertised for a
the 440 in very good time.
agents present from over the
physician interested medical schools in the U. S. ed
in a general practice in the
The Colorado Springs City state were, "Work hard to inn.
today. They graduate a total of
Federation met in the home of pro .le the standards of our pece
Taconite-lron Mining area, and
7,500 physicians to fill an aver- guaranteed an
Mrs. Vera Scott with the Duincome of at least
age of 13,000 internships that $1,000 a
Miss Ann Postell, area supmonth, could assure
Bois Study club as host. A few
are available each year.
themselves of adequate medical
of the ladies motored to Den- ervisor, served as mistress of
The startling fact, however, service
under the direction of J. C. professor elementary educe. ver Sunday for the book review ceremony, Miss Carrie Powell,
would be to establish at THE GROUP ABOVE Is a teachers with the problems
Is that the shortage of Negro
Meharry and Howard Medical part of th- delegation partici- involved in keeping daily at- Conradt, center, first row, Lion, and James 0. !terry, "White Mother." The ladles assistant state CH club agent
physicians is so great that to- schools complete
at
workshop
on
the
records,
held
tendance
from the Texas Education right, associate professor, are all working to attend the pinned the orchid. Miss Willie
scholarships pating in a
day there is only one Negro for
deserving students selected Texas Teacher's School Reg- Texas Southern university, Agency, Others In the picture Elementary Education; both State association in June and M. Saxon, Home Demonstradoctor to every 4,567 Negroes. by the schools.
ister to acquaint prospective recently. The workshop was are Dr. Clifton Claye, left, are on the University staff. the Regional which will be held tion agent from Bibb county
There are close to 5,000 Negro The scholarships
presented the check for $100.
Evans Photo.
would, of
in our city in July.
111111,physicians in the U. S. Nearly
course, stipulate that the selectMrs. Matte Copeland, area
Returning from trips to New
half of them are graduates of ed students
must be willing to
presented
Miss
Meharry Medical College in serve at least
York and Florida Mrs. Bea Mit- supervisor,
three years in the
chell entertained with two din- Weems to the group assembled.
Nashville, Tenn., the "Athens community or area that
providWords
of
appreciation to Miss
of the South." (The only other ed the
ner parties Saturday and SunJOHNSON CITY
scholarships.
fully accredited and privately There are many
day nights. She hosted a Sat- Weems were expressed by Au.
talented Negustine
Hill,
state agent, Alex-.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
The Middle Adult Fellowship
endowed Negro medical college gro youths today who
urday night party of bridge and
desire to
tinder Hurse, area supervisor
is Howard University in Wash- become
of McCabe Temple Methodist
dinner.
Sunday,
a
an
Italian
physicians and surgeons Final rites for Mr. James W.
Church met with Mrs. Willie
ington, D. C.)
lovely birthday party for Mr. and other agents.
but are too poor to enter mediWilliams, 35, who died in D. C., Gardner recently.
Meharry is one of the smallest cal college. There are
Martin, a two course turkey
commedical institutions in the coun- munities, particularly
dinner was served.
in the General hospital, March 25, Rev. T. E. White attended
try. It can accommodate a com- South and in
Easter Sunday, Mr. and Mrs.
small-town areas were held from Grace Temple the after Easter roll call in
bined student body of only about throughout the U.S.,
which will Church in this city on the after- Jackson, Tenn,
James Hill entertained in their
500 students in its three schools never attract
young doctors who
home with a lovely Easter dinMiss Ann Caton, Mr. and Mrs.
(medicine, dentistry, and nurs- feel they must go to the big noon of March.29, with Mrs. V. Emerson
Roberts and daughner, The ladles ir attendance
ing). No more than 65 or 70 cities to earn enough money
officiating, assisted by
S.
Redd
to
ter Valeria of St. Louis visited
looked beautiful in their Easter
physicians and dentists, and 30 set up practice.
Rev. J. F. Birchette. He was a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Caton;
regalia but :fie ladies are still Mrs. Maggie Gafney, a former'
nurses can hope to graduate Scholarships would
thus help member of Mt. Hope F. B. H. Mrs. Maggie Lou Caton is very
talking about Mrs. Mamie citizen of Dewaine and now a
at one time. There is room for the poor youth
a
deceased
was
The
Church.
Colp passed away at
bent on a mediill
Leake and Mrs. Lois Lester. citizen of
only 65 new students each year. cal career and
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
prepare him for veteran of World War II, lie is Mrs. Francis Wilkins Hayes
Mrs.
Leake
In
a
gold
suit
and
Still, despite these handicaps, a useful life, more
Thelma Rafe last week. The
importantly survived by his parents, Mr. and of Detroit visited her parents,
matching accessories and Mrs.
and a need for money, Meharry guarantee medical
service for Mrs. Koze Williams. three bro- Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Wilkins. DR. CHARLES II. WESLEY, Sorrell, professor of Military Lester in her turquoise blue and funeral was held at Shaffer
since its founding in 1876 as a areas which in all
Chapel AME church, Sunday,
probability thers, Mr. Lewis Williams, of
President of Central State Col- Science look on approvingly. matching accessorlea and both
struggling one-room missionary would be by-passed for
greener this city Mr. Robert Williams, Miss Barbara and Richey lege, Wilberforce, Ohio, con- Sgt. Monroe has served at ladles wore Russian fur stoles. April 9. Rev. Raymond Davis
school, has:—Grown to a 14- pastures.
officiated. She was a member
of Cincinnatti, Ohio, and Mr. Morris of Chicago spent the gratulates Staff sergeant Lin- Central State college for two
acre, $7.5 million medical cen•
As I was saying It was reported of Mt. Olive Baptist church.
George Williams of Flint, Mich., weekend with the Wilkinses.
coln C. Monroe during retire- Years as supply sergeant for that all of the ladies looked Mrs. GaIney was a loyal cititer with a 240-bed hospital that
four sisters, Mrs. Shelby Redd, Mr. and Mrs. Davis Burke
treats the city's indigent Nement ceremonies for the veter- the college's ROTC Detachgood
Mrs. Mary Forney, Mrs. Ruby visited in Jackson, Term., and
beautiful but those two looked zen and church member, a
gro patients;—Pioneered in the
an of 20 years of continuous ment. He will continue to
mother and grandmother. She
Madeline Wil- Bradford.
and
Miss
Rollins,
use of radio-active gold as a
active duty. Mrs. Erline Mon- serve at the college as Assist- the (most).
leaves three draughters, Mrs.
liams, of this city, and other Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bigham
Remember !!!t when you Ranita Mays, Mrs. Marie
treatment for cancer and leuwife of the retiring soldi- ant Military Property CustodiInterment occuried in and sons of Union City visited roe,
relatives,
kemia; —Graduated almost 50
er, and Lt. Colonel Roy W. an for the detachment, as a have news of interest call ME Treadwell and Mrs. Thelma
West Lawn cemetery with J. D. the Wagners and Mrs. Milper cent of all Negro physicians
4-1913.
civilian.
Rafe, several grandchildren and
in
funeral
director,
Ledford
Harris.
lard
and dentists now pdacticing in
great grandchildren and a host
charge.
met
Club
So
and
Sew
The
this country. The school conwho
Hamilton. She was accompanied ens Avenue. The affair was Golden of St. Lotus; one brother, of friends. Out of towners
INDIANAPOLIS,
Ind.
—
of
Lee,
troop
no.
44.
Valeria
Scout
Mrs.
Boy
with
tinues to graduate close to 35
Raymond Golden of St. Louis, attended the funeral were two
home by her father, Isaac largely attended.
Chicago,
per cent of the Negro doctors Members of the Allen Chapel Thankful Baptist Church was The Martinaires of this city
The Ladies Auxiliary of Li- Mo., three sisters, two grand granddaughters from
AME church in Indianapolis, the recipient of a charter on the rendered a program of spirit- Hamilton.
Bernadine
trained annually.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Louis berty will present a Talent Show children, two aunts, one uncle Misses Doris and
ual songs in Rubiford, Tenn.
Meharry came into being Ind., have formed their own morning of March 26,
Mrs. Conzeck at the church on Thursday night and other relatives and friends. Brown; Mrs. Mary Gray of
Mr.
and
Cooper,
through interracial cooperation, credit Union National Associa- The Ministers, wives held The Fashion Show was a big Powell and children Rena, Sam- May 11, 1961 the public is cor- The Ministers and Deacons Chicago; Lowell Smith of Chiand through interracial coopera- tion (CUNA) reports.
their annual service at Thankful success at Weakley County mie Zeck and children, Rena, dially invited to attend.
Wives of the Bells Chapel Bapt- cago; Mr. and Mrs. Toledo Kirtion it has overcome obstacles There are 360 families eligi- Baptist church in the afternoon High School and sponsored by Sammie Zeck, jr., Willie and
Ronald Wayn Kirby of
of 522 South ist church held their annual by and
Mrs.
Luter
Lucy
and handicaps that have closed ble for membership in the Al- on March 26.
the NHA girls.
Debra; Mrs. Lacey Mayberry Liberty Street entered Collins meeting and program on Sun- Dayton, Ohio.
was in
Fulton of Dedown lesser schools.
len
and their mother, Mrs. Eula C.M.E. hospital at Memphis day. April 16, 1961 at 3 p.m. Mrs. Nora Kirby
Chapel A.M.E. Federal The court of Calanthee lodge Miss Attie V.
troit is visiting her parents, Mai Smith spent the weekend Tennessee, Sunday, April 9, Mrs. Obeile Estes Drain was Chicago last weekend and
However, after almost a cen- Credit Union, according to
a silver tea in the
sponsored
brought home her niece, Mrs.
tury of service, Meharry is Treasurer Nathaniel
and Mrs. Bob Fulton.
in Peoria with their sister and 1961. Friends .may contact her the guest speaker.
Ger, Sr. residence of Mrs. Lena Hayes, Mr.
Ida Demonbeaum, who was re.
Miss Josephine Bailey re- daughter.
little known to the public-atthere, and may we pray for her Semper Fidelis Council oh.
Ave., on the
Fairview
E.
308
Credit
unions
are
nonprofit
large. It is because of the gencently visited friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley to have an early and complete served its annual Spring Bonnet cently hospitalized.
in an
erosity and dedication of large organizations formed by people afternoon of Mprch 26,
Parade "The Ilatorama" on Miss Rosalyn Hill, student
Douglas of Gary, Ind., spent recovery.
Psalm
Sunday.
observance
of
with
a
common
bond,
such
as
diphilanthropic organizations and
Saturday and Sunday with their Funeral services for Mr. Arby Sunday, April 9, 1961 in Merry nurse at UTI finished her trainreturned
Mrs.
Lela
Davis
has
BOLIVAR
church.
belonging
to
same
the
glir individual donors who contribute
brother, Mr. Ralph Douglas, A. Marshall ,sr., were held High school Auditorium from 4 ing course last Sunday. Out 01
to its support that Meharry is Each credit union is entirely from Detroit, Mich., where she Bolivar Red Devils elemen- who is ill. Also with Mr. and
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Featured, was towners who attended the gradSunday, April 9, 1961 at Blairs
owned and operated by its visited her daughter, Mrs.
able to exist.
Mrs. Thomas William and Miss Chapel CME at 2:30 p.m. with displays of creations by some uation were his sister, Miss
team
won
basketball
girls
tary
members, offering them a con- Mamie Blanding, and family.
of our Milliners. Choirs of sev- Myrtle Lou Hill, Mrs. Meth,
ROCKEFELLERMEHARRY
place in the elementary Birdie A. Douglas.
the Rev. N. Davis officiating.
venient place in which to save
Mae Duniun and her three chilU. S. Rep. first
Among Meharry's heaviest and a source of low-cost credit. The final rites for
tournament and the
ceme- eral elementary schools rend- dren of Chicago. Mrs. Charles
basketball
Burial
the
church
was
in
B. Carroll Reece veteran conered a musical program, The
and most consistent contributors
place.
tery
with
Funeral
Home
Ford
second
won
boys
JACKSON
Over 1,200 of the 20,500 credit
public was cordially invited tn Holt also attended.
have been the Rockefeller Foun- unions in the United States gressman for the 1st Dist. of
in charge. Mr. Marshall was
Miss Rubye E. Andrews won
attend. Miss Jaunita Peoples Mrs. Carnary Caldwell of
Tenn. for 34 years, who died in
AGNEW
C.
A.
By
dation and boards, which since were
born
in
Madison
County,
spelling
moved
County
started by church groups, Bethesda Naval hospital in Md., the Hardiman
president, Mrs. Ozeile Drain. Mayfield, Ky., and Mrs. Alber1917 have provided $40 million;
to
South
Beloit,
Ill.,
in
1951.
Mr.
stuis
an
8th
grade
Mrs.
bee.
she
Prof.
and
to Sanford, mother of Mrs.
The home of
CUNA reports.
chairman.
the Methodist Church, the
Mar. 19 were held at St. John dent and is the daughter of T. R. White, 419 Cumberland Marshall died suddenly. SurviPauline McKay of Cairo were
Carnegie and Rosenwald foundaEpiscopal Church on March 22. Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Andrews, Street, South was the scene of vors include his wife, Mrs.
visitors at Shaffer Chapel last
RACE
CONCENTRATION
tions and George Eastman, the
Sunday.
attends Bolivar Ind. a surprise appreciation party Eleanor Marshall; one daughter, WAVERLY
Reece
was
at
one
time
She
Cong.
Jr.
camera manufacturer.
ST. LOWS—More Negroes live
Mrs. George Baker visited
honoring Mrs. Edna White and Miss Linda Kate Marshall; one
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Dr. Harold Dent West, Me- in 13 southern states than in chairman of the National Re- high school.
Youth Choirs, son, Arby Ad Marshall, Jr., all
Mrs. Rose Stewart and Rev,
Mr. and Mrs. James Turner a group from the
harry's president, who joined the other 37 states.
publican committee.
the adult chorus of South Beloit; father, Mr. Eu- Harry Lomax, Bill Smith, and Beatrice Corley in Marion last
and Mike of St. Louis spent sponsored by
of Mother Liberty C.M.E. gene Marshall, sr.; step-mother, Mrs. William Wells of In- week.
the day with Miss Essie B.
Hardy, Tommie Lee and Allen
church, April 5, 1961.
dianapolis were recent visitors
Parsons and family. They also
Supper was prepared a n d Marshall all of Jackson, Eu- of Mr. H. Lomax, Ed Goodattended the funeral of Rev. S
served by Ladies of the Chorus; gene Marshall, jr., of Beloit, rich and
other relatives of
Q. Miller which was held a after which gifts of apprecia. Wis., Lerma Marshall of RaBethlehem M. B. church with (ion were presented to Mrs. cine, Wis., Johnnie Marshall of Waverly and New Johnsonville.
the pastor, Rev. C. D. Johnson Edna White, Miss Frances Chicago, Ill., and Hubert Mar- Bill May and Robert Beasley
officiating. Others were Early Cleveland, Miss Theresia Wom- shall of Maywood, Ill.; three of Danville were recent visiof Mrs
Anderson, John and Charlie ack and Miss Jacqueline- Cole. uncles, Albert Marshall of Jack- tors in the home
Miller, the Turner brothers and Other members of the Youth son, Tennie Holtman of Mercer, Eunice May and other relativ,
of our city.
Prof. and Mrs. S. E. Jones.
Choir present were Miss Mary Tenn., and Arbery Hollmon of
Andrew Fowler spent the K. Jones, Messrs. Harold Hamp- Chicago; three aunts, Mrs. Jen- The AME Missionary Society
nie Golden of Jackson, Mrs. met in the home of Miss Mar
weekend with his family, Mrs_ ton and Ernest Russel,
April 4.
Adult Chorus members pre- Annie Reid of Mednn and Mrs, gie Vaughs
Gracie Fowler and Keith
Visitors in the home of le
Ed Hollingman is on the sick sent were Mesdames Erline Eva Long of Uptonville and Resano Turner and other re
Dixon, Sadie Glenn, Lula B. many other relatives and
list.
tives of Waverly include, 70
•••
Martin, Nita Bishop, Lola M. friends.
Dugger, Ersuia Curry, Johnnie Funeral services for Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rosman, Tv
NEWBERN
Patton an..
Reid, Priscilla Howard, Messrs. Floyd Golden were held last and Mrs. Douglas
By ARCHIE WOODS
of Chicago.
all
daughter
Monday
at
3
p.m.,
at
Cerro
Bobby
Miller,
Howard,
Thomas
Rev.
Whitmore,
Rev. A. D.
Gordo Baptist church with the Bev, Ewing, Jr., pastor of
and Mrs. Loyal Pierce, Mr. Prof. T. R. White and Mr. Pres- Rev.
W. M. Monroe officiating Salters Chapel AME Methodist
occasion
was
Powell.
The
Mr.
ton
Walker,
Edward
Mrs.
and
Interment was in the church church of Waverly was surMrs.
thoroughly
and
enjoyable
Wiggins
were
Alvin
Mrs.
and
cemetery with Bledsoe Funeral prised with an Easter shower
dinner guests of Mrs. Carey Edna White was surprised and
members of Sal- NASHVILLE — Rev. Kelly Mil
Walker last Sunday. Mrs. Walk- thrilled beyond words of ex- Home in charge. Mr. Golden given by the
was born and reared in Madi- ters Chapel AME Methodist ler Smith, minister of Firs
er was celebrating her birthday. pression. Mrs. Earline B. DixBaptist church, Eighth Avenie
Several attended the Men's on, president, the Rev. C. F. son County, was a member of church,
Cerro Gordo Baptist church. He The sick list includes Mrs. North, Nashville, Tenn., wa,
Day program at Grace Presby- Odom, pastor
Gardner, honored last month In erre
terian Church In Dyersburg, Mrs. Minnie Cob of 207 Elli- worked for the I.C.R.R. Com- Resono Turner, Ray
an
son celebrated her birthday at pany for 18 years. He was a Mrs. Ruther Spicer, Mrs. Al- monies marking his tenth
Tenn., last Sunday night.
pastor. 'The youth
St. Paul Missionary Society home with her husband and member of Brotherhood of Fire- berts Boyd, Mrs. Lola Spicer niversary as
cite
was recently
met in the home of Mrs. Car- children Thursday, April 6, 1961. men and Oilers Union. He is and H. L. Lomax all of Waver- ful minister
by Fellowship House of CMcin
rie Moffatt Tuesday night. Mrs. Mrs. Cob received several beau- survived by his wife, Mrs. Zang, ly.
nett, Ohio, at a banquet givu
Golden of Jackson; two
Eula M. Smith, acting presi- tiful and useful gifts.
In his honor at Cincinnati`
JULIUS THOMAS, director. address at the A & T College and Patricia Isles, Belmont, dent; Mrs. Ophelia Wainwright Stewardess Board of Liberty daughters, Miss Jaunita Golden FROZEN FOODS
NEW-YORK — The consump- Sheraton-Gibson hotel. He we,
gave a "Sip-Chat & Chew Tea of Chicago and Miss Rose Ann
Industrial Relations of the annual Honors Day program, The three students were teacher.
Miss Charlene Hamilton from on last Sunday from 4-7 p.m. Golden of Jackson; three sons, tion of frozen vegetables has presented • plaque citing hi
National Urban League who chats with honorees. Annie among a grewp of sixty who
outstanding contribution!' as
recently delivered the main Everson, Portsmouth, Va.; were cited for academic ex- Jackson spent the weekend with in the home of the President, William G. Floyd L. and L. G. increased by about 1,250 perher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mrs. Sallie Person, at 144 East Golden; Mother, Mrs. Annie cent within the past few years. *Meer aad a civie leader
Rex Fortune, fr., New Bern cellence.
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forty Negro public school facAPPLE FOR TEACHER
There are some 1100 Negro ulties in the city has been askpublic school teachers in Mem- ed to select a teacher, who in
Editor
THADDEUS T. STOKES
phis. And that's not including the opinion of the other teachers in the school, has made an
the ones in Shelby County.
The Negro public school outstanding contribution, over
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six months, $3.50. (2-year special Subscription rate $10)
teacher in Memphis has long and beyond the call of duty, to
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
been a powerful force for good the welfare of the children and
in the community. The real the progress of the school. The
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
impact of the Negro teacher in teachers selected will be the
at Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of March 2, 1879.
Memphis started somewhere honorees at the April 27 proback around 1890, when the gram.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
first important Negro public SURPRISING REACTIONS
Already the program has
school faculty was formed to
hold forth at old Clay Street elicited a surprising response.
School ... later to become Kor- The faculties of each of the
trecht Grammar . . . with an schools have already made their
extension to Kortrecht High. selections. And it is to be noted
The names of people like the that the teacher each group seThe decision handed down by Federal framework of segregation? Or is it being late G. P. Hamilton, Professors lected has something in comNevilles, Buckner, mon with all the others selectDistrict Judge Marion S. Boyd in the pub- applied in a framework of integrated Honesty,
Gary, L. E. Brown .. . people ed. Each is characterized by a
lic school desegregation case last Friday schools?
like Miss Lucy E. Campbell, spirit of unselfishness, devoMemphis public schools are already de- Prof. Blair T. Hunt, Miss A. J. tion and loyalty. Each has
afternoon left unanswered many questions
raised by the Eighth Circuit Court of segregated according to the position taken Nth, Miss Alzora Haste, be- something of the dedication
Appeals. Thus, he denied a plea for im- in court by the Memphis Board of Educa- came household words among which the public has a right to
mediate desegregation of Memphis public tion. Larry Creson, board of education at- the increasing hundreds (later expect of its teachers.
schools, contending that the 1957 Tennessee torney, said in his closing remarks: "We thousands) of Negro youngsters The faculties which looked
ways to the among themselves and selected
Pupil Assignment Act provides a vehicle submit that there is not one iota of valid who found their
growing number of public one of their number to be honevidence that the board of education is
for intevating public schools.
ored are to be commended.
schools.
The main issue raised by the court-case operating a compulsory segregated system The Negro teacher enjoyed a Their action also reflects a spiritself is the issue of responsibility. We ask or one iota of evidence of bad faith in on- degree of prestige which set her it of unselfishness. It also indi. . . upon whom does the responsibility eration under the Pupil Placement law. and him apart as a community cates something of what the
rest for removing segregation from the He went to the unbelievable extent of say- leader. The teacher was counted teachers themselves think of
public school system to comply with the ing that the "Pupil Placement Law is being an asset to any church that held those among them who serve
with distinction and dedication.
1954 Supreme Court's decision? Does it applied and enforced without regard to his membership. He or she
found it easier to get credit It is to be remembered, howrest upon the school board which is in race or color."
at various businesses. He was ever, that undoubtedly there
charge of the system? Or does it rest upon WHAT ABOUT PRINCIPALS ?
are other teachers in each of
something of the cultural
We ask the Board of Education, how
the individual parents of children who
the community. Peopleleadrof look- the participating faculties, who
could all of the Negro principals remain ed up t the teacher
must be educated by that system?
rate just about the same considAttorneys for the plaintiffs stoutly absolutely ignorant of the application of 1)ecting him and her to know eration and appreciation. There
are teachers whose names are
somebe
and
.
.
.
maintained that the mandate of the U. S. the Pupil Placement Law in the Memphis something
never mentioned in the public "Joyce tells me that at "You would be starting with be knocked out cold, given the
body.
Supreme Court concerning desegregation school system?
or even in the regular school church last Sunday," said a contradtion in terms," I count of nine — then let them
Attorneys for the 18 Negro defendants, THINGS .CHANGE
in public schools is not directed at individF, ta
me. in- ceremonies, who are solid foun- Simple, "they took up six col- said. "Why would you, a Ne- rise to their feet and start
ind
egas,ngrowpilte,
stitituttiontshm
uals, but state and local government headed by Mrs. Constance Baker Motley,
So dations of service for their
WHITE boxing again."
"we are seeking an injunction, en- it was with the esteem in which schools and the children they lections — one for the church, gro, start a church for
agents ... the board of education ... being
one for the pastor, one for the ONLY"?
"What mad dreams you•
one of those agents. The burden for remov- joining the Memphis Board of Education the Memphis Negro teacher teach. Behind closed doors, in
building fund, one for the or- "Just to see who would dream," I said. "By that time
Pupil
Law
that
state
Placement
to apply the
ing a wrong perpetrated, rests upon
was held. There was a subtle their classrooms, they are ren- gan fund, one for the sick and come," said Simple. "Any a Mississippi mob would have
change in the public's attitude dering scores of those little un- needy, and the last one for the white folks that come, I would you strung up higher than
same agent. In this case the Memphis Board without race prejudice."
The attorneys for the defendants, in- towards Negro teachers. A va- seen, and unsung services which missionary basket. Joyce says know needed to be saved — in Mack Parker, or else throw
of Education is that agent.
cluding Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., A. W. riety of factors contributed. All taken together add up to ex- in the last collection, she the worst way."
CRYSTAL CLEAR
you in a river deeper than Emand
the change wasn't bad. Peo- cellence
"contributions couldn't give nothing but the "What sort of a sermons mett Till."
Judge Boyd stated in his decision that Willis, H. T. Lockard, Ben L. Hooks and of
ple respected the fact that Ne- over and beyond the call of Widow's Mite. What did Joyce
would you preach to perjuclic- "I would be a man of God,*
the Memphis Board of Education "openly B. F. Jones, said: "We will push for an
gro public school teachers were duty."
ed people like that"? I asked. said Simple, "with a high colannounced many months ago its desire to appeal in the Sixth Circuit Court as rapid- becoming progressively better So, the teachers who will be mean by that"?
"The Widow's Mite," I said. "Fire and brimstone," said lar on and a swing-jim coat.
integrate Memphis schools through com- ly as possible."
prepared for their jobs. In the represented as the honorees for "means that you give what
Simple, "and get down on But what made you think I
In the meantime we are seeking to see early 1920's there were not '61, in the program at Hamilton
pliance with the Pupil Placement Law."
little you have got — but you your knees and pray. Whilst would be in Mississippi by myHe stated further, "it has made its position an example of the application of the Pupil more than five Negro teachers on the night of April 27, are in give it from the heart. Your
they are down on their knees, self? I would take all my
Placement Law in fact. We have heard, in the entire Memphis system reality only the representatives wife did not have much left I would knock each and every Lenox Avenue buddies with
in this court proceeding crystal clear."
We ask . . . is the application of the three-days in court, of its application in who held degrees from either of dozens of other teachers -710 to put in the missionary bas- one of them in the head."
me. Every fighting cat in every
reputable or disreputable col- are just as worthy as themket — but what she did con- "God forbid-" I said "Why"? bar from one end of the avePupil Placement law being made in a
leges. Most of them were barely selves. The honorees will know
contributed wil- "I would be trying to knock nue to the other would be my
she
tribute,
this . . and accordingly will
high school graduates.
lingly."
some sense into their heads," deacons, church ushers, and
So the change in the public's accept the praise bestowed upon
"Joyce must be simple, be- said Simple. "Whilst them gospel choir.
attitude was one of growing re- them with humility and sincere
cause me myself, I would not white folks was recuperating, "Them cats that created the
spect . . in that area of the appreciation.
We received a report last week which being molested by "Jim Crow" policies."
put nothing in that missionary I would go to their homes and riot at the UN on Lumumba,
situation.
The public is invited to the
basket," said Simple. "That pray that they see the light." I would invite with me so as
Where we cannot regulate the policies
pointed up Memphis as being an unBut the unfavorable aspects program according to Mrs. Norsuitable city in which to hold the Tennes- of Hotels Peabody and Claridge, we do of the change . . . if they are ris. She wants them there to church is sending missionaries "You would not remain in to have protection — because
I said, you know I could not get none
see VFW State convention, which has been have an opinion about how they are regu- to be regarded as really unfav- witness this fundamental step to Africa, when they ought to Mississippi long,"
sending missionaries to "knocking white folks in the quick from the Supreme Court.
scheduled to convene here June 2-4. The lated concerning denial of service because orable. . . in the public's atti- towards giving a greater pro- be
needs
Mississippi
Mississippi!
head to show them the light." They works with all deliberate
complaint about Memphis comes from Ne- of racial identity. By the same token we tude included a tendency to re- fessionalism to the Negro teachmissionaries worse than Africa.
folkell
gro VFW members throughout the state. cannot regulate policiei for the Tennessee gard the teacher as less and ing corps in Memphis and the "If I was a missionary, I "I would not want to stay speed. Mississippi white
111
all phases of Mid South. Looks like all right
longer than a week there," need to be saved right NOW.
Negro VFW posts are protesting on the VFW State conventions, however, we do less a leader in
Jackin
right
out
start
would
said Simple. "One single week not in molasses time, nor In
community life. Teachers used
grounds that "if sessions are held at the feel that the organization should not hold
or
Biloxi,
Vicksburg,
son,
to be looked up to as guides in
in Mississippi would be enough turtle time, but in God's time
Natchez. I would take my for me."
Peabody or Claridge hotel, it will mean a state convention in any city or at any political matter s. That's
— which is NOW.
Bible and head for Darkest
that Negro delegates will get the "Jim building where its Negro delegation can- changed. They were sought in
"You would not save many "Let them go to heaven,
Dixie.
Crow" treatment as they have in the past." not attend all sessions available to its white financial matters. That's no
week," I said.
meet colored folks on equal
When I got down home I souls in a
longer too true.
The protesters desire the convention to members.
terms, drink milk and honey,
SALISBURY, N. C. — Miss would set up me a church, and "No, but I would put the
some
on
advice
gave
They
be held in Nashville, Knoxville °I/ChattaIf integrated conventions can be held
of and await the coming — beJulia B. Duncan has been ap- I would put up a sign: WHITE fear of God into a number
nooga," where Negro delegates can attend in Nashville, Knoxville and Chattanooga, legal matters as they affected pointed acting business manag- FOLKS ONLY. I would not hearts. There is nothing like a cause when I come through
much of the Negro community.
though my
ci--- of the
•- ''•)ut then" --"- when will you come of age'
on the head to put fear of the Golden Gate,
That has changed. They were er at Livingstone College ac- want to confuse the issue. I blow
man's heart. sins be washed white as snow.
a
into
God
saving
need
made
folks
white
announcement
know
to
cording
sought for advice on matters of
ever.
and praying and I will be as black as
health and the like. That has by Dr. S. E. Duncan, president worse than colored, so I Preaching
them Then white folks will all move
communion
taking
by
away
the
them
scare
fill
will
not
She
would
college.
the
of
changed. Most people no longdone for Many to hell just to get away from
expect teachers to know vacancy left by resignation of starting out with integration. crackers have
America will spend more money on or ed according to qualification rather than er
They need some me — so there will be no race
everything. People no longer E. J. Junior, jr. to accept a If I was a colored missionary, many years.
missionary problem in heaven. Thank
of
kind
because of the four-year Civil War centen- racial identification. We should have waited too often expect teachers to be similar position at Albany State I would start me a church for other
end!"
treatment now. They need to God! Amen! The
nial than the S9 billion the North and until the Bill of Rights and the 13th, 14th models of correctness in speech, college, Albany, Ga.
WHITE ONLY."
South spent to fight the war itself accord- and 15th Amendments become a practice drcss, manners, and the like
lea.
ing to Newsweek.
Caskey is beginning as a
rather than a reference. We should have as they once did. The tendency
teacher and counselor of minisThe first official shots to commemorate waited until black Americans are known now is to take teachers in the':
ters. It has been found that the
the celebration was fired in Charleston on as Americans the world over rather than stride, just as other folks are
tiakgeneneinraltlhespecoamkmmung.itIyn.
inner-city minister is loneloApril 12 with a 15-minute "holocaust over Negroes. We should have waited until all
than most clergymen, and Cas
and around Fort Sumter."
citizens are privileged to live, love, work w
sords, the, Negroschool teachkey will open his home to theseW
We feel that celebrating the "centen- play and attend school where he wants, er in Memphis is no longer
men for socializing, seminars
nial" is untimely, out of place, lacking in whom he wants, and when he wants. We regarded as anybody special.
and heart-to-heart talks.
good judgment and in bad taste. We should should have waited until every rebel flag HOME OWNERS
ed. It no onger is confined to "The urban minister is loneliand seminary students.
By CLAIRE COX
And this is so, despite the fact
have waited until after the war was over. is trampled in the dust . . . never to be
_
the church.
er than other ministers," MerWe should have waited until those things flown again to keep the flame of hostility that there are hundrede 4 NEW YORK — (UPI) — A The program, started last
the focus
of teachers in the community new effort is being made to save week in Providence, R. I. by the Special emphasis is being chant said, "because
that the war was fought over were settled b
b • hlYplanning, urban of Protestantism is upon a place
now ,.. the overwhelming ma- rapidly
city Congregational Ch r i s t i an placed on city
big
declining
once and for all. We should have waited
It is foolish to commemorate a "war" jority are holders of at least
renewal, redevelopment and peoplewhere like-minded middle class
churches through an on-the-job churches, stresse!' the fact that
until "every vestiage of racial slavery is while it is still being waged. We
and.
programs
gather. In the inner-citst
should one and two college and univer- training program for ministers the urban ministry has chang- conservation
wiped from the United States. We should have waited until peace was gained ... sity degrees. Most of them are
courses in community orgam church you don't have this midhave waited until every American is judg- not declared.
III11111111111111111111111 lIlt lulliltilillIlilIlilt Ill I II11111111lIIIIIIIIIIIIIitillieni1111111111111111111111111111111111 zation, group dynamics and die class. The tendency is to
home owners, civic workers,
•a
development. E- write off these areas.
leadership
We celebrated the Civil War too soon. and supporters of cultural and
ventually the program will in- "The clergyman in the subeducational programs. But they
fight for his right to be treated still are denied or lack someclude leadership programs for urb has a lot of cohorts who
as an American citizen, to at. thing of that special esteem and
local conversations.
operate on the same wave
the
to
attached
tend the school neareet his home regard which
There are persons who re- length. There is a vast reser.
in
teachers
school
early
public
and to use all public facilities
gard such activities as non, voir of able people to help hint
Dear Editor:
As for the Main Street mer- without humiliation.
Memphis.
theological and therefore out of lead. He can find a good social
Maybe some of the fault for
. I wish to make a few Coin- chants, we are demanding that History shows that true bile
the realm of the clergy. But life. The minister In the inner,ments on the article written by they accord their Negro cus- tv has never been won without this decline in esteem can be
Rev. Joseph W. Merchant, sec- city often has no one within
laid at the teachers' own doors.
Mr. Nat D. Williams in your tomers the same treatment that great
retary or the Inner-City Church reach of his own parish with
sacrifice on somebody's
April 1-7 edition entitled "Boy- they give their white customers, part. History also shows that Maybe the teachers need to do
of the Congregational Christian the same background. He has
more as a group to look to their
Negroes must be given the same
cott Bungle."
only a "few"
I have spearChurches says such a program to do all the leading. His perown.interest in the public's eye.
As I read the article, I had courteous service that the gales headeda 11 great
freedom move- That's what other groups do.
171"
'is very deeply theological." sonal life is lonely."
to check the name of the auth- and office personnel of the ments. Is staying away from the
For this and other reasons,
"It's only when you shape and
department
relations
public
The
or several times to make eel.- stores give their other custom- Main Street stores too great 1
deepen the theological percep- Merchant said, It has been difd
n
a
organizations
most
of
era!
tam n that he is a Negro because
price for a Negro to pay for groups is one of the most imtion of the meaning of the ficult to recruit ministers to
it is inconceivable that any per- Every form of racial segrega- his freedom? I think not.
church that you can meet city churches. But a group of
And
up.
set
whole
in
portant
the
lion
stores
in
be
must
eliminatson. particularly a Negro. who
changed conditions," he said young men has been found whtt
or delives in this city and observes ed such as. separate restrooms. Finally the article contained the public relations man's
in an interview. "This is the can he appealed to. on the same
nutshell.
a
in
job,
partment's
statement
Negroes
some
that
a
separate
separate
lounges,
the flagrant disregard of the
theology of the renewal of the basis as the youths who have
public gets
Negro's constitutional and hu. drinking fountains, separate "are sore because, outsiders are is to see that the
church, which is very desperate- volunteered to -serve in Presithe desired "image" of the
to
themselves
upon
it
taking
Negroes
etc.
facilities,
eating
any
question
could
rights,
man
dent Kennedy's Peace Corps, he
ly needed."
thing, group, or persons he rep'aspect of the boycott of the must be given opportunity for tell them how they felt shout
Many cities need the kind of said.
employment according to their it." To this I need ask only one resents. Local Negro public
Main Street merchants.
school teachers could stand
urban renewal ministry that The Congregational Christians,
question.
' The members of the White ability.
some good public relations
has been begun on a trial basis through the Caskey experiment,
Citizens Council and the Ku If efforts to secure the above How many Main Street merin Providence, Merchant said. hope to prepare Protestantism
"
Klux Klan and racial segrega. goal result in our leaders in chants asked them (the Uncle won
So, it is eminently in order
Among them are Boston, New to help the lonely inner-city
tionalists everywhere could not this boycott movement being Tom's) their opifiions before es- that the Bluff City
York, Cleveland, Chicago, St. ministers and start a grounds'have done a better job espous- Placed in the category of the tablishing the policy of "white" Wsisllortiom
,Wilha ed by
ne
Y
Louis, Kansas City, Detroit and well of renewal of their Innertrig their cause of "white su- "lunatic fringe" of this commu- and Negro jobs? "White" and
Walker,
McWilliams
the San Francisco Bay area. eitv churches.
water
fountains? should present its rst p
premacy"; the merchants on nity, then it is unfortunate that "colored"
public
Actually, he said there is not To do this, the &torches must
Main Street could not have done all Christians of the community "White" and "Negro"
program on April 27th, at Hama single large city in which move out into the neighborhoods,
a better job of attempting to un- are not already in that category. er service?
iiton High School, with the delarge, long-established churches instead of relying simnly on
dermine the NAACP's efforts It appears that we have more Fortunately, we are not die- sign of showing appreciation
are not suffering from various now outdated practices of drawft' they had purchased a page than our share of Uncle Tom's couraged: some of us have for representative teachers in
ing people to them. Merchant
kinds of urban blight.
advertisement in your paper, in our city; in fact, every Ne- w- lked the picket line with the the city's Negro schools.
The Rev, James S. Caskey of said. Such a radiation of InfluWhy do we picket? Why do gro who trades at the stores temperature as low as 12 dede-rs. R. H. (Inez) Morris, a
Chicago is headiag the Provi- ence can be achieved throu,,h
we boycott? Why do we sit-in? being picketed on Main Street greet% and as high as let
MelroseMHigh School teacher.
dence pilot program. As minis- develooment of neiebborhood
is an "Uncle Tom." Ile does grees; we will not falter, we and an active member of the
Why do we protest?
ter of urban strategy of the imnroyement associations, in•
The answer to all of these not deserve to enjoy the bone. will carry on the fight until corn- Association, is spearheading the
Rhode Island Congregational felled in low-income housing
questions is the same. We are fits already won in this fight plete victory is won regardless program, She is working tirePULLIN'
THE
WOOL
WERE
YOU
THOUGHT
Conference, he it combining in- nroiects or even e.tahlishment
.working to Rid This City of against racial injustices. Re- of the cost.
with the help of • corn - "IF YOU
WERE
USIN'
THE
OVER MY EYES .. . YOU
service training for selected of released time religious eduEvery Form of Racial Discrim gardless. however, of his cornMemphis Branch of NAACP mittee of teachers to make the
students of theological seminar- cation, he said.
WRONG YARN!"
nation that exists,
placency, we shall continue to 236 S. Wellington St., Memphis program a success. Each of the
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE .
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MISS
- -I'D LIKE
70 NAVE A FENN WORDS
VgiNg YOU

NO 11 ISN'T 'MAI MISS
1ELLALL,
A130U1 NOM
'fELLING, MN WIFE WHAT

a4/6/4 WProEDoodle

liME % CAA* 114 LAST

LADIESlacte AREOTHERS WiTtrk StioPPIN.

NICHT/

GLIDERS imINE SioRie1001SopoT
w'
STRADDLE

14E A1SL ES —PLACE q01.1R
Dear Mme. Chante: I am am sure you can help me. 1
GLIDER To ONE SIDE SO O1i4ERS CAW
a 19 yea:: old girl who is seek- lost my wife three years ago.
PA SS/
ing pen pals. Would appreciate I am 40, and own my own
hearing from young men and business. She must have a forwomen between 19 and 24. All mat education, a sense of huletters will be answered prompt• man and a good background.
ly. Please send picture with Some business experience. Pm'
first letter. Race does not mat- ter a Christian woman between
ter.
28 and 40. Please send photo
Phyllis L. Wills, 211 Lahr St., in first letter. Color doesn't
Danville, Ill.
matter Will answer all mail.
•••
Marshall Davis, 133 W. WashDear Mme. Chante: Please ington, Ripley, Tenn.
,
• ••
help me find a modern, intel•
-MAI I WAS 100 BOW COOKIN
1040N'T 'TELL HER WHAT lime You CAME
ligent, single lady who is lookDear Mme. Chante: If I find
N01tC
10
BREAKFAS1
for
the
same
ing
type gentle- the right guy I think 1 could
IN, ArtNOUGVI sAkE- ASKED ME -- Pi Lt. 1
man. I do not wish to marry be happy He must want to
SPOD NNA.5 --as yet, but would like someone settle down with one girl. I
•P1L1i't' Ill
Si
to take out as I like all sports, am 25, 5 feet, 1 inch tall, 155
/iiii f
---------_---:
stage plays, church and other lbs, brownskin with black hair,
0
1,1,
.- .
cultured entertainment.
have considered
nice looking. I
.
_----,
i/
no one to accompany me.
dance, play cards, like most
0f4/e
am 37. 5 feet, 11 inches tall. sports. Nly hobbies
are art,
Would like someone around 30, music. singing. Go to
church
i
weighing about 150 lbs. Will an- whenever possible. I have
two
O'01
letters.ders
An
childre,,, ages 2 and 4. Please
44 •
sweorhn
J all Anderson, 1034 W. be sincere. Try to send photo
Roosevelt rd., Chicago 8, Ill.
in first letter.
El
•• •
.i
,./1;
C. M. Clark, 1614 N. 17th St.,
i,"mingesso. 14
0Dear Mme. Chante' I am
Milwaukee, Wis.
.• a
years
minister
of
God,
38
a
* ••
'•
A
'l,
of age, 6 feet, 3 inches tall,
- II:I
I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
weigh 225 lbs. Would like to
s
'
in a strange city and would
($ % I'
.,1 '
hear from women and men from
.
; ' ( e Os
like to meet someone who is
"i5
all over the world.
sincere and lonely. I am a
Rev. Thompson, 3720 W. 55th
gentleman 32 year of age, 5
Place, Tulsa, Okla.
feet, 9 inches tall. Would like
•• •
to hear from young ladies who
Dear Mme. Chante: I read
your column each week and 1 are seeking better things in
life.
Will answer all letters
Will exchange photos on re
quest
•
•
II. Robinson, 3613 W. Dallas
What do you call a poor kid program of federal aid grants
Ave., Houston, Texas.
•• •
from a wretched home, who foi public schools. He proposed
Dear Mme. Chante: I am enters school with two strikes that 10 per cent of the funds
Interested in meeting a nice against him?
allocated to each site be earAlphonso Woodall, who bills MFGs hired Woodall for a
entleman
who will a ppreciate If you're an educator, you marked "to help meet the
On March 31, 1959 he was to high tensile aluminum and sail
himself as "the world's human year's tour throughout the naSANTIAGO,
(UPI)—
Chile
a
am
nice
—
call
"disadvantaged
very
lady.
him
I
a
unique problems" of schools
lonely.
do his human kite act on the cloth.
kite" is not flying high any- tion with their boat display.
Scientists at the University of Would like to meet a gentleman child."
serving slum neighborhoods and
He TV show, "You Bet
Your The 37 year old crippled athmore, but the Cleveland, 0., was also sponsored in Chicago.
Chile
say
that
1960
who
is
was
interested
the
in
We
marriage.
might
learn
well
as
the
depressed areas,
Life," but fell, breaking both lete is married
and has four worst year for earthquakes in I am 46, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, term now, because we're
Carnegie Medal holder is not by Chicago Marine, a local
going
The
Educational
Policies
feet.
his
left
leg,
and
a number sons and one daughter. T h e more than half a century, with weigh 150 lbs, fair complexion.
sitting still either.
boat sales outfit.
to be hearing it often during eon,mission, sponsored jointly
of
miscellaneous bones. He Woodalls make their home in Morocco, Iran and Chile the Interested
in a gentleman 40 the next few years. The proh- by the National Education asWoodall, in Chicago a week The MFG makers became
in- sued for $250,000 damages in Cleveland. He had hoped before principal victims,
or over. between 50 and 6 feet 'ems of the disadvantaged child sociation and the American
with the recent 1961 Chicago terested in Woodall when
he California. and won a jury ver- his accident, to someday fly
National Boat Show at McCor- chose an MFG for his Rork
rho worst previous year—and tall, weighing between 175 and — and the problems he creates Association of School Adminis
dict of $135,000 which the judge over the English Channel. Askcomplexion. Please for schools — are engaging the trators, also is worried
mick Place, was the only Ne- around Cleveland in
about
water cut to a $70,000 Judgment. The ed why he got into the hu.nan possibly the worst year in his- 185 lha• fair
gro working as an exhibitor. sports. He was then the
tory — was 1906, when Cali. do not write if not sincere. attention of many national the children who come to
only insurance
company
appealed
kite business, not exactly a
The Molded Fiber Glass Boat Negro skin diver in Cleveland
President school with unwashed ears and
fornia, Ecuador and Chile were Send Photo. Prefer one who leaders, including
but the appeal has not yet been safe armchair pursuit, he grinloves children as I have a 10 Kennedy.
company, Union City, Pa., and the only Negro kite
no lunch money.
flyer heard. The slim, trim, 5 foot ned and said, "It's a chance to the chief victims, according to
avhich manufactures a variety in the world.
Kennedy displayed his con- It has launched a special
Dr. Cinna Lomnitz of the Uni- year old.
5
make
inch, 150 lb. Woodall still
money and to get a versity's Institute of Geophys- B. M. Gum, 4103 W. Roose- cern by making special pro01 fiberglass boats known as KITE ACT ON
study project to determine how
TV
walks with a Cane.
thrill." In 1959 he received 2,- ice and Seismology.
vision for these children in his schools can do a better job of
velt Rd., Chicago 23, III.
While recuperating from his 000 letters from fans all over
helping them to overcome their
injuries in Cleveland, he walk- the world who share his enenvironmental handicaps.
for
self-propelled
ed regularly along the shores thusiasm
PROBLEM GROWING
flight.
of Lake Erie. On Oct. 21, 1959
Dr. James E. Russell, the
he spotted two men clinging to He says there are 2,000 Ne
commission's secretary, esti.
an overturned boat on the cho- gro boaters in Cleveland "There
mates that America's urban
py lake. Securing a line to is definitely a market for all
school systems are now tryhimself, he swam out
and kinds of boats among Negroes,"
ing to educate about one mil.
caught one man, but the other he declared.
lion children who clearly bewas lost before he reached the
Aside from its being fun, he
inn/ in the "disadvantaged"
room
plenty
of
Co.
International
"and
there
ACCRA, Ghana — A new 50' and the U. S.
was
boat.
believes in boating because bed dormitory at Asuansi Farm operation Administration gath- for improvement."
category. And the proportion of
He received the Carnegie "it's healthy — you get away Institute in southwestern Ghana ered to pay tribute to the man
Shortly before his recent de- such children in city schools,
Medal the following year for from the heat, and away from is named Pinder Hall in honor who is known hereabouts as a
parture for home leave in the M. adds. "appears to be rising."
his heroism despite his physical taverns; and you have to stay of a veteran agriculture ex- latter-day Johnny Appleseed.
United States, Pinder took a
Educating these children is
disabilities. In a tragic footnote in good physical shape." He pert from Florida — Frank E.
The former Alachua (Flori• new count of government ex- a formidable challenge, Dr,
to that event, later on another waxes eloquent about the joys
was tension agents. He noted their Russell notes, because "the sta.
da) County agent who
morning walk along the lake• of surf-boating and water ski- Pinder — who has spent the
doubled, that bility and well-being needed for
past 16 years in West Africa the first ICA technician to be number had
shore, he spied the body of the ing.
stationed in Ghana is credited about 500 are on the job today, effective learning are generally'
man who'd drowned two weeks At present due to his physi- teaching farmers how to improve their crops.
with a number of agricultural and that "they've made a lot absent" from their lives.
before, and recovered it. He cal condition, he leads a quiet
West Africa of progress."
They come from "homes
has organized a civil defense life, but he is an ardent ad. Dedication ceremonies for accomplishment in
establishment Pinder also took a head count characterized
by
Poverty,
rescue group which has recov- vocate of the great outdoors. the building were held in late —including the
nd at the ICA mission and discov- meager
iornfarmsipain
in ra
ibte
desmonstL
back.
educational
ered the bodies of a number of And boating is the best in his February when officials of the
helping
Liberia,
nurseries
R ered that since his arrival the ground. lack of privacy, emo.
80
Ghana Ministry of Agriculture of
drowned persons.
book.
the
arrangements
for
make
staff of technicians had grown tional instability, shifting perFLEW OVER LAKE
training of 30 Ghana Ministry to 42. .,Quite a change from sonel relationships, personal
During his human kite days,
senior
Agriculture
officers
the day I first set foot in Ac- conflicts and mobility."
of
he flew 32 miles across Lake
in the United States (with an cra," he said.
ALOFT DURING his flying through the air. Woodall once
EFFECTIVE CONTACT
Erie from the Canadian to the
PROJEci,
PILOT
for
scheduled
40
additional
days, Alphonse Woodall, the flew over lake Erie, a dieBefore a school can educate
U. S. side. He still possesses the
future)
near
the
in
schooling
self-billed human kite, flies lance of 32 miles.
kite which he made himself of
About one year ago, with aid a disadvantaged child, Dr. Rueand having infuenced ministry
Pinder,
a
pilot
from
sell
advice
says, it must overcome his
officiate in their decision to ap- and
project for training farmers in natural hostility to school en.
point a full-time commissioner
general agricultural techniques vironment, a n d
establish
to direct Ghana's growing agwas established at Asuansi by effective contact" with him.
riculture extension service.
what
opening
was
then
of
the
a
To do this, "teachers need to
OPENED OFFICE
new kind of school for that be highly skilled and underWhen Pinder arrived here in
Ghana.
part
of
standing." They need to work
the summer of 1958, he found
the ICA mission in the throes Kojo Botsio, Ghana's Minis- with "smaller-than-normal
Agriculture,
recently
de- classes" and to have time for
of its birth. "I had a jillion ter of
things to do," he said, "just scriged Asuansi Farm Institute; a good deal of individual at.
"IL
successful
has
so
been
that tention to each child."
getting the office opened and
so forth, let alone tending to my !ministry intends. expanding Dr. Russell warns that the
establishing
simand
facilities
my assignment as food and
kind of schools needed "will
agriculture officer." The tech- liar institutions in each of the not be cheap... Highly-skilled
regions
(of
other
the
country).
"
nical assistance agreement beteachers, small classes and
Ambassador
to special school services all cost
tween the United States and
American
Ghana had been signed the Ghana Francis Russell official- money. But they do not cost
year before, but the function. ly opened Pinder Hall by as much as society will have
ing of programs had yet to be- drawing the cover from a com- to expend on social welfare
gin.
memorative plaque which
is services, law enforcement, and
Drawing on his 13 years of attached to the outside wall, prisons, if it lets these children
experience as an agriculture near the front door. Me plaque grow up without an education,
specialist with the U. S. Mu- cites Pinder for his services to to perpetuate in the despair
- t ual Security Program in Li- the institute,
and delinquency of their own
CUTE
CLEVELANDERS cident two years ago. St left beria, Pinder began what he WIFE IN ICA, TOO
lives the conditions from which
DISPLAYING HIS BOAT and all was a hit of the show. He two
weeks ago In McCormick
with human kite AlPhansa is Lota. and Yvonne is on the terms an "educational cant- While Pinder was occupied they came.
his kite at the Cleveland Boat exhibite(1 the same boat at
Place.
Woodall, who has b e e n- right.
paign."
with agricultural affairs here,
Show earlier this year, Wood- the Chicago Boat Show held
grounded since a severe acHe concentrated on the 250 his wife, the former Jean Mar- 1930.
_ extension agents who were on tin of Los Angeles. served as From 1933 until he entered
the Ghana government payroll the ICA's health education ad- government service in 1941,
at that time, reasoning that visor to the Government of Mr. Pinder was Alachua Coon.
%OM'S WRoNG 1 V.1FM"1-Blikt Mk/ 612l,FRIEND (A GWT,SPARvs WELL...IF LiOU'RE ireYN
this ready made cadre would Ghana.
ty agent for the Florida Agri'BUNG?
-INAT'LL slART •foE riRE of
!AER UP—DOWT G NE
provide the hest media for A graduate of the University cultural Extension Service.
Lme irsIsiDE k4ER. l'2E4LLY 8uR417,41/
s-eiER ANtriN I NG!
spreading his services.
of California, with a master's U. S. AWARDS
REACT! FARMERS
degree in public health from He received the Department
"I urged these extension Yale University, Mrs. Pinder of State
Meritorious Service
agents to get out in the back also was a health education ad- Award in 1950 and a similar cl.
country," said Pinder, "and visor for the ICA while she tattoo from the ICA in 1955.
demonstrate to every farmer and her husband were stationed During their tour of duty in
they could reach that their in Liberia.
two
Pinders'
Ghana, the
crops would be better if a few Pinder has a bachelor's de- daughters — Terrecita, 22, and
simple rules were followed." gree from Florida Agricultural Dorothea, 15 — and son, Frank
Pinder explained that much and Mechanical College for Ne- E. jr., 21, remained in the
of the land in Ghana is tribal ernes and has done graduate United States with relatives,
property and is farmed cooper- study at Cornell University on While on home leave, they
atively by members of the a Department of State fellow- plan to visit Mrs. Pinder
'
.
tribes.
ship. He was graduated from mother, Mrs. Mercedes mugs
"Farming
methods
vary Florida A 8r M's Laboratory of 2007 Longwood AMMO, 11111
from tribe to tribe," he said, High School in Tallinn's* is Angeles.
'
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SATC HM0 -- Ambassador Of Goodwill

Story n P ictures, Wo rds Of Great Artist,*

LOUIS ARMSTRONG blows a row keeps time by beating a
tune for Edward It. Murrow, drum presented Satchmo by
director of the United States the people of Ghana.
Information Agency, and Mur-

Many Quotations In
Series From Satchmo

RATCHMO PLAYS a tune for
Martin Kennelly during the
latter's regime as Mayor of
Chicago. The former Chicago

Mayor is one of hundreds of
Armstrong has
dignitaries
rubbed shoulders with during
his colorful career.

GOODWILL Ambassador Louis
Quotations in this series great musician through the
Armstrong broke it up—as al(where indicated) came from years. A few cracks are fiction.
ways—when he toured Scotland. I.ouis Satchmo Armstrong him- at but based on statements
Here Ambassador Sakti sports self. Others are by friends and made that were considered as
Scottish kilts and a great big associates to have been with the coming from reliable sources
smile before going on stage.

BRICKTOP, itiGHT is shown
with Glover Compton and
wife Nettie whose celebration

of their Golden Wedding An. who had just planed in from
niversary last week was high- Rome to be at bedside of
lighted by presence of "Brick" her ailing sister.

World War 1 Shortage Gave Louis His Break Bricktop, Big Favorite
Of Royalty, Visits City.

w h o could have brought lem and Chicago's south- switched to the piano, was
him out of the Pelican side with thunderous an 'exponent of ragtime
around 1895. Then when
sounds.
City.
Arrival of World War I
arrived on the scene,
jazz
COMES
TO
By this time "jazz" as JAZZ
brought a shortage in
Jelly Roll was among the "Bricktop" is in town. The and the venture was a solid was killed in World War II.
the new "beat" had be- CHICAGO
everything including perLike Princess Margaret, the
To Joe Oliver and "Jelly first to recognize its value name or occasion may not mean success.
come known and was remuch to you but "Bricktop" Bricktop numbered among her two Princes quite often carried
and
style
new
a
made
as
must
Morton
go
Roll"
sonnel for bands. This was
the
as
placing "ragtime"
Smith has meant plenty to Paris patrons "regulars" that is, such their royal blood into entera break for Louis Armtypical New Orleans music much of the credit for in- the big switch.
and London for thirty-odd years personalities as Peggie Joyce, tainment places where modern
troducing "jass" or "jazz" He explained the change As nightclub baroness she has greatest "golddigger" the world music is featured.
strong, who, too young to
as played by Negroes.
been the same "Toast of Paris" has known; The Prince of Wales
be drafted, had already
The Scott Joplins, Pi- to Chicago, the West by saying he was merely that Jo Baker has been known many countesses and counts
Spanish
music by since the early twenties, in and the top financiers plus Holcous and others who fea- Coast and New York. mixing
established himself as an
tured ragtime were giving Musicians in spots along with the Negro's ragtime. the Baker field — entertainer lywood and Broadway stars
artist desired for playing
from America.
deluxe.
ground to "the more mod- Chicago's southside and His trip "north" began Products of the rock 'n roll The story that Bricktop has
servicemen's parties. in
playing
with Califernia and Chi- and "swing" fields will not hear to tell about dealing with the
ern" music titled "Jass" in Harlem were
addition there w a s work
or "Jazz." as played by music on jazz kick, but cago in 1915, which pre- bell ringing with announcement above "uppererust" is an inon steam boats and 'I-I JOE OLIVER
"gut dates Louis Armstrong's that Bricktop is in town. How- teresting one indeed. Particatilar.
ways for good musicians One of the leaders Oliver, Louis Armstrong, it was being called
ever, oldtimers will remember ly rivalry for popttlarity sod
"black
mill,"
"gin
bucket,"
arrival on the scene.
her exploitk as of the great en- recognition as top party givers. Herb Kent, the "Cool Gent"
who could serve two pur- leaving New Orleans was Sidney Bechet and a few
tertainers world war I days. "Many times," thiCktop says" of radio station WHFC: will
"hoochy,
and
bottom"
after
Joe
Shortly
acknowledged
this.
ker
et
poses. Work on the boats Joe Oliver whoqe band had'
one of the wealthy women plan- serve as master-of-ceremonies
i
greats of concert, minstrel coochy." Its tempo was Oliver left New Orleans Along with Cora Green, Flor- ning a party at my place would of the upcoming giant stage
in essential 'capacity a n d been secured for an enence Mills, Miller and Lyle;
the same as "jazz" but for Chicago where he Sissle and Blake, Bert Williams, call day before to inquire about show "Stars of the Swingin.
music.
entertain at night. This gagement in Chicago at and dance
the latter term was un- opened with his then fam- Bill Robinson, Tim "Kingfisb" details of another affair given Sixties" at the Tivoli Theate
increasto
due
picture was perfect for the old Royal Gardens, Actually,
few weeks or nights before.
known at the time, partic- ous Creole band, at the Moore, to name a few, Brick- Among the questions asked were April 28 to May 4.
top was top boxoffice before
and a real good friend to ed trawl from north to
Louis Armstrong.
ularly along the Harlem Dreamland cafe on State liquor became something to "how much champagne was Known throughout the Chicago-Gary-Hammond area for his
At the close of the war Louis. In fact. Louis has south 'the style had beserved. What type of meats
at. Next came a trip across bootleg only.
and New York scene.
swinging musical programs,
fast
Louis returned to playing often said Joe was his come better known in New
Of
like.
the
food menu and
began town to the Royal Gardens, It was during her greatest on
the popular disc jockey projects
gigs around New Orleans. best friend, had taught York and Chicago than "Jelly Roll," who
triumphs as an-entertainer that course I understood why such
where he remained for thei Bricktop decided to invade Eur- questions were being asked. The his colorful personality through
Several bands leaving him lots about the horn ragtime. Its appeal had playing the guitar at the
year of 1920.
ope. Over there she became a caller was anxious to out-do a his commercials and brief comentire
shortly
and
Har7
of
Broadway,
age
reached
person
New Orleans for tours of and was the only
hit via top boxoffice. Then when rival with a costlier and more ments such as his trademark,
_
TOOK TO ROAD
"Cool, real cool." as well as
retirement from stage work en- "so different" party."
• Completing this engage- tered her mind she did not re Also listed among patrons of through an off-beat humor that
ment, Oliver took to thei turn to America. Instead she Bricktop's cafe were the Prince carries strong identification with
set herself up in cafe business of Wales and brother Kent who his listeners.
road ending up in California where he remained for
more than a year. While
in California, Joe received
an offer to return to Chicago and open at the Lincoln Gardens, formerly the
LONDON DAILY EXPRESS
-isel singer" is establishing be' week drive through England, the
By ALFRED DUCKETT
Royal Gardens. He acheaded:
was
article
Netherlands,I whose
FRANKFORT. Germany — yond all doubt her right to Germany, the
maha1. cepted the engagement
Denmark, Sweden, Italy and "Thousands There, But
Mahalia Jackson, often describ- the title.
ia Sang To Me."
and immediately began
ad as the ' world's greatest gos- In the first stanza of a six- Israel, the Louisiana-born artMay 3, through arrangements
ist is giving an amazing demonwiring offers to young
York'
New
through
concluded
stration of her power to dra'v
televi
and
Armstrong to meet
Lotus
Spellman
Cardinal
crowds and charm them—and
Mis
sion star Ed Sullivan.
the critics.
him in the Windy City.
Miss Jackson appeared in Jackson will have an audience
Two weeks after Oliver
Frankfort
evening. with the Pope in Rome. She
Monday
at the Lincoln
in her second will do concerts in Israel and opened
April 10, 1961
sell-out concert overseas. An a benefit for the Israeli Army Gardens the gold turkey
stay in
audience of three thousand (the during a two-month
arrived. It was a wire
capacly of Frankfort's Kon- the Holy Land.
Louis Armstrong
Mildred Falls of Chicago ac- from
gresshalle) reacted with vivid
By MASCO YOUNG
lantic Records star. may soon enthusiasm to her two-hour of. companies Miss Jackson.
reading, "Send train fare.
be billed as Solomon Burke and fering of simple Negro folk
Will see you Friday."
PHILADELPHIA — BILL Orchestra, if he can line up the songs, traditional hymns — to
DOGGETT, while on his "search! musicians he wants in a ten- which she adds "just a little
Train fare from New
bounce" — and big, booming,
for soul music" throughout the piece band.
to Chicago wasn't
Orleans
•• •
Inspirational tunes.
Deep South. ran across a double;
much at that time, but it
for Sammy Davis, Jr. in size. LOPEZ. the magician who in- UPSETS TRADMON
looks and talent, working at a troduced a trick-pipe that blows
was considerable for free
The Frankfort triumph folout numbers when he smokes lowed an unusual tribute paid
small nightclub in Texas.
musicians like SATCH1110'S DEBUT with Joe night hack in 1922 was at a Is fourth from left in this
spending
• ••
it. left the audience at Atlantic Use American gospel singer by
Other singers who have had Oliver and other members Oliver at Lincoln Gardens — special party honoring the late group. Other members of the
SHIRLEY NEAL, the Philly City's Club Harlem puzzled over normally staid Londoners. Six
to Chicago — Bert Williams, one of the greet band included Johnny and
vocal discovery who still hasn't how he changed wine to water thousand persons crammed into leogthy runs at the Warwick
the band the leader un his introduction
Vanilla of
was a huge success. His first comics of his day and a fix- "Baby" Dodds (at left)0
decided on one of several re and vice versa — right before the fabled Albert Hall in Lon- are Ada I.e, Ida Clark,
tol
attempted
perofrmance
on
Saturday ture OE Broadway. Armstrong Joe "King" Oliver and from
Thomas and Gloria Jean de successfully
cording offers, has the gospel their eyes.
don Friday night and, as one
right Big Bill Johnson (right)
"touch." The Gardens was
•
•
Heaven.
flavored power of Clara Ward.
critic put it, "acted extremely'
WHEN EAST COAST PLAY- un.BrSiah" in their spirited foot. TORONTO. Ont. — (UPI) — I owned by a Mrs. Agatha
the "soul" of Gloria Lynne. the
smoothness of Sarah Vaughn. BOY Sonny Hobson was report- patting. hand-clapping accept- Volatile singing artist Jodie Majors and operated by
ous comic, who was ap- Oliver, working seven bur Sweatman, Charley Eli
and the sincerity of Mahalia ed by a columnist as being link- ance of the gospel singer. By Drake has broken the WarGeorge" who pearing in Chicago at the nights a week, could take gar, all rated
ed romantically with pretty Jo- contrast, they listened, hushed wick Hotel's house record with William "Bill
Jackson.
among thsi
sephine Merril, the Tuskegee and reverent as Miss Jackson' 16 weeks of consecutive perform had been brought over time for Saturday night a night off occasionally greats of the period.
CORNBREAD ANDBIS- Institute senior, one of his ex- sang such formidable songs of mances.
from lazy Schorr's Enter- and Oliver wished to be at with Armstrong as his re- The silver lining peers
CUITS. the cast coast comedy girlfriends entered his apart faith as "I Believe."
•
The previous record was held
See
tamers
cafe to take over his best with the best art- placement. These are but ing through the clouded
team, had to "tone down" their mcnt anti walked away with all God" and "He's Got The Whole by singer Jean (Twin Pines)
nightclub humor lines in order of his suits except the one he World in His Hands"
Swan, whose more than ade- as manager.
ists possible performing. minor reasons for Oliver sky for Oliver showed its
to pass the stiff requirements was wearing.
The enthusiasm shown in the quate cleavage earned her the
out of Thus, he was particularly being so' anxious to get the head around midnight on
both
were
They
•
•
•
of a board of 12 parents, who
Albert Hall concert carried title of the sepia Jane Mansthe city when the wire anxious to have Louis
assembled to pass on whether "MR PRIDE?" the new re- over to an incident which oc- field by the hotel patronsgreat Louis for his band. the day the wire arrived.
Jackson
of "I curred backstage as Miss Jackor not the team could perform lease by Chuck
Armstrong on hand for
Miss D-ake's bouncy, Betty arrived and the cashier,
was Thursday. WalWith such other greats That
was
fame,
Charity
Cry"
Don't Wanna
at the Los Hermanos
son attempted to leave the audi- Hutton type delivery has been young
college graduate the big Saturday night
then operating
Tyler,
lace
Belltone
for
Chuck
in
waxed by
torium. London bobbles, es- captivating Toronto's nightery
Circus, at Convention Hall
as the Dodds brothers;
make show.
old Peekin Club on
the
Philly with bandleader Lloyd Records almost a year ago anti corting her to her car, had to habitues since her opening last with no authority to
Liland
Johnny
Baby and
Price as the headline attraction before he joined the Sceptor get rough with a clamoring mob December 5th and the comple cash advances and, worse
Of course, Joe Oliver's
State street dropped in
•• •
label, which released "I Don't of admirers who stormed the tion of her engagement is not
Harding Armstrong
lian
one
was
the
of
band
the
of
greatnothing
for a visit prior to going
yet,
knew
Cry."
quest
Wanna
of Miss yet in sight.
JAMES BROWN, the King rebackstage exit in
on piano to name a few,
•••
to his after hours spot.
value of bringing in this est, but there was no quesJackson's autograph. The press
cording star whose current click
is “Bewildered,•' made his dc. CLARENCE "FROG MAN" of the crowd became so intense INDUSTRIAL GAIN
h
youngster from N e w tion but what the addition Oliver would be able to Oliver told Tyler
but as an organist-handleader HENRY had to change the tato that the singer's safety became
NEW DELHI—India's Indus• Orleans could do nothing of "Satchmo" as second boast the very tops at the troubles
and the ri var
during his lour of Texas and of his hit song from "I Don't endangered. She was irtually trial output has increased 130
about mailing the Inoney. trumpet to Oliver would time. He had already tak- club owner came up with
California. and gives Doe Bag- Know Why" to "But I Do" be- thrown into her car and rushed percent in the last 12 years.
by credit for helping him learn cause of a threat of legal action off to her hotel.
Bill George had &Mang- add to the already unique en over leadership from the money to send for
by a publishing firm owning a
to play the instrumenL
Typical of the press reaction SLED DOGS
such bands as John Wyck- Louis.
party for the styling.
•••
'title called "I Don't Know to Miss Jackson's concert was( Ar-tic sled dogs can travel up ed 41
4'Pedal
/
it meant liffe, Charlie Cooke, Wit(Continued Next Week)
late. Bert Williamk Um- In additio
a critique by Noel Goodwin of le In) miles a day
SOLOMON B . BEE, the At- Why."
By AL MONROE
(Second of a Series)

the nation made flattering offers to young Armstrong but not one interested the great trumpet
player. He wanted no part
of travel.
Louis says of his refusals, "I was eating and
sleeping well with money
to spend for whatever I
wanted, so why ,leave the
city to mix with strangers
where I felt my livelihood
might not be as secure?"

'Cool Gent'
Herb Kent
For Tivoli

Mahalia Jackson Triumphs
Abroad; Visits Pope May 3

Line 0 Two On
Stars In News

Jodie Drake
Triumphs In
Canadian Run

Furnishings Have Three Moods

Modern Design Informal, Classic And Direct Functional
• MODERN FURNITURE design has taken several
new directions. Gone are the sharp abstract shapes
and forms which caused many to say "institutional."
Designers have kept the light, graceful look which
gives spaciousness to small rooms. But they have restated their case for modern by creating designs which
more and more families appreciate. For the budget..
minded newlyweds or the young family getting settled
in the first small home, modern design offers many
practical features, plus good looks.

• GENTLY CURVING lines of the back and arms and slender tapered legs, give this sofa a late 18th Century heritage. The colors in
the quilted chintz are a good choice to enliven a faded room scheme.
The wood is Honduras mahogany, finished in a soft brown tone. Sofa
is available 85 or 95 inches in length.
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• A WISE AND elegant choice for many decors, the simple lines of
this soPa blend well with either Modern or Traditional. Deep comfort
is built on a super sagless base. The trapunto pattern of the back
cushions gives a luxury note. Cushion covers are zippered for each
cleaning. Available in many fabrics and colors.
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• ONE GROUP of designers frankly plans for informal living. The furniture is not quite rustic in effect,
it has a sturdy comfortable look without being bulky.
Oak is frequently used. Shapes of chair arms, legs of
cabinets and tables are slightly sculptured, light in
scale but not delicate. This interpretation of modern
is especially compatible. Another group of modern designers has taken a nostalgic look at the past. Classic
details and a slight bit of ornamentation enhances
this furniture.
• FAR OUT MAN, far out say some critics of the
third group of modern designers. These are the men
who perhaps set the trend which others modify for less
adventuresome homemakers. From this group came
furniture designed to answer many of the furnishing
problems faced by every family living in less large
quarters than preferable. Here were originated many
of the dual purpose pieces which expand the budget
and very often the area.
•IN ADDITION, furniture that serves more than one
function, easily and gracefully, can extend the bride
and groom's budget. Designers and manufacturers
have put much thought into developing pieces that
lead dual live:- Living room and dining area can be
arranged for dining with no sign of dining table. The
secret is a desk with drop leaves. As a dining table it
will seat eight. As a desk, it's commodious for the
young executive's "home work."
• • • •••
•THERE IS no limit, also, to the choice of colors for
a modern color scheme, says the Home Furnishings
Committee. Some combinations of colors create a more
modern effect than others. Certain colors are associated more closely with furniture styles. Moderns tend
to choose sharp, vivid contrast for room schemes,
commented Virginia Pegram, director of the Committee. But, even the most ardent devotees of abstract
paintings apparently have taken a cue from some recent art collections where soft greys and pastels predominate, accented by a vivid splash.

• THE BIG TABLE that folds to take little floor space is prized in
apartment or home. Opened this can seat 10. Low armed chairs have
light wood back slats. From an extensive correlated group for every
room.
r S

• THE SLIM grace1 uishape or this 90 inch sofa provides more
lounging comfort than its looks indicate. Resilient foam cushioning
and generous seat depth does the trick. Elegant in a textured satin
and less formal in a textured cotton.

• WHITE IS still a popular color for walls of modern
rooms. It is contrasted with dark bright tones in upholstery. This may be practical, but it creates a pleasing contrast. Light tones for walls also help to make
a room seem larger. Against them moderns seem to
like rich shades which create a warm feeling. Most
modern room color schemes involve fewer colors and
those in large areas, than is often true for traditional
style rooms.
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• A MODERATE priced dining group of walnut, smartly scaled for
the smaller dining area. Buffet has handsome wood grain pattern and
might easily be placed in a living room. Several size and types of tables available.

• THE TRADITIONAL formal dining room comes to its own again.
Lightly scaled 18th Century design adaptations update this group.
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• PAINTED FRENCH Provincial bedroom furniture is a growing
popular preference. This moderately priced group has graceful chairback bed head board

• FOR A HANDSOME key piece around which to
build a room, this solid Idaho white pine buffet would
be an excellent choice. Handsome 18th Century styling marks the Calvan Collection of dining and bedroom
furniture from which this was selected. Brass gallery p
across back, matches authentically detailed drawer
and door pulls. Also available in solid Walnut.

•

• THIS ROUND bed has been designed for the not so large room.
Shown in white enamel with a spacious nine drawer dresser, the bed
Is sold complete with spring and mattresses at moderate price. About
the width of two twin beds.

• TRADITIONAL WING chair shows a happy blend
of new style ideas. On solid color antique satin the
printed floral motif is appliqued. The scalloped double
flounce and low arms are noteworthy. (For credits
and details contact The Woman's Department, Chicago

• OAK IS THE wood sculptured to fl mg shapes in this group for
an informal modern room. Table tops are black stone-like plastic.

• CALLED THE "slouch-couch," this extra large sofa w as designed
for extra informality and relaxing, according to the designer. There
is plenty of room for a tall man to stretch out. The depth of the seat
from front to back is generous, too. A companion chair has a large
ottoman. In textured fabric or soft vinyl, tilis sofa would be a family
room favorite.
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Nigeria Seeks U.S. Grads For African Service
Tanganyika To
Gain Freedom

Recruiting Mission
Tours Major Cities

On Dec. 28, the British-ad- ference is plain to us all. We are
NEW YORK — Are you look- pays about $200 outfit allowministered UN trust territory of here to discuss not only interning for an opportunity to work ance to
Tanganyika will take her place al self-government, but also the
mee' the cost of purin Nigeria? If you are, there is
great question of independence
as a free and independent meman immediate chance for you to chasing tropical outfits. Officfor Tanganyika.
ber of the world community.
be recruited right here in New ers who take their children to
"It is right, I think, that at
Full internal self-government
York if you have the minimum Nigeria are entitled to the cost
this opening session of the Conbegins on May I.
qualifications required.
ference I should make clear Her
of passage up to a maximum of
The rapidity and harmony Majesty's government's position
A three-man recruiting team $1,300
per tour for children unwith which the territory has In this matter. It is that we do
from the Western Region of
moved forward constitutionally, not oppose the proposal of inNigeria arrived here on April der 18 years of age.
and the debt it owes its chief dependence. We welcome it.
12, to recruit Americans and SUBSIDIZED RENT
minister, Julius Nyerere (to be- "We know the strength of
other qualified persons for serv- The rent payable
by an ofcome prime minister on May 1), feeling in your country that
ice In the Western Region of Nificer. is heavily subsidized.
was acknowledged by the Rt. Tanganyika must soon take her
geria. The team is composed of
Hon. fain Macleod, British Sec- place in the community of inJ. J. Marini)°, M. B. E. com- The maximum monthly rent is
PROFESSOR JULIUS A. OLIretary for the Colonies, in his dependent nations. There is
missioner of the Western Re- about $40.
VER, formerly State Advisor
opening address to the Tangany- therefore nothing between Her
gional Government Public Serv- The Government provides free
to the Maryland Association of
ika Constitutional conference Majesty's Government and Tanice, the Rev. Canon E. 0. Alay- first class passage for a offithe NFA, was honored at thee
in Dar es Salaam on March 27. ganyikan. on this great issue.
ande principal, Ibadan Gram- cer and his wife on his first apNatl. —II Farmers of Americalorel
Extracts from Macleod's speech "Naturally we all want to see
mar School and H. M. B. So- pointment and at the terminaRally at Maryland State college.
follow:
made, chief inspector of Educa- tion of his appointment.
Tanganyika get off to indeThe April 13, 14, 15. The recognition
"Constitutional advance in pendence with as good a start
tion of the Western Region.
Government provides free pas- accorded to the Maryland State
Tanganyika has been remark- as possible, and we must thereThe Mission will spend the sage for an officer and his wife
College professor Is in recogniable—not only in the pace at fore plan so that Tanganyika AMBASSADOR
AND Mrs. mons, former U. S. State de- held at Liberian Embassy ID period April 12-21 in New York, once between tours, when the tion of meritorious service
which it has moved but in the may be able to go forward in George Padmore of Liberia, partment chief of protocol Washington.
April 22-28 in Washington, D. officer is no leave of
absence through the years.
spirit of harmony between tdose peace and harmony.
from left, greet John Sim- during recent social function
C., May 1-3 in Chicago, and May at the end of a tour.
who live in Tanganyika with
4 and 5 in New York, again, inOfficers appointed on contract
which it has been accomplishterviewing candidates for the
terms receive about $100 grated.
vacant posts.
uity at each completed period
OVER 100 CACANCIES
"It was only in 1958 that the
of three months, and this gratThere are over 100 vacancies
first territorial elections were
uity is not liable to local inin the fields of medicine, agriheld, and progress since then
come tax. Free medical and
cultural research, engineering
has been sure and rapid. In
dental treatment is provided
and teaching. The salary scale
the following year, elected min
for Government officers and
•
in the field of teaching ranges
isters became for the first time
their families, and the Governassociated closely with the form
from $2,060 to $4,532 per annum.
ment also grants loans for ofulation of government policy
The salary scale for agriculficers to purchase motor cars.
and since then more and more
tural research posts varies
Interested persons should con- Automation is one of the fast.
authority has been entrusted to
By ISSA SERAG EL DIN
of the Arab lands lie in the of foreign exploitation of our continent torn between the Cold from $2,780 to as high as $8,000 tact
the Mission's Secretary es' growing industries in the
them.
per annum.
great continent of Africa. The natural resources.
Counsul General
in care of the Consulate Gen- United States, according to the
We seek to War, or be another stage of
AT THRESHOLD
Engineering posts command
inha
,ts of that area are
United arab Republic
work with the rest of the Afri- Korea, we want to develop our salaries from $2,780 to $4,532 eral of Nigeria, 575 Lexington new 1961 edition of Thomas
"We now stand at the thresApril 15 was set by the Con- Arab . .ricans. We consider
Register of American Mani'.
hold of the final change before ference of Independent African ourselves as an integral Part of can peoples to restore our mu- continent in peace and stability per annum, while posts in the Avenue, New York 22, New
torturers. Some 744 firms art.
independence itselt is attained— States in 1958 and confirmed Africa. We suffer with its hard- tual dignity, freedom and in- by helping each other, and un- medical field pay an average York. or the Embassy of Ni-'
geria, 500 Dupont Circle, Wash- listed as producers of automas
derstanding the problems fac- salary of $5.270 per annum.
that Is, the introduction of full by the All African Peoples snips and rejoice with its tegrity.
ington 6, D. C for additional tion systems and component
internal self-government, In Conference as the official date achievements.
We are endeavoring to serve ing us and working hand in hand In addition to these salaries,
parts.
other words, the point at which for African Freedom.
Our own position and policy the cause of the African peo- with relentless vigor ot achieve there are certain emoluments details about the vacancies.
Prior to 1955, the industry was
the chief minister and his col- The recognition and celebra- is unequivocally clear, is that ple and are aiming at contri- the desired standards.
termed inducement pay. Any
not sufficiently developed to
leagues will assume full respon- tion of this date Is not an or- of an active participant. Our buting toward assuring their It is our hope that our Afri- salary less than $2,303 has an
warrant a classification of its
sibility for the internal govern- dinary one to us. Each year inetrest stems from our geo- stability and security and pro- can brethren
will safeguard annual inducement pay of $515;
own in the Register, most of
ment of Tanganyika . . .
on this day Africans all over graphic cation, from our com- gress in helping them to build the future and
allow reason salaries in the range of $2,303
the manufacturers being carried
"The main purpose of the con- the world rededicate themselves mon cultural and historic ex- their own states on a solid ba- and the common interest to to $3,193 have an inducement
in listings as producers of comprevail over rancour and im- pay of $687; salaries in the
to the memorable
cause of periences, from the similar sic,
ponent parts.
aspirations we have with the This policy should be known mediate interest. It should be range of $3,195 to $4,232 have an
African emancipation.
When the industry's growth
peoples
Africa.
of
Our
aim is to sveryone. It is an aspect of known that when the United inducement pay of $773; and
The year of 1961 has been
warranted a new classification
to
the
serve
interest
two
of
a policy which is destined to Arab Republic takes a stand, those in the range of $4,235 to
called the African Year in the
JACKSON, Miss. — Jesse C. in the Register in 1955, only six
United Nations. Recently, many hundred million Africans who immunize us against the dan- she does it after reflection and $4,532 have an inducement pay Lewis, assistant
professor of manufacturers were listed, the
been
have
the
denied
right
to
gers threatening our continent in conformity with principles of $858.
new African States became
others still being identified as
Mathematics
at
Jackson
State
express
their
and
hopes
aspineocolonialism
And
ready
dis—the
to
which she is ever
danger of
there is an additional
members of the United Nations.
component part makers. BY
college,
has
been
awarded
a
Naration.
supplementary
cuss.
the
declared
by
non-pensionable
as it was
This coming decade, Africa
1958, the industry made a spectional
Science
Foundation
COLONIALISM
ERASE
Scileaders
inducement
Africa
the
that
Casaof
think
at
to
inclined
pay
I am
of about $340
is going to interest the great
ence Fellowship for a tenure tacular growth to 619 listings,
Together
with
the
of
red
Conference
of
unity
Africa
the
and
Atper
annum
into
come
blanca
will
for
male
officers.
powers much more and is goand this year the total is even
at being when the African people There are also other allow- period of 15 months.
ing to have a bigger placs in the peoples of Africa we seek rican Peoples Conference
higher — 744.
eradication
Under
the
realize
vital
the
evil
is
of
that
unity
of
the
Cairo.
this
terms
ances
given
of
to
officers.
the
On first
grant, New York State has the largthe world and is going to play
We do not want to see our to all,
appointment, the Government Lewis will receive $9,900 from est number of companies makan important role in the inter- colonialism and the prevention
the Foundation to continue work ing automation equipment —
ATLANTA. Georgia— national sphere.
The Southern Regional Countoward the Doctorate. Addition- 147— with New Jersey coming
Africa had been attracting
cil announced this week that
al benefits will approximate next with 70. Illinois ranks third
considerable interest for some
Leslie W. Dunbar. presently
$2,500.
with 68 and Michigan fourthdp
time. . .since the 19th Century,
its director of research, will
A 1953 honor graduate of Tou- with 67.
in fact, it was a special kind
succeed Harold C. Fleming as
galoo
College, Lewis will attend
of interest. . .of the sort shown
director of the organisation.
Syracuse university. In 1953-54
in a cake. . .a fine cake to be
The
announcement
was shared out
and
1954-55, he attended the
by the European
made by the Council's presiUniversity of Illinois under an
dent, James McBride Dabbs colonial powers.
American
Africa
is general suffered a
Missionary Associaof Mayesville, S. C., through
tion grant. He was employed at
the Atlantic headquarters of great deal from European colonialism.
Southern
Africa
has
been exuniversity from 1955the organization.
ritories was the fact that the are breaking the bonds of cot' 57. In 1957-58,
he was employed
Fleming is resigning his ploited politically and economiEDITOR'S NOTE: Following are excerpts from US supported Portugal for one
cally,
for
at
the
onial
benefit
rule
Prairie
of
...
the
View A & M college.
post with the Council to bea speech delivered in Chicago by George M. Houser, of the vacant nonpermanent
TEL-AVIV, Israel — Seventy
colonial
powers
Lewis
without
any
attended the University
come the executive vice-presi"If the United States is to be
of Illinois in 1958-59 under a Na- students from 24 countries
dent of the Potomac Institute considerations whatsoever for executive director of American Committee on Africa. seats on the Security Council successful in changing
the
tional Science Foundation Fac• graduated from the first class
of Washnigton, D. C., a newly the interests of the African Mr. Houser is an ordained Methodist minister who ...
image it has created in the ulty Fellowship.
of Histadrut's AFRO-ASIAN
established private agency for peoples. Even without taking
fifth vote that hurt the
"A
In 1959, h.
served
for
Fellowship
10 years on the staff of the
for
the study of constitutional is- into consideration essential priUnited States was the seating eyes of the peoples of Africa cams to his present position at institute this week, Eliahu El.
marily humanistic attitudes that Reconciliation and organized and served as first direcand Asia in recent years, it Jackson State
lath, director of the Institute,
sues.
of the Kasavubu delegation as
College.
told a press conference in Tel.
He has been a staff member the African people are also hu- tor of the Committee on Racial Equality. He has trav- the recognized spokesman in seems to me that at least three
policies must be vigorously im- FUMERELLE, JONES
of the Council since August man beings and they have the
Aviv, Israel.
the UN for the newly indeMEET
eled
extensively
in
Africa
1954,
since
of
April
and
in
1947, serving successively as right to life, liberty and happigraduates,
The
selected
pendent but troubled Republic plemented. First and foremost, BUFFALO. N. Y. — (LTD—
director of information, as- ness.
this year was in Africa for the sixth time, attending of the Congo. Perhaps
the US must without delay ini- Rocky Fumerelle of Buffalo from 13T, applicants, spent
it
was
sistant director, and for the CREATED FREE
the 3rd All-Africa People's Conference in Cairo. Mr. not just the fact that the Unit- tiate a dynamic policy in rela- will fight Ralph (Tiger) Jones their past five months listening
past four years executive di- The colonial powers forgot
Houser's
speech was delivered at the 17th annual In- ed States supported the Kass- tion to the world-wide struggle of Yonkers, N. Y., In a 10- to over 300 lectures dealing
rector.
completely that human beings
for independence and equality round middleweight bout here mainly with the trade unio.
Dunbar has been director of were created free and equal dependents' Day dinner, at the Morrison hotel, April vutm delegation as such that
on April 25,
movement and cooperation.
did so much damage, because • • •
research of the Council since by God and they should have
15,
The second class, to open in
the African states were split RESPECT NEUTRALISM
February 1959. Prior to that the equal right regardless of
expected
enroll
to
66
time, he had taught at Emory race, creed or color.
among themselves as to which "Second, if the United States cold war strategy. It must im- May, is
By GEORGE M. ROUSER
that
pupils. Eilath explained
university and Mount Holyoke
petition between the United Congo faction should be recog- it to win the confidence of the plement President Kennedy's
After a long and hard strugpresent
was
figure
this
the
college, and had been on the
newly independent countries, it inauguration pledges to help
gle, most of the African people "The importance of Africa States and the Soviet Union nized.
maximum capacity of the Instaff of the U.S. Atomic En"Rather it was the fact that must genuinely respect their them help themselves.
achieved their independence in world affairs was never so . . .
stitute, which holds classes at
ergy Commission at its Aiken, and some of the
"Third,
neutralism
.
.
.
the
program of the the School for Spatartrut leadAfrican people obvious as now. The Congo cri- "It is therefore most appro- the United States gave such
S. C., plant.
are still fighting the war for sis not only threatens to be- priate at this time, when a new vigorous leadership to this "If the United States wishes United States to give assist- ers in north Tel-Aviv.
He was a Guggenheim Felance
Administration
to
compete
successfully with
is taking the campaign and exhibited no to
independence. I have no doubt, come a large-scale civil war
the African and under- The Institute's permanent
low in 1954-55. He received his
Ph. D. in political science that the people of Africa will fought out in the heart of Afri- controls of government, that similarly intense interest on the Soviet Union in Africa, it developed countries must be home, now under construction,
must
be
free
and the Africans will ca, but also threatens to in- past policies of the United any other issue relating to
recognize the genuine speeded up tremendously. This will be completed by July and
from Cornell university in
be the masters of their own volve international forces in States toward Africa be as- Africa. The African delega- right of the African countries means an enlarged program of will permit larger classes in
1948.
homes,
and
the
builders
of their the most serious way . . .
sessed and prospects for new tions were probably correct in to international independence. technical assistance, of loans, the future. The AFL-CIO supThe staff change will be effective within a few weeks. own destiny.
assuming that the US worked It -must implement its anti-col- of investments, of crash pro- ports Histadrurs Institute tist
"It is not unlikely that the policies be examined.
The leaders of Africa are Congo may
so diligently on this particular onial preachments, and it must grams for student scholar- Providing 60 scholarships for
be split into at LOSS OF PRESTIGE
determined to build their own least two
divisions — one side "The loss of American pres- issue not so much out of con- carry on a policy that is not ships, implementation of the students from new emerging
society according to their own
countries in Africa and Asia
backed by the East and the tige in the Afro-Asian world cern for the future of the Con- always and obviously based on Peace Corps idea, etc. .. ."
genius and way of life, to shape
other by the West. The very towards the end of 1960 TM go as for her own cold war
their own political institutions
life, or at least the effective- attributable primarily to the interests .
Chicago police are attempting and social orders, to fit the need ness, of the United Nations is actions of the United States "Although other US strateof their communities and to
during the first portion of the gies and votes during the first
to run down the sources of an
at stake.
estimated $40,000 in loot found develop their countries and "But quite apart from the 15th erosion of the United Na- Portion of the 15th session of
raise
the
standard
of
living
of
in the apartment of an ex-contions General Assembly. On the General Assembly helped
their people in order to con- Congo crisis, Africa is hound
vict arrested Sunday.
one issue after another of vital to damage American prestige
tribute their share to humanity to have a tremendous imporimportance to the African peo- in the eyes of the Africans and
Authorities identified the man and world peace.
tance on the world scene .
ple the US either abstained or Asians, theme were the most
as James J. Gallagher, 63, 1043 We the people of the
United "All of this makes it only too
Madison at., but said he refused Arab Republic have a deep
In- obvious that the United States voted along with the colonial important. The question now,
to answer their questions. The terest to see Africa free.
of course, is whether the KenBy needs the friendship of Africa. powers . . .
arrest was made on a tip, police seeing Africa free, we see our- This would be true
administration
ca n
even if "First and perhaps symboli- nedy
said.
selves free, because 75 per cent there were no cold war coin- cally most important in this change the climate of opinion
loss of American prestige was about the United States.
the United States' abstention POSITIVE ATTITUDE
on the so-called "anti-colonial- "For one thing, the new Adism" resolution .. .
ministration reflects a positive
"A second crucial vote that attitude toward the emergence
injured American prestige was of new states . . .
the abstention on the Algerian "Second, the the new AdminFOR SALE IRIS()
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SALESMEN WTD.
resolution . . .
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WASHINGTON, D. C. — As- tor, said, ''will marshat the development of educational fasistant Secretary of Agriculture forces of the U. S. Department cilities, community facilities
Frank J. Welch told southern of Agriculture in an all-out at- and opportunities for off farm
vocational agriculture leaders tempt to enable all rural peo- employment.
The 11 USDA agencies involv•
in Washington last week that ple to earn a satisfactory hying
the U. S. Department of Agri- and contribute to the economic ed in this program are: AgriService,
Marketing
cultural
culture is "determined to do growth of the Nation."
Lovorn stressed the point that Agricultural Research Service,
about alleviating
something
will
be
and
leaders
local
State
Commodity Stabilization Servpoverty in rural areas."
Speaking at a regional con- primarily responsible for initiat- ice. Economic Research Servference of vocational agricul- ing and carrying forward area ice, Farmers Home Administrature supervisors and teacher programs. "The Department's tion. Farmer Cooperative Servtrainers, Assistant Secretary rule will be one of supporting ice. Federal Extension Service,
G. C. NORMAN, of the Virginia State Department of Welch with other key officials local initiative and enterprise," Forest Service, Rural ElectriFlorida State Department of Education discuss the new of the USDA outlined a new he said.
Administration, Soil
fication
Education, Assistant Secre- rural areas de%elopment pro- rural areas development pro-, Other Department officials Conservation Service and the
tary of Agriculture Frank J. gram at a recent meeting of gram designed to eliminate low participating were Floyd E. Rig Statistical Reporting Service,
Welch and C. B. Jeter of the southern vocational agricul- incomes and underemploymen bee, acting adntinistrator of the
ture leaders in Washington.
Farmers Home Administration;
in rural areas.
J. V. Highfill, Assistant AdminEVERY CHILD
istrator of the Farmers Home
John A.. Baker, chairman of
Administration, and L. J. Wash- LOG ANSPORT
the rural areas development ington,
By M. U. CROSSLAND
of the Administrator's
"the
that
group
the
told
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill JOHN .OVORN, director of rural areas development pro- meeting of southern vocation.
BATON ROUGE
be served to this audience and board,
staff.
regenerathe
is
program
Mrs. Anderson of USDA's rural area.; developnew
gram at a recent (March 311) al agriculture leaders is
The rural areas development and Mr. and
By MRS. M. M. RINGGOLD it was hoped it would be enjoyed. Well, luncheon was sery tion of the spirit of enterprise program recently announced Chicago were guests of Mr.
Washington.
latent staff. discusses the new
Members of Shiloh Baptist ed and it was highly enjoyable, and another step towards assurIsaac, Preston at
Mrs.
and
by Secretary of Agriculture
church were elated Sunday well prepared, and very eat- ing that every child born in
time.
Easter
Orville L. Freeman will make
morning after listening to a able. Those presented on the this country has an equal right
Mr. and Mrs. Hester and
available to rural communities
helpful sermon by the Rev. W. program showed that they had to develop his abilities to the
family and Rev. and Mrs. J
the research, education, techniP. Purvis, Missionary speaker been well prepared for appear- full degree."
W. White were in Indianapolis
cal assistance and credit rewho lifted the spirits of every ing on the program. They did "Rural areas development."
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Humpsources of the Department of
hreys of Kokomo and family
one in the audience.
excellently well. So the Audu- John M. Lovorn, staff three- Agriculture.
were recent Logansport visitors
Former Girl Scout directors bon Council of Girl Scouts made
It is expected that local citiguest of Mrs. Humprey's parand other Scout workers spent a lasting impression on all who
zens and their action organiza- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Alloyous
an enjoyable afternoon in the attended their excellent prowill make use of the Dunn.
tions
dining room of the Capitol Area gram and the eating of the wellservices of the Federal agency
Mrs. Madalene Smith wzs a
Vocational School on the an- prepared food served; the ae. TRUSSVILLE
in the development of their recent visitor of her sister, ArPrograuuus of social welfare 01 taxation the most compelling ago.
nual program day for Girl tivities witnessed and the conBy L. R. MEYERS
of
new telia in Matoon, Ill.
farms, the introduction
are the nark of a dignified so- problem of Illinois government "We are obligated to strike
Scouts of this area. This day. duct of the members and officiagricultural enterprises, the
Rev. Courtney conducted serv- ciety and should not be consid- today lie termed the revenue out inequities wherever they
April 9, meant a happy day als. We felt very much encour- Mesdames Minnie L. Turner
improvement of marketing and ices on scheduled time last Sunered merely as spending Pro article and state constitution exist so that no one—rich or
not only the girl scouts but aged ta the splendid way our and Rosie L. Allen have return.
processing facilities, and the day at Bethel AME church.
for their directors and instruc- girls conducted theselves
grants, Ill. Gov. Otto Kerner more outdated than present poor, labor or manegement,
ed from Gadsden whsre they
Rev. J. W. White also cotiducted said in Chicago last week.
farmer or retailer — will be
consumer credit laws.
tors. — Also to our surprise, Our neighborhood has been attended the two day session
services on scheduled time at
just after the program, an an- saddened this week over the of the Parents and Teachers
The governor was the main "Our first step to place Illi- paying more or less than what
Bethel Tabernacle.
nouncement was made that was death of Dr. A. L. Chatman, Educational Congress.
speaker at the Illinois Retail nois, the second richest state in in all good conscience is necesRead the Chicago Defender—
Indeed a very pleasant sur- who although he was ill and Despite the inclement weather
Meet our Union, on a modern equit- sary to support government in
Merchants Association
R
KSILLE
STA
only 20c.
prise. It was that lunch would hospitalized, none of us thought services at Mt. Canaan Baptist
Your Government Night in the able system of obtaining rev- a sound and economical manwere well attended and
enue must he to re-write Ar- ner," the governor said.
By FANNIE MOORE
Pick-Congress hotel.
that he was on his last round. church
PERU
highly enjoyed last Sunday. Rev.
ticle IX of our state constitu- "It's about time we consider
We were too shocked to fully
faciliadditInnal
Speaking
of
CROSSLAND
By
L.
M.
A. Jackson of Birmingham who
Mrs. Laura Evans died April
the people, the consumers, those
tion." Kerner said.
express our sympathy and our
mental
paof
for
care
the
ties
conducted
Dupee
James
Rev.
was guest speaker delivered a 1, after a long illness.
Her
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governor
tients,
last
time
on
scheduled
services
Annie
Mrs.
funeral was held Wednesday
"Banning Illinois on this 1870 leverage in high places who are
Rev. Douglas
Washington sons. Luckily, for us, she knows wonderful message.
was at Griffin Chapel Methodist Sunday at Mt. Herman Baptist takes more revenue to provide creation is akin to you doing paying much of the freight when
Birmingham
of
Johnson
preached Sunday morning in how we loved and regarded the
we
church with her pastor, Rev. church. An Easter breakfast for these unfortunate souls,
business according to the mer- we talk about what's good for
Jonesboro at the Baptist church. Dr., her, and the boys. Our also visitor.
Mrs. Osia E. Williams enter- W. G. Pruitt, officiating. She was featured at Waymon AME are, at last, in this 20th Cen- chandising methods of 90 years the state and the people"
Rev. Thompson spoke at Lafer- neighborhood
is still shocked
club, the Joly Ma- leaves a daughter. Mrs. Willie church Easter Sunday morning. hiry proving that we are our
her
tained
ty Methodist church Sunday over h: passing. For although
trons at her home, Monday L. Evans of Chicago and a son, An Easter program was fea- brother's keeper."
morning.
he was hospitalized, we are night. A delightful menu was
church. CREDIT LAMS
Mr. Obhie Evans of Starksville, tured at Bethel AME
The Missionary Society of the shocked.
liev. Courtney delivered the
served by the hostess.
Kerner also called for legisa granddaughter little Miss
Friday
met
Baptist church
'Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. last
COR NITII
We have not been back to see
M E
A
sermon at Waymon
lative approval of his proposed
Laura Ann Evans.
evening. Mrs. Willie Flemmy Miss Addie Mitchell. but we
week in Birmingham, Alabama.
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Mr. and Mrs. R. Kennard of uckily, we hear each time that
ill at Dukes hospital.
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nois General Assembly two held at Fifth Street Baptist Chapter, Jackson. Tennessee;
of Washington, D. C. were home
Little Rock visited here last she is getting better
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller and
their
of
The
funeral
morning.
the
ago
attend
weeks
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Easter
Church
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ty- There is so much illness in our A wonderful play "The MisMrs. Barbara Williams is the
family were burned out of the
lie cited the Illinois Retail Rev, James Wilson host minis- competent parliamentarian of
cousin, Mrs. Laura Evans.
res Kennard.
city. And not being too well sionary Journey" produced by a
home several weeks ago have
they
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here
While
Lowe
work
J.
Association's
C.
Merchants
Rev,
ter;
of
Mrs. Pearline Billingsley
the chapter and Or, Carrie Bigourselves, we do not get to help cast from the Shady Grove
returned.
popular Bluff visited with her and to cheer the relatives and Baptist church, Oxmoor, Ala., the home of their brother, Mr. Mr. William Lenore of Lo- on the bills and commended the the message.
ger. Basileu.,.
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for
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organization
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parents.
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and
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who
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Mrs. C. Shannon and Mrs.
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friends who are ill,
gansport spent the weekend in
will be observed at St. Jehn's
Chiticipated: Macedonia Baptist Barbara Williams are native
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G Watkins. could appreciate the assistance Independent Methodist church, Mr. Thomas Wheeler of
Peru, guests of his mother, Mrs. face of strong opposition.
cago was ,home due to the
The governor called the area Church, Rev. C. J. Lowe, min- residents of Corinth, Mississippi.
Mrs. Beulah Brown of New we would give.
Mary Lenore.
Sunday evening May 4, 1961 at
illness of his mother, Mrs. Alice A correction—Mr. Louis Deister, Mt. Moriah Methodist They commute monthly to JackPort visited here Easter SunOur little niece who is so bad- 7 p.m. The public is cordially
Boyd. Mrs. Boyd stayed in Fe- vat, father of Mrs. Dewitt WilChurch, Rev. R. H. King, min- son. Tennessee, for their meetday with her parents.
y burned, is cheered over the invited. Rev. R. G. Williams,
a
lix Longs Memorial hospital
ister, City Road CME Church, ings.
Students of the elementary physician stating that she will pastor.
son, who died at his home in
transferrild
being
week before
Rev. McLeod, minister and St.
Muncie, Ind., was 87 years of
grades of Ethel 0. Miller be well soon. We went to New
A surprise birthday party honhospital in age and not 27, lie is survived
Mark Baptist Church, Rev, R.
school presented a three act re- Orleans and spent quite a while oring Mrs. Mattie Wark on her to the University
Miss.
Jackson,
by the daughter, Mrs. Dewitt
S. Pickens, minister.
ligious play last Sunday.
with her, but our thoughts are 58th birthday was held April 1,
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Wilson, one grandson and five
Union services were held with
The Mutual Association pre- disturbing after seeing her face 1961. Enjoying the ocassion were
GOODMAN
great grandchildren.
the Little Zion Baptist Church.
sented Charles Douglass in a and parts of her body so badly four of Mrs. Ward's daughters,
Mn, Charles William Fredick
Rev, R. L. Owens host minispiano recital Friday night at scalded. We feel that she will her son and many other relaBy P. BILLINGSLEA
BATON ROUGE. La. — For ter. Rev. W. M. Washington
Artis, 75 died at Dukes hosthe Ethel 0. Miller school.
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achievement
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pital last Thursday after an illbrought the message: a dramaMrs. Cora Blackman of Mem- again until she is older.
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Mae morning by a sermon preached
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it Was announced by De. BlyW. M. Washing- of Greater New York.
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Jackson's brother visited
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and we are also, for being ill here last week. Also her sis- mon.
Rev, W. M. Warren. CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN
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James Thomas has returned is no fun. We feel better today,
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and
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recentPinkney,
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out of the city to attend his time. There is no fun in being ly
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We are proud to hear that our last week.
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with Miss Gladys Nelson.
Each church had a special auspices.
school children did well as they Willie Dawson returned to ered by Asia M. Baptist church man and producer of the show fellow with the national founto
Mr. McKinley is planning
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Eastern Star To Crown Queen
The Eastern Star Baptist Choir. Solos will be from memchurch, 1334 Exchange at., has bers of the Douglas High
made plans to hold its annual School Glee club, which is di"Queen Coronation" program rected by Omar Robinson.
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, April 23.
The pageantry of crowning
Special music for the pro- the queen will climax the program will be featured by the gram.
senior choir and a guest choral Rev. W. M. Fields is pastor
group, the Douglas Treble of the church.

•

Air Conditioning & Heating
WESTERNHOUSE DIVISION

By cmmorrA WATSON scheme of the universe.
MUSING:
They are different from each
Can you take it when life other. Some people have food
dishes out some particularly un- but no appetite; some have
pleasant piece of business, true beauty but no eyes to see. Some
We Make Surveys of Homes, Stores
or untrue? Are you able to rise have clever hands and some
Churches &
above it for the moment and have heads. But the richest .are
then to extract the lesson it con- those who have "Love for his
tains? The ability to "take it" fellowman without envy."
1161 Union Ave.
can mean the difference be- Somehow envy has its own
tween success and failure . . . punishment .. . when again you
Free Estimates
Call us at any tMe
To take the meanest gibe or feel this coming on repeat this
BR 4-8700
the most crushing blow life can psalm .
the Heavens declare
Soles Representative — Arthur Ross Jones
offer with courage . . we can the glory of God and the firmemerge bigger . better. "He ament showeth His handiwork.
that wrestles with us strength
ens our nerves and sharpens our
skill."
BALESTRI NO'S
Dear Carlotta:
TOP FARMERS—For points America Conventions on Ten- see State's Dr. David Hamil- More than 300
boys topic.
My parents are good but very
piled up in poultry judging, nessee
State
university's ton, associate professor of ag- seniing 34 high schools in the
poor, altrio: they are sending
livestock Judging, farm shop campus recently, the big tro- ricultur e. congratulates State were in
attendance
at
nie to college. Recently I went
skills, seed identification and phy went to Nashville's Haynes teacher James Sim- the four-day meet.
to a friend's home in another New State Park facilities and talent at the New Farmers of Haynes high school. Tennes- mons after
the
final
judging.
equipment,
remodeled
buildings
town for Thanksgiving. His
house was fine. I mean they and increased activity areas are
some
of
the
accomplishments
had everything. Fine clothes
.. he was giving away clothes that have been made this past
with pickle
that I would have been glad to winter in preparation for the SEWART AFB, Tenn. — Joe equivalent of four days pay for terested persons should con- tion. Reservists living within
and Onion
W. Ward, a Memphian who is the two day training period. A tact the Air Reserve Center lo- one day's driving time
have had for one of my little coming season.
from
Sixteen parks have enlarged an Airman First Class in the two week active duty training rated at the VA Hospital in the Nashville area are eligible
brothers at home.
Air Force Reserve, has been as- period during the summer is Nashville for further informa- to apply for assignment.
Now that I have seen how their tent camping areas in signed to the 8468th Air Force also part of the program.
fine everything he has is I hopes of accommodating an ex- Reserve Base Support Group at
The Reserve organization at
don't seem to like him any- pected record number of camp- Sewart AFB, near Nashville, Sewart
ers this summer.
represents a new conmore. How can I get rid of
according
to
Paul
Lt.
Col.
G.
cept in the training of reserve
that feeling? I know it is wrong Forty-four road signs are be- Blankenship, commander of the forces. Reservists
from throughto feel like this but I just can't ing erected giving directions to recently activated reserve unit. out the Tennessee area
train in
the parks, along with the addihelp it. Some people seem to
Airman Ward, of 1380 N. Wil- specialized jobs during their
tion of 400 picnic tables in pichave so much and others so litlert at., Memphis, will train at weekend and summer duty. In
nicking areas throughout t h e
tle. It does not seem fair. Some
Sewart the second weekend of the event of enemy attack reeach month, on Saturday and
people seem to get so much out parks system.
The building of two new Sunday, and will receive the sulting in damage to Sewart
of life; others so little. I can't
AFB, the reserve unit would
group lodges at Chickasaw State
get rid of him. He seems to like
assist regular base personnel to
Park near Henderson and SINGER RETURNS
me so much.
return
the base to an operationStanding Stone State Park at
Acclaimed the world's great- al status.
Bitter. Livingston, and the
remodel- est male Gospel singer by critics
Dear Biller:
Approximately 25 officers DOES YOUR CHURCH NEEDing of restaurants at Standing
DOES YOUR 61110WE NEEDWhile you are in college try Stone and at Cumberland of St. Louis, Chicago, N e w and almost 300 enlisted assignBoston
York,
and
Hollywood,
to establish a real reason for Mountain State Park at Crossments remain to be filled in the
Brother
who
Joe
was
May,
born
existence. I hope that the rea- ville represent much of the park
in Macon, Mississippi, of humble 8468th. Reservists and former
son will be wholesome enough work this winter.
WHATEVER YOUR NEED, TNE GitOUP SAVING Of QUALfTY STAMPS
WILL HELP!
parentage,
triumphantly re- members of any service branch;
to influence your life and atArmy, Navy, Marine and A I r
Already campers and p 1
turns
state
to
on
of
his
birth
contentment
titudes for future
flickers have begun to usher in April 30 when he is slated to Force may be considered for asand happiness. Dont envy the what is expected to be a rec- be
presented in concert at the signment, depending on the inboy. He may NEED YOU TO ord year in the use of Tennes- Panola high
THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE
school auditorium dividual's specialty, former
MAKE HIM HAPPY. It may see's State Parks.
QUALITY STAMPS have special arrangements for groups of stamp
in Batesville, Miss.
training, and present rank. Inbe your part to make him hapsavers, such as PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES
py. Some writers have said that
AUXILIARIES, MEN'S CLUBS, etc.
happiness was born a twin.
We can supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for items such as an
If you would be happy, make
ORGAN, PIANO, PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, CHOIR ROBES, UNI.
others happy. As I said, estabFORMS FOR YOUR GROUP'S TEAMS, etc., or CASH MONIES FOR
lish a reason for existence. Look
YOUR TREASURY—when your members POOL THEIR BOOKS OF
up at the stars. Each one is a
QUALITY STAMPS and turn them in et one time on behalf of your
world each has its place in the
organization.

Sad
onl,

Associated Southern Industries

State Parks
Get New
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HAMBURGER HAVEN

•

417 South Orleans

Memphis Fine Arts ClOb Plans Program

•
w

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

Hamburger
Cheeseburger

14`
19'

IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU

POOL ALL OF YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOKS
FOR YOUR CHURCH!

An ORGAN or PIANO?

CASH for Projects?

con
an.
and

HOW THE CLUB PLAN WORKS

Formals
Gowns

You ore cordiany iweited to contact your nearest Quality Stamp
Redemption Center and let them know what you would like YOUR group
to obtain. Specific information concerning the availability of the item, the
number of books needed, and delivery time, will be gladly obtained for you.

Long or Short
All Sacs
New and Used

CONBEMTRATE YOUR BUYING WITH FIRMS WHO DIVE QUALITY STAMPS:

$5.00
Yes Madame,

LANSKY
FORMAL SHOP
126 BEALE ST.
PHONE JA 5-5401
44N••••••••••••••••••-•.
"•••••••••••
•SPENCER CORSITIERE •
• Mrs. Emma 1. Green
▪
782 David St.
•
Phone FA 4-2525
•
Registered Spencer Corsetiere..
"'
Individual Designer
11
a Spencer Foundation 4. Bra II
•Appointments—Home Visits—•
Invited
P
••••••••••!

Bright with the April showers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
and greens are first to make their way
to the supper tahle. For something different but odd as the times, try using
the
most wonderful
meal — Jack
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make corn dumplings to serve with
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
just as good when cooked in lamb stew.

•

CHOIR ROBES
High fashion stylirg
superbly tailored
— at on economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
1.1,411,-,Fr.1
c) MAIN

COMPANY
IA 6-3641

Try them and you will say "so simple but oh, how good!"
EXPLORERS —Youth
Unites To Explore was the
theme for the 18th Annual
Tennessee Association of the
New Homemakers of America
Convention held on Tennessee
State university's campus last
week. From left are Betty
Jean Howard, Bolivar, Tenn.;

Look! Stop! Eat! at

WELLINGTON STREET SUNDRY
For The Best
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN

Hot Dogs 10c

Hamburgers 19c
Homemade Pie

CIS

S. WELLINGTON ST.

Cheeseburgers 30c
Sc1

JA. 5-8016

New.
Park
Cemetery

Mae Eunice Barnes, Henderson: Daisy Teresa Gordon, Mt.

Pleasant: and Gladys Bailey
of Columbia were delegates
to the two-day meet.

10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Sift Wgether dry ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water to
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
and cook for 15 minutes. Serve with
vegetables, as bread of the day. Let
me know how yeu like them.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

JANA PORTER

The annual convention of the in charge of Mrs. Caroline RobTennessee Congress of Col- erts of Chattanooga. Proceeds
ored Parents-Teachers associ- from articles sold are earmarkation is scheduled to convene ed for the scholarship fund.
in Nashville April 27-29. Reports
of the 30,000 memTheme of the three-day meet- bership
goal for 1961 are expecting is "Quality Parent-Teacher ed to be
presented by Mrs. M. S.
Associations
For
Optimum Draper of Memphis,
membership
Growth." Headquarters for the chairman.
conference will be at Head Among
officers expected at
elementary school.
the conference are: Wallace
President of the association,
Brown, of Chattanooga, first
Mrs. M. W. Williamson of Nashvice president; Mrs. Fetta
ville, said "a large delegation is
Holland of Knoxville, secexpected to attend the session
ond vice president; Mrs. Wilwhich is aimed at promoting the
lie Miles of Knoxville, recordwelfare of children and youth."
ing secretary; Mrs, W. R. WebShe added "the annual election
ster of Nashville, aisistant sec,of officers has focused attention
retary; T. B. Kennedy of Chat'on several candidates from the
tanooga, treasurer; Mrs. G. M.
three sections of the state."
Highlights of the -meeting, ac- Bumpus of Memphis, membercording to the Program Chair- at-large; and Mrs. B. A. E. Calman, E. T. Carothers, will in- laway of Memphis, publicity
clude a symposium on "Toward chairman.
Better Parent-Teacher Relationup"; an address by Henry
GENTRY'S
.1-y, jr., past president of the
• .tional Citizens Council for
!ter Schools; the president's
Hiress; a feature by pupil
:outh On Parade"; and the
Experienced Operators
-.oat banquet, which will be
Can For Appointment
WEI 9 9272
dressed by John C. Hill, prin1124 Missi ssippl Blvd.
•:pal of Pearl high school in
Nashville.
AWARDS
DURHAM
Scholarship Awards amount- STEEL FOLDING
ag to $125 each will be preCHAIRS
aented to seniors from each diModern D• s g n.
Rendeoerm Appearvision of the state according to Knee.
Rugged Con
Mrs. M. L. Easterling of Chat- structIon. V •a
tanooga, scholarship chairman. fhlr•ble
Exhibits of art work will be
$2
5°
and up
DEEP WELLS
CONTACT US
DALLAS, Tex --Oil eng w•rs FOR VOLUME PRICES
of the U. S have drill..d to
BERNATSKY BROS.
500 1 Main St - SA
OM
20,321 feet, compared with Mt.
Memphis Term
Everest's hight of 29,02 f at.
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Tenn. PTA Congress
Meets April 27-29

BARBER &
BEAUTY SHOP

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery

CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
One cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal.
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
One-half tsp. salt.
One tsp. chopped chives

Fri
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ANOTHER 1110 SHOW wag
t h e enthusiastic response
given the recent Big Star of
Memphis and the Mid-South
Talent program heard each
Saturday morning on radio
station WDIA. This show

takes pride In putting before
the Memphis and Mid-South
public the best In young talent. This show Is hailed by
all as the melting pot for
Memphis' youthful talent.

CASH FOOD STORES

Appearing on this show were
Jameg Jeffries, Willie Blev.
ins. James Holloway, Josephine Fleming, Brugge!' Curry, Geraldine Seay, Johnny
Wilson, William Mays and
Marshall Davis.
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PICKS SIX NEGRO GOLFERS AS'READY' FOR PRO TOUR

nemHigh
is di-

Greensboro OK Surprises Charlie Sifford

vning
pro-

iastor

[dd
to
tOn
,er
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;.,et

' GREENSBORO, N. C.—(UPI) meet and now ranks as the board of directors of Sedrfield. ave ), is being sponsored
in buff and travels with a tape leave them in the South they Okinawa, and finally in the something like The GGO without plenty of financial support.
-- A Spokesman for the swank most successful Negro pro Board chairman W. M. Sharp, the GGO by a group of local recorder and a wide selec- think it'a a damn shame. Gary Philippines.
"I think there are about
When he was discharged in
Sedgefield Golf Club said that golfer of all time.
jr., noted. "The board of di- Negroes headed by Dr. George tion of pre-recorded tapes has told me 'that's a damn
al: colored golfers now -vho
only " a little grumbling" was Sifford, who is seldom seen rectors passed a resolution Simkins, jr , Greensboro den- which relax him. He also tries shame, a disgrace,' when I have 1946, Sifford headed straight
for the west coast. "That's
could make good showing on
expected when cigar-smoking either on or off the course that neither creed, color, ,-r tist and head of the local to sell "Charlie Sifford" golf to drop out."
Sifford, 5-foot 7-inch 175where I met Jackie Robinson, the tour, but only if they got
Charlie Sifford teed off in the without a cigar firmly clamp- race would be basis for reject- NAACP chapter. Simkins was clubs and devotes full time
in Los Angeles, and Jackie
proper backing," he said. He
greater Greensboro open golf ed in his teeth, has been mak- ing an applicant to play in the one of five Negroes who were to this in his off-months, but pounder, started his golfing
•
enticed me to play golf. 1 d
listed these as Pete Brown,
tournament.
arrested on trespass charges despairs sometimes.
ing the pro golf tour since 1853 Greater Greensboro Open.''
kept on playing a little durJackson, Miss., Willie Brown,
Sifford, five-time Negro na- —when he gave up being singHuger Aycock of Lexington, in 1955 after teeing off on a "There just aren't enough
ing the war on service teants
Houston, Tex., Ray Botts of
golf Negroes playing golf," he said.
tional golf champion, is the first ex Billy Eckstine's "personal N. C., a vice-president of the segregated
Greensboro
so I got in the groove fast." Los Angeles, Bill Wright,
member of his race ever to golf pro," a job that had paid PGA, said, ''Sifford is a real course maintained by the city. "We've got to have more supGAL THREE Seattle, Wash., Lee Elder of
CALDWELI,
compete in an official Profes- him $150 a week for six years. gentleman. lie's a very fine Their conviction and $25 fines port."
Gal 2 Los Angeles, and Sgt. Cliff
GREENSBORO 0 K's
Golfers
sional
Association "Of course' Sifford explain- player entirely capable of win- were uoield by the U. S. Su- Sifford wears conservative
In 1947, Sifford went to work Harrington, Ft. Campbell,
sports clothes, scorns neckties
(PGA) tournament in the south. ed, "being colored I can com- ning a big tournament at any preme Court last year.
for Eskstine "as his private golf Ky.
But the 37-year-old mug- pete in only about 22 of the 48 time."
Sifford drives a new car but and likes informality. Ile gets
"I'll be out there playing
pro."
, tachioed pro. who left his aa- toumame. ts a year. I can't 'Was I surprised when they his family stays home in Los on well with his fellow touring
"I drove his car for him all golf, sponsor or no sponsor,"
tive Charlotte, N. C., and play in th^ southern tourna- accepted my application?" Sif- Angeles. "We can't afford it pros and has no obvious racial
he
said, 'but it's rough."
over the country and we played
,) on his shoulders.
went t^ Los Angeles to find ments
at Houston, Baton ford remark J after a practice any other way," he said. "My
golf just about every day,' said
, a place in the golfing world, Rouge, New Orleans, and Eton- round at the Sedgefield course. wife is a clerk-typist for Los "I get on just fine on the
like
"People
famous
on
Sifford. "We played
Is used to setting "firsts." .1e da, for instance."
"Man, 1 had to be surprised." Angeles county and my son. tour," he said.
courses from Michigan to New
was the first Negro ever to
Siffurd's entry in the Greens- Sifford, whose home is now Charlie jr., 13, goes to school." Gary Player, Arnold Palmer,
to
have
I
When
York. I got Billy where he could
with.
on
win a PGA-sponsored tourna. boro Open was approved by the in Los Angeles (47241
The touring golfer is a jam I get
2 llth
/
shoot in the 70's, and that was
fair because he didn't know a
Team
thing about the game when we
started."
Sifford hooked up with a
golf company (Croydon Gott
Co., Melrose Park, Ill.) in
1953 an' started out on tour.
PETE BROWN
"That Was a nothing year,"
he said, "and it wasn't until 1957 that I started to go.
career at the Carolina Country
club in Charlotte as a 10. I won $8,000 that year, less
year-old caddie. During 'he In 1958 and then '59 was fairly good. I hit It in 1960."
next eight years he won a
I,ast year he won nearly
number of caddie events In
RON GALBREATH
the Queen City of the Caro- $14,000, almost $9,000 of it or
Waatmlneter Pa.) C.I.
linas, including the All-City the PGA circuit, and won the
Guard
4 ft.-0 In.
Charlotte caddie tournament non PGA Almaden Open to boot
This season the long-hitting
when he was only 13.
While attending high school golfer has collected $4,200, pockin Charlotte, which he left after eting $1,175 in the San Francompleting his junior year, Sif- cisco International tournament
DONN/E BUTCHER
J. P. LOVELADY
Tech
Ark
fXs.) Colley.
ford tried a number of other and tying for third place in
Ihk••1119Guard
Nu•s•IlrIll•
Tucson and $1,150 prize money.
sports.
Forward
ft,II In
Sifford won the national Ne$ ft -f• in.
"But I started to fool around
with golf and liked it. My father gro championship in 1953, 1954,
camp
Dodger
Angeles
Los
the
a
talk
around
There's lot of
was a laborer and didn't think 1955, 195C and 1960.
JOHN
concerning the positive potential of the Davis boys, Tommy
BRADI.F.V
Sifford doesn't believe memso much of golf at first. . .
Lawrence Tech
and Willie. Both are sure to get good shots at the third base
later two of my four brothers bers of his race are going to
(Detroit)
respectively.
spots
field
center
and
Forward
took it up and got pretty good." break down any racial barriers
II ft,: In.
The Dodgers pitching strength . . . the return to form of
Sifford went into the Army in the south in the near future
Duke Snider . . . Gil Hodges back in a catcher's harness . .
in 1943 when he was 18 years because most of the good NeFrank Howard as the heir apparent to the major league slugold, serving in both the in- gro golfers live outside of Dixie
CHARLEY SIFFORD
ging laurels . . . all are Dodger talking points. But one of the
fantry and signal corps, on and could not afford to enter
nation's most versatile performers, Jim 'Junior' Gilliam will
PORTER MERRIWETHER
probably be the key ta the Dodgers' fortunes.
Tennessee State U.
Junior has been a listed regN•shrille
STAN KERNAN
Gusted
ular in the Dodger lineups in
McNees* State.
ft.•0 In.
Lake Charles
recent years but he always
(1-•.)
Guard
manages to play in as many
4 ft...0 In.
or more games than the starters. Looking over the new 1961
National league 'Green' book
CHARLES HARDNETT
it's a surprise to note that GilGrambling ILA.) CoL
liam tops the Dodger list in
Center
4 ft.-fl
N E W YORE — (UPI) — the 57-man board compared to The experts settled on Law
participation.
runner-up Willie Mays in a close three-way vote with
Hank Aaron of the Milwaukee 18 for
Manager Walt Alston made
of the San Francisco Giants, fireballer Don Drysdale of the
CLEVELAND
the
the best use of Junior's allof
Law
Vern
Braves and
who hit .319 last season and won Dodgers and Ernie Broglie of
BUCKNER
around abilities by employing
CLEO HILL
BRYCE VANN
Jackson Stat.
Pittsburgh Pirates were picked a batting crown with a .345 the Cardinals. Law had 14 votes
Winston-Salem Teachers
Central Oklahorn• State. Edmond
(Mt...)
him in 151 contests. This in!
(NC.)
Forward
Center
to be the individual batting and mark in 1954. Harvey Kuenn, compared to 12 each for DrysForward
kluded action in both infield •
ft •• In.
ft...1 In.
Broglie with Warren
ifft.•1
pitching stars of the 1961 Na. acquired during the winter by dale and
JUNIOR GILLIAM
and outfield spots. His partthe Giants, received five votes Sphan of the Braves ranked
ional League season.
Charley
(148),
Wills
Maury
like
regulars
time service topped
with seven votes.
The selections were made in while Norm Larker of the Los next
CLEVELAND BUCKNER of making-up the NAIA, averages Hardnett, Merriwether, Ron
Neal (139) and Wally Moon (138).
Galbreath of Westminster a survey of 57 baseball experts, Angeles Dodgers, Bob Skinner Bob Friend of the Pirates and
2 inches in height
/
Jackson (Miss.) State is the 6 feet, 31
.248
a
with
up
came
Gilliam
use,
well-scattered
his
During
White Lew Burdette of the Braves
only repeater on the first unit and has a scoring average of (Pa.), and Donnis Butcher of all of whom viewed the big of the Pirates and Bill
batting mark with to runs batted in in 177 times at bat.
Louis Cardinals had had three votes each and Mike
are
St.
the
of
rest
The
(Ky.).
Pikeville
man.
per
this
game
a
action
in
points
league
23.1
teams
AssociaNational
1961
of the
McCormick of the Giants, RogFrom his big league entrance in 1953, Gilliam has been a
each.
tion of Intercollegiate Athlet- Buckner and Ilardnett, both seniors, including Cleo Hill spring. The UPI's board of ex- two
busy Dodger. In his first year he led the league in triples with
the perts was made up of three Dick Groat, who won the 1960 er Craig of the Dodgers and
C.),
(N
of
Winston-Salem
aterriweth•
6-0
with
along
6.8,
basketball
All-American
ics
17 and picked up 100 bases on balls. He is tied with several
title with a .325 mark, did not Bob Buhl of the Braves, three
team. However, three others er, were stars on the 1960 St. Louis Hawks No. i draft writers or broadcasters covereach.
others in major league assists for one game with 12, set as a
receive a single vote.
LoveP.
J.
year.
this
choice
team.
adin
Trials
the
teams
of
18
Olympic
each
ing
NAIA
OkCentral
of
Vann
— Bryce
second baseman during the '56 season.
of Arkansas Tech is hon- dition to UPI sports editor Leo 11111111U1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111181
lady
unit
second
a
Johnson,
Rossie
hard.
Charles
State,
lahoma
Others may get the headlines but it's pretty clear that
rugnettof champion Grambling choice from Tennessee State, ored posthumously. The
H. Petersen and UPI sportswritAlston is not the least bit unhappy to have Gilliam around for
(1.a.), and Porter Merriweth- also was on the Trials squad. ged 6-5, 220-pound forward
assorted duties.
ers Milton Richman and NorJohn Bradley, 62 forward died on Feb. 23 as the result
UniverState
Tennessee
of
er
The Los Angeles chapter of the Baseball Writers Associa- sity—were on second and from Lawrence Tech in De- of an automobile accident 12 man Miller.
tion of America gave Junior the Charles DiGiovanna Memorial third teams last year. The troit, led the nation this year days earlier. Ile had already
The consensus of the experts
award as the Los Angeles player most typifying the Dodger 10-man first unit, picked by
with 33 points per game. earned all-conference honors was that 1960 was just an "off
perfect
more
a
made
have
hardly
could
writers
The
tradition.
a chance of getting it here,"
GOTEBORG, Sweden — Edthe 460 coaches of colleges Bradley Is a junior, as is for the third straight year. year" for Aaron but the culmichoice. Gilliam is one of the 'real pros' of the game.
nation of Law's rise to stardom. ward Ahlqvist threw in the said Ahlqvist, who served as
the
within
comes
WHENEVER PSYCHO-THERAPY
Aaron, a two-time NL batting sponge and admitted he has Johansson's adviser for his
pocket-books of the multitude look for the nation's enduring
Ill1111111111111111111111111111111101111111011111111111111111111
champion, hit only .292 last sea- no chance of staging a bout three title fights with Floyd
wives to be standing in line making reservations for their
son but the experts see him re- between Ingemar Johansson
Patterson.
akfishermen husbands. It may even work out that the fishermen
"We believe Ingo is going
bounding to enjoy a campaign and Philadelphia's Sonny LisWhemselves will take advantage of the cheaper understanding
in
more like the ones he had
to win his battle against the
ton this year.
of the workings of the angling mind.
won
he
1956 and 1959 when
Ahlqvist had hoped to pit U. S. tax man — and if he
CINCINNATI, Ohio —(UPI)
This is certainly the case for three most impatient fishertitles. Hammerin' Hank hit .328 the
heavy- doesn't have to pay big taxes
former world
of
team
starting
The
—
men, whose names are not worthy of mention . . or who, if
to win his first title in 1956 and weight champion against Lis- on his purses from the PatCincinnati's
of
University
the
known, might easily find themselves ostracized from same so.355 to win his second in 59.
ton in an outdoor bout here terson fight, he'll probably
NCAA basketball champions
ciety.
Aaron received 28 votes from sometime in September.
fight Liston in the U. S.," the
an.
the
at
honors
the
shared
If only from experience, every fisherman knows that if
"Now I don't think I have Swedish promoter added.
banbasketball
Bearcat
nual
you plan a week-end fishing jaunt, the weather of the set
quet.
..11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
dates is bound to be stinking. Any sensible angler sort of
About 1,000 persons jammed
Comsneaks up on the weather-man by making little issue of the BOSTON — (UPI) — Vic—
YORK
(UPI)
—
NEW
Netherland -Hilton
Into the
proposed expidition.
missioner Pete Rozelle of the
torious members of the four. hotel ballroom to attend the
r
I
t
Not these three. All week long they loudly proclaimed their
a day National Football League an•
off
topped
It
affair.
Boston
champion
,
work
time
hit
that 'le exclusive teleIntent in tones that must have reached the crafty maker of
of celebration by the city and nounced
vision and radio rights to the
weather. Consequently, after good weather throughout the Celtics head for such scattered the fans.
1961 and 1962 championareas in the world as Africa and
week, Friday's temperatures took a decided drop.
Center Paul Hogue, Knox- league's
ship games have been sold for
The forecast for Saturday was a rather hesitant fair. Such Hawaii in the next few days.
ville, Tenn., will captain next
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)—
a record price.
forecast was just a come-on as anyone in his right mind could
Eddie Machen, a calm man
plans year's team.
figthe
$615.002
said
Rozelle
see, including the female counter-parts of three fishermen . . The Celtics' summer
Wiesenhahn,
Bob
Senior
turned tiger, waits for a call
could take shape a bit more another starter, was voted a ure which the National Broadbut not the fishermen.
from promoters and a crack at
Two of the boneheads got out of warm beds to make a solidly following their 121-112 co-captain and the squad's casting Company has agreed to
Floyd Patterson's world heavycold 2. a.m, rendevous for a drive that would surely get them win over th;. St. Louis Hawks at Most Valuable player. Carl pay for each of the two games
weight crown.
to Lake LaGrange and the Idle flour Country club just out- the Garden.
Bouldln won the trophy for is the highest price ever paid
Machen, the number two
side of Cassopolis, Michigan in time for the morning fishing.
ss victory, fashioned in a posting the team's best free for live network coverage of a
challenger, made a punching
The third fisherman was victim of marital ties that found big third period, gave the Celts throw record of 80 per cent, single sports event.
hag out of sixth-ranked Mike
him on the chauffering end of his wife's Saturday morning their third straight National a new team record.
"The record fee reflects the Dejohn as he pounded his way
physical check-up appointment Such duties, of course, caused Basketball Association chamHogue also was given an tremendous confidence football
10some unspoken conjectures concerning the virtues of married pionship, their fourth in the last award of the highest field fans everywhere have in the to a bloody and unanimous
round decision.
life.
five years. The Hawks, complete goal percentage at .532, Sopho- N. F. L.," said Rozelle. "And
"I fought an aggressive fight
The two-man trip was uneventful if you are immune to the master of the western division more starter Tom Thacker, we of the league are especially
fears that usually accompany driving through heavy fog clubs during the regular season, Covington, Ky., was cited as pleased that we will be able to because I wanted to make a
blankets. One interesting sidelight came with the strange look could garner only one win in the the most improved player and continue bringing our world title good showing," said Machen
after the battle. "I'm ready for
and understanding smile at the request for fishing licenses from best of seven series.
Tony Yates, the best defen- game to the fans."
Patterson now.
a Cassopolis sports store servant at 4:30 a.m.
Taking his $4,350 bonus money sive player.
the
has
C.
televised
B.
N.
To make a sad story short, the awaited day came up cold to Liberia, Africa, will be big
George Wilson, 6-8 center, N F. L.'s championship game "The champ says I'm in line
and windy and stayed that way. The two early arrivals made Bill Russell, Boston's All-star won the Most Valuable player
a shot. I'm waiting for the
for the past six years. Tom Gal- for
a gallant attempt but it was short-lived on the frigid lake. The center and the key to the Celtics award on the freshman team.
call."
negotiaof
sports,
director
lery,
late arriving third party hardly got his lines wet before he world supremacy. Russell, who
Dejohn never was in contenel11111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111 ted the contract on behalf of tion in the big heavyweight batgave up to the elements.
scored 30 points while grabbing
network.
the
All it meant WAS an excellent opportunity to get some 28 rebounds, is waiting to hear coach," said Jones, one of the
tle before 9,000 fans at the Cow
vic- N. B. C's bid is more than Palace. He started bleeding
needed sleep and to catch up on long neglected reading.
from his partner in a rubber keys to Boston's fifth game
t h e eight times the cost of rights from the nose in the
fifth
It might have been for the best. The Michigan fishing sea- plantation they own in Liberia. tory. "I was terrible in
but Red had the con- for the first nationwide telecast round and by the end of the
son doesa't open until April 29th and there was sure to be
Bob Cousy is the first half
Veteran
to stay with me and of an N. F. L. title game, Ito- fight the gore covered him,
some over-ambitious game warden lurking in wait.
lucky guy who heads for Hawai fidence
me in for the second half.' mile said. In 1951, the Dumont Machen and referee Matt Zidafter a few weeks of "just play keep
16 points, Network paid $75,000 to televise ich and a goodly portion of the
Mg golf and cards." The Cooz Jones wound up with
the Los Angeles Rams-Cleve- ringside crowd.
will he doing public relations in the game, teaming with Tom"I never saw so much blood
LOS ANGELS — Tom Haw- disclosed, but general manag work in the 50th state for a my ileinsohn and Cousy 'ir) shake land Browns game
said Hawkins re
in the
before," said Eddie in the
kins has signed his contract er Lou Motu;
swim suit firm. After that he'l the Celtics far in front
ceived an increase.
dressing room as his handlers
DIVORCE RATES
return to his boys camp, Camp third period.
for next season with the Los
Hawkint, a second year
N. H
WASHINGTON — Approxi- swabbed him clean. "But it
gave everybody
Auerbach
IP Angeles Laker, basketball player, was called a "sixth Graylag at at Pitt Field,
when it's not suatumattutes wan aor von an ammo min as P.as% CBS WitPM
But the biggest share mately one of every 40 women ain't so bad
man" on the team by reach "That game was just another credit.
team.
yours."
divorcee.
a
is
S.
U.
the
In
tribute to Red's greatness as a went to Russell.
Terms of the pact was not Fred Schaus.

1961 NAIA All-American Basketball

LEE D. JENKINS

l

Drops Plans For Summer
Ingo-Liston Sweden Go

Russell Spurs
Celtics To
3rd NBA Title

Cincinnati Fetes
NCAA Champions

NFL Radio, TV
Rights Sold At
Record Price

Machen Waits
For Title Bid

ivsure i litter tile last run is scored

O

HawkinsSigns Laker Pact
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Moore Thins Ranks
Bob Poynter
To Compete
In 3 Meets

•

Feather Champion Eyes
Move To Lightweights

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Angeles challenger in 2:08 of the ranks. And, he was ready Mt
SAN JOSE, Calif. — (UPI) —
Bob Poynter, one of the na- Featherweight champion Davey first round, Moore demnostrated either path.
Moore looked for a broader box- that at 27 years of age he was In scoring his quick knocktion's leading sprinters
last
out victory over Valdez, 24, who
season, will compete in three ing horizon while the defeated at the peak of his skill.
track meets for San Jose State contender for his crown, Danny And with the featherweight had never been dropped or
Valdez, prepared to fight his ranks depleted domestically, knocked out before in his cathis year.
gain
the ex. the champion said he either reer, Moore not only displayed
Poynter was placed by the way back and
college on a year's probation perience he lacked against the would have to fight abroad to a powerful punch but ring cunlast November after he was champion.
find opponents in his division ning as well.
the Los or move up to the lightweight The champion maneuvered
connected with the theft of By knocking out
Valdet into position for the first
some sweaters from a San Jose
knockdown by making the chalmen's store.
lenger come to him after notingW
San Jose State dean of stn.
his younger opponent dropped
dents Stanley Benz said Poyn.
his shoulder when is, booked to
er will be allowed to compete
the body. Valdez moved in, and
in any three meets of his
as Moore had correctly judged,
choosing as a representative of
shot a left hook and left himself
the college. But he will remain
open for a right cross.
on official probation until the
CONTROVERSIAL SPEEDS- meet against Stanford and sitting back (upper left) at the runners, Mark Sullivan (left),
"I didn't think the blow was
end of the 1961 fall semester.
TER — Dennis Johnson, San Oklahoma. Johnson has been "get set" command. At (upper Oklahoma, and Len Breschini,
that hard, but down he went,."
Phil
Clifton,
another
athlete
Jose (Calif.) State's controver- criticized for his rolling start right) and (lower left) he Stanford, are at a set position
the champion recalled. "When
involved in the case, was grantsial sprinter (center) is shown in the starting blocks which, it comes forward slowly just all thru the sequence. Johnson
No, I haven't talked to him, but I still think RAY ROBIN- he got sir at seven, there wasn't
permission
to
ed
compete
in
in sequence at start of 100- is claimed, gives him the jump split second before gun cracks. who won event in time of 9.4
SON will reverse his decision to fight again. I've been wrong much to it. I just bombed him
football next fall.
yard dash during triangular on his rivals. He is seen here His critics claim there should as San Jose won meet by big
before on this amazing guy, but 1 still feel I know him too well with the right again."
Poynter had appealed his
to believe that he'll risk a reputation worth millions for one
be a stop at this point. Other margin. (UPI)
Moore said his immediate
case to the San Jose State stumore quick purse of $25,000. Ray — you're not fighting other plans were to take a brief vadent court and the college adboxers, anymore. You're fighting Father Time. And no one cation in southern California
ministration. College president
ever wins that fight.
with his wife and then await
Dr John T. Wahlquist said "we
A lot of people have been asking me about what BILL whatever matches manager Witare not a punitive institution. If
other night. Seems ie Ketchum lines up.
suffered VEECK said on the Norman Ross show the
have
the students
he disagreed vehemently with something I stated in a national
Although the champion is havenough, let's forgive and forto
answer
Bill — in this ing difficulty finding suitable
magazine last month. Well, I'm going
get."
—
just
as
soon
as
exact
quotes.
And
let
me
column
I get his
opponents in the featherweight
Neither Poynter or track
say this: Veeck's a wonderful guy and a great showman — ranks, Ketchum said there still
coach Bud Winter would indibut
I
disagree
violently
with
HIM,
too.
were a few prospects abroad. He
cate the three meets in which
RAFER JOHNSON's traveling in strange company these named them as Terry Spinks of
he would compete.
a
lawyer
in
his
next
picdays.
He
tells
me
he's
going
to
play
England and Kazuo Takayamall,
The Spartans already have a
lure — with Elvis Presley!
of Japan.
brilliant one-two sprint comanother
JOHN
THOMAS,
I
talked
to
of
our
Olympic
stars,
But both Moore and Ketchum
bination in Dennis Johnson
last week in Boston, and he tells me he's going to Europe in would rather have the Springand Willie Williams. Johnson
POCATELLO, Idaho — (UPI) tamed the croons they had won der, were picked Immediatelyi won top team honors with 21 has already twice unofficially July for another try at Valerie Brumel of Russia.
field, Ohio, champion take on,
I was up at a banquet the next day in Ishpeming, Wiscon- Joe Brown after he meets Dave
— Eight new National AAU the year before. Finals in the after the finals to go on a points. The Intermountain AAU tied the world 100 yard dash
listening
to
tell
me
his
sin,
Bart
Starr
Packers
would
win
it
boxing champions took their tourney,
which
brought 95 State
Department
tour of was second with 19 followed by mark of 9:3 seconds.
Charnley in England. Moore
titles home after a tough three young punchers here.
Africa.
Ohio and Middle Atlantic Asso- Poynter last year had a best next year, too, in the National Football League. Yes, buddy, said he felt he was the equal of
days of competition.
Baldwin, Martin, Ralph Un• Rudy Davis, Philadelphia, ciation with nine apiece. How' of 9.4 for the 100 and 20.3 for I said ISHPEMING. And, as far as Starr's prediction goes, I the lightweight champion dethink J. C. CAROLINE of the Bears and LENNY MOORE of spite the differences in their
Two other fighters, Leotis gricbt, Orem, Utah, and Ron clubbed
his way to the heavy- ard was picked as the tourna- the 220.
the Colts will have a lot to say about it next fall.
Martin, Toledo, Ohio, and Phil i Nichols, San Jose Calif., an un- weight title
sizes. Brown is about eight inchSan Jose State is figured to
in a bruising bat- ment's outstanding fighter.
I got a lot of letters and calls about my column of a couple es taller than the squat featherBaldwin, Muskegon, Mich., re- I successfully 129 pound contenbattle Oregon and Southern
tie with Art Gilmore, Corval- Final results:
weeks back when I knocked the progressive income tax as weight champion.
us, Ore. Davis won the three- 112 lbs — Peter Gonzales, California for the national track
backward, I'm glad to see that most readers agreed with me.
round bout with a technical Portland, unanimous dec. over crown this year and Poynter's
But a few didn't. That's their right, but a couple said things
addition gives a boost to the
knockout in 1:05 of the see- Richard Sue, Portland, Ore,
I have to answer — like because I've made a little success in
Spartans' hopes.
ond round. He had knocked
this world. I'm just saying that so that I can keep it.
Gilmore on the ropes when the 119 lbs — John Howard, PortWell, first let me say that — believe me, buddy — I don't
land, unanimous dec. over John
referee stopped the fight.
have that much money. I get up at 7 and go to work just like
Cesspooch, Randlett, Utah.
In the 178-pound championeverybody else, and if I didn't I'd be about as well off as a
BALTIMORE, Md. — (UM
ship bracket Bob Christopher- 123 lbs — Ralph Ungricht,
one-legged hurdler. No, I'm not in the kind of tax-bracket
over
LeRoy
— Leon Wagner rejoined his
son, Madison, Wis., won a Orem, Utah,
where I have to worry about Uncle Sam taking it all away.
old skipper, Bill Rigney, when
unanimous three-round decision Romero, Butte, Mont.
But some of the people I was talking about ARE.
the Los Angeles Angels acover Don Rouse, a hometown 132 lbs — Woody Marcus,
Like FLOYD PATTERSON. And it just doesn't seem like quired the 27-year•old outfieldfavorite from Pocatello. Mar- Pocatello, TKO over Joe Harthe old American spirit of fair play to penalize Floyd just beer in a trade with Toronto of
in got a unanimous three- ris, Portland, end of 1st round.
cause he got to the top — or anybody else.
di
the International league.
round
decision
over Walt 139 lbs — James Caldwell, Jackie Robinson. the former
Why should we take away 90 per cent of what he earns,
Marchner, Madison, Wis., to Shawano, Wis., dec. Norm Wil- Brooklyn Dodgers star, once and just 5 per cent from a preliminary fighter who hasn't The transaction, which sedge.
hang on to his title for an- liams, Toledo, Ohio, unanimous. predicted that integration would worked as hard and doesn't have the same talent — the kind outfielder Lou Johnson to the
other year. Baldwin decisioned 147 1ms — Phil Baldwin, Mus- make its greatest strides in the of talent that makes this country great and makes our race Maple Leafs was the fifth Los
Angeles deal in the last 12 days.
Ed Sauced°, Jackson, Mich., kegon, Mich., retained cham- field of sports.
proud we've got the man who owns itl
Wagner, highly rated by Rigin the 147-pound class.
pionship with unanimous dec. His prediction was recalled
ney as a hitter when they were
Bobby Pasquale, Tacoma, over Ed Saucedo, Jackson, the other day when Negro basewith the San Francisco Giants
ball's top independent pro team,
Wash., took the decision in the Mich.
in 1958 and 1959, was traded
156 pound class from Frank 156 lbs — Bobby Pasquale, Ta- the Indianapolis Clowns, analong with Daryl Spencer to
Nelson, a Philadelphia slug- coma, split dec. over Frank nounced that on April 25, they'll
the St. Louis Cardinals before
ger. Pocatello's Woody Marcus Nelson, Philadelphia.
play at Deland, Fla., a popular
the 1960 season for Don Blasin.
scored a TKO over a Portland 165 lbs — Leotis Martin, baseball town which until this
game.
ad, Joe Harris, in the second Toledo, Ohio retained cham- year could not grant permisWagner hit .317 for the Giants
round of their 132-pound bout pionship with unanimous dec. sion for the kings of diamond
as a rookie in 1958, but the fol.
and Ungricht decisioned Butte, over Walt Marchner, Madison, merriment to play there.
lowing year he hit only .225.
Mont., fighter LeRoy Romero Wis.
History will be made when
Wagner fell to .214 with the
for the 125-pound championship.
diplomats
mirth-making
the
178 lbs — Bobby ChristopherCards in 39 games at the start
In the lightest weights of the son, Madison, Wis., unanimous bring their fabulous game and
season, hitting four homtourney Portland fight- dec. over Don Rouse, Pocatel- funshow to Conrad Park there HAMPTON, Va. — North prior setbacks to Hampton's of last
College's
harriers foursome by taking both the ers and driving in 11 runs. He
ers shown. John Howard took lo.
for a game with the hard-hit- Carolina
was then sent down to Rochesta unanimous decision over
Ydrk Royals, their swept nine first places to win 440 and 880 relay titles here,
Heavyweight — Rudy Davis, ting New
the Hampton Institute Quad- In the quarter-mile relay, the er, where he batted .265.
John
again
this
Cesspooch,
counterpart
Randlett,
Utah,
touring
. MISSED -Johnny Cesspooch‘ Howard won the tough
rangular Relays here with a NCC quartet hit the tape in Johnson, who batted .206 tot
bout on in the 119 pound class and Philadelphia, scored a TKO year.
Gilmore, Corvallis,
Randlett Utah' ducks under a decision in the finals of the
total of 58 points. The host 42.6, finishing ahead of Virginia the Cubs last year, was acquit.*
Peter Gonzales won a unani- over Art
National
Guard
State
• sweeping right hand thrown 119 lb class in the finals of
of the second round. The
Hampton Pirates were second State. In the other sprint re- ed from Chicago for outfieldesw
the mous nod over Richard Sue in Ore., 1:05
sponsored event opens with a with 50
by John Howard, Portland Ore National AAU Boxing Champ- the 112-pound
points.
lay, the 880, this same four- Jim Mcanany,
class.
game between the DeLand Bull- Leroy
T. Walker's thinclads some broke the tape in 1:28.2,
pionships. (UPI)
The Orgeon AAU Association
dogs and rival Wildwood Wild- copped all
the relay races, win- their fastest time this season.
cats. Theirs is a regular league ning the
440, 880, mile, sprint
Running without the services
contest. High School bands will
medley, distance medley and of
Walt Johnson. the Eagles'
participate throughout.
two mile relays.
STAMFORD, Conn. — (UPI) Noted General Manager Syd The sprint relay quartet, with premier anchorman and an
—Automobile and truck fumes Pollock of the Clowns: "This Joe Goodwater, Billy Merritt, NCAA All-American, the NCC
air carry not only marks a tremendous Tomei Burke, and Leon Waithe mile relay quartet stepped off
billowing into the
,sporting event and entertain- carrying the baton, avenged two a 3:20 flat clocking with Goodsulfurous acid and other Mot
water leading off the foursome Chicago White Sox president
ganic acids that settle on leaves, ment, but also enhances the
with a 49 flat. Waithe, Burke, Bill Veeck announced the Chiclog their pores, cause scorch- reputation of our club as one
and Andy MeCray, all fresh- cago American league baseball
ing and retard tree growth, ac- which helps promote better
men runners, followed Good- club has given 35,000 tickets to
cording to Dr. Philip L. Rus- understanding."
den, a pathologist at the Bart- Business Manager Ed Ham• NEW YORK — (UPI) — A water with the baton. Hampton Chicagoland's Combined Jewish
Appeal.
lett Tree Research Laborato- man simultaneously announced decision whether to approve was second to the Eagles in this
race.
Veeck, co-chairman
of the
ries here.
that the Clowns have completed singer Nat King Cole's appliHe recommended periodic bookings for April. Scheduled cation to handle the contract In the sprint medley, NCC CJA's amusements division,
washing of entire trees with a games not already announced of middleweight boxer Gene won going away with a 3:30.5 presented the tickets to David
clocking on the shoulders of
garden hose.
WASHINGTON,
Silbert, Chicago attorney and
D.
inehisle
C.
—
Be16, Lakeland, Fla. Johns is expected.
set
at
midnight.
. .
August 20,
.
Melvin L. Krulewitch, chair- McCray's strong 1:57 anchor
ginning II, 1962, United Golfers according to Mrs. Paris Baltimore, Sept. 3-4. and 13
(Henley
Um19,
Field);
April
Harlem YMCA. Golf Club, DEEP WELLS
leg. Rod Lennon opened up with 1961 general chairman of the
man
of
the
New
York
State
Association will qualify its Brown, UGA national tourna•
atilla, Fla. vs Umatilla DodOct. 1.
DALLAS, Tex.—Oil engineers oers: April 21, St. Peterburg, Athletic Commission met with a 49.3 quarter, bringing the CJA.
championship men amateurs in ment director, Washington,
stick to Merritt and Clifton
Midwest
drilled
to
District.
-14)
of
the
Veeck said he hoped that
U.
S.
have
Louis.
sectional meets, according to a D. C.
Fla. vs St. Petersburg Braves; the commission for the final Jackson.
approval of Cole's application.
ville—Kentuckania, Louisville, 20,521 feet, compared with Mt. 4nril 94.
through the gifts "I can enJoint statment issued this week Concurrently with the
Ft. Myers, Fla.; April
Ander- May 27-28; 15) Douglas
Golf Everest's bight of 29,02 feet. "6 Palatka. Fla.; April 27. Jack- Also under consideration is an In the two-mile relay, the courage and inspire all people
'by UGA President Howard And- son•ett
L
UGA policy statement,
application by Harry Willey. Eagles' foursome of Dave Folk, .—Jews and Christians alike—to
Club, Indianapolis, June 3-4; 16)
erson, Toledo, and Franklin T. Mrs. Brown announced
sonville. Fla. vs Jacksonville former trainer of
from Universal Golf Club.
Sugar Ray Lennon, Clarence Wilson, and support the Combined Jewish
Chicago, way Golf Club, June 25; 31)
Lett, Detroit, chairman of the Washington that forty-two
Cardinals: April 28 and 29, M- Robinson, to manage Johns.
re- June 10-11; 17) Midwestern
Lennie Moore, ripped across Appeal and the great medical
Golf Atomic Golf Club Open, Stam- anta.
Association's National Tourna- gional and sectional tournaGa.
vs
Atlanta
Stars,
and
•
•
•
Club, Toledo, June 17-18: 18) ford, July 10; 32) William Fitch
the finish line ahead of Hamp- and social welfare work that
ment Planning Committee.
ments have been approved by
April
Ala.
30.
Birmingham.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) ton in 8:25.7. This same group. it makes possible here in our
At its 1962 national tourna- UGA for 1961. These events C.C.M .1. Golf Club, Columbus, Memorial—Knickerbockers Golf (doubleheader).
Ohio, June 24-25; 19) Chicago Club, July 30; 33) Watchemo— A 6300,000 ski center that with George Hearn replacing city of Chicago and in many
ment in Memphis, UGA will are as follows:
Where
indicatno
opponent
Is
Women's
Golf
Club,
may operate the year-round is Lennon, came back to win the countries overseas"
Chicago, ket Golf Club Open, East Proviplay only 128 amateur men in Eastern District —1)
ed the Clowns will oppose the being constructed near Tully,
Tinge July 8-9; 20) Tiretown Golf dence, Sept. 10,
distance medley relay in their Silbert, in accepting the ticits championship division. These Golf Club,
Royals.
Philadelphia, May 7; Club, Akron, July 8-9.
about 15 miles south of Syra- (int running of this event this kets at a press luncheon at Co.
Central District — 34) Tyrus
golfers will embrace the top 2) Keystone Open —
Green's 21) Parmakers Golf
cuse.
season with an 11:01.6.
miskey Park, said: "To the
Club, 3rd Annual, St. Louis, May 27qualifiers from six eliminations Ladies, Philadelphia,
May 21; Gary, July 22.23; 22)
The new resort, expected to Hearn skipped over the 120 best of our knowledge, this is
- tournaments to be held in the 3) Pro-Am —
Chippers 28; 35) Mack McCullom—ParaRoyal Golf Club, Golf
completed
by
next
fall,
will
be
mount
3-4;
36)
Club, Cleveland, July 22-23;
Golf Club, June
the first time a gift such as
regional districts of the Associa- Washington, D. C., May 27,
WON LOST have 10 trails, a chair lift and yard high and the 220 yard this
29; 23) Junior Tournament —
• tion—New England. Eastern, 4) Penn
has been made anywhere."
Dia- Fairwk• Golf Club, Springfield,
0 rope tows to handle 4,500 skiers low hurdles ahead of the en9
Florida
State—Fairview Golf tnct, Gary, Aug. 5-6;
Century
June
11;
37)
Twentieth
24)
FairSouthern, Midwestern, Central Club, Philadelphia, June
tire field. He was clocked in
Allen
2
4; 5) way Golf Club, Dayton,
hour.
an
July
Club,
Ill.,
Golf
Evanston,
GETS
GRID PERMISSION
Aug,
12s and Southwestern.
14.7 winning the highs ahead
Par-Tee Golf C I u b, Scotch
'as
3
2
13, 25) Par-Birdie Golf Club, 29-30; 38) Robert Wright As- Tiiskogee
Previous rule of play will be Plains, N. J,, June 11;
of his brother, Dickie, also an EDMONTON — (UPI) —
6) Quak- East Canton,
Ala.
2
2
State
NEW
YORK — (UPI) —
Guard Pat Dye of the University
Ohio, Sept. 2-3; 26) sociates, Memphis, Sept. 2-3.
followed at this year's Boston er City Golf Club,
June 18; 7)
1 Barton Nisonson, a native of Eagle hurdler, who was timed of
I
Detroit Amateur Golf Club, De- Southeast District-39) Nash- Ala, A/191
Georgia and center Roy
tournament to be played August Eastern Open—Eastern
in 14.8. In the lows George
2
4
District,
Morehouse
Montreal, has been named
troit, Sept. 16-17; and 27) Great- ville Links Golf Club, Nashville,
21-25 over the beautiful and
crossed the finish line ill 25.5 Mackasson of Washington, both
Washington, D. C., June 24-25,
1
Benedict
captain of the varsity fencing ahead of Dickie, who was sec- of whom now play for the
er Cincinnati Golf Club, Cin- June 3-4; 40) Vulcan Hill Golf
challenging 36-hole Ponkapoag 8) Northern Va.
EdOpen—Arling- cinnati, Sept. 30-Oct.
1
team at Columbia University onds slower at 25.8.
Club. Birmingham, June 10-11; S. C. State
1.
Course in nearby Canton, mass ton Divots,
monton Eskimos of the CanaWashington, D. C.,
Morris
0
5
Brown
for the 1961-62 season. He suc41) Tri-State Invitational—VIA.
Nine championship divisions will July 1-2;
dian
football
New
England
District
league,
—
have re28)
9) Yorkshire-Dandy
ceeds Allan Schwartz of Sea NCC's broadjumping pair of ceived permission to
can Hill Golf Club, Birmbe played—pro, men's and wompartici
Duffers Golf Clubs, Pittsburgh, Western Massachusetts open—
Jackson and Folk finished 1-2
Cliff, N. Y.
ingham, Oct. 1; and NICKEL CENTER
en's amateur, senior men and July 8-9:
pate
in
the
Home
Golf
All
City
Club,
SpringAmerica
Gradu10) Suburban Golf
in this event, both jumping for
42) Turkey Shoot—Nashville Par OTTAWA—The largest single
women and four sets of juniors. Club, July 16;
ation
field,
game
May
21;
in
29)
Su
Ki-Pu
Buffalo,
the first time
N. Y..
11) Baychester
this
season.
Busters, Nashville, Nov. 15-16. nickle ore body ever discovered POPULATION HUB
Deadline for entries in the Golf Club.
June
23.
Proceeds
of
the
Open,
Neptune, N. J., July
game
Providence. June 11 ; 30) UGA
/
2 won will
Boston ,tournancent has been 23;
expects to field not less Is in the Frood-Stobte area in
About 220 million live In Jackson's jump of 21-41
go to the National Feet
12) 'Monumental Golf Club, Southern N4w England—Midthan 500 players at Boston. northern Ontario,
the event.
China's Yangze river basin,
hall foundation Hall of
ramm.

Howard Voted 'Outstanding'

Baldwin, Martin Keep
National AAU Titles

Giants Regain
Leon Wagner

Clowns Break
Bias Pattern

NCInSweep 01
Hampton Meet

Revamp Amateur Play

Wash Trees,
Expert Warns

Veeck Gives
Tickets To
Jewish Aopeal

UGA Holds35th Tourney
In Boston Aug. 21-25
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Martha C.

Problem1

alcoholics
PA

KNOW

Anonymous
4-1344

BR

3-1405

IS

SHE

WANTED - Nlee
wraith,*
Portia, tO *hare 4 roCias apartment
with reasonable rates
Call atter
1 am
WTI 14915
AUTOMOBILE

REPAIR

SHOP EQUIPMENT
FOR

SALE

Reasonable Rent at a
Good Location
962 Willoughby JA 6-0208

NOT

GYPSY

A

Chambers

1008 BELMONT
TOLEDO 1, 01110

If So, Call

This is her aim office at the kllsalsaippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at lass she Is
back tc stay in bet new home.
Are roe Idtssialstied with marriage? Have
you lost faith to your husband, wile or sweetheart? Are yes
hi bad bealtb? Are YOU disCOUTAR410 11.1 any of these are IOW
problems, come let MADAM SELL advise FOR et soe•. aim
will read the to you Ion as she would read as epee kook
Toll pot why your Mb or business la aot • success. U you tato
failed to die rest come see MADAM BELL at saes.
Locates en Highway 3,1 south lust ever Mississippi Stet*
Line, on Me way to Hernando. Her home is I blocks below
where 11110 used to stay right aside the DeSete Motel fie sere
.4o look for fee RED BRIM HOUSE and you'll Dud let then
• at all dines. (She oerer had an stiles in West &tempt's.)
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehayes State Line and gut
oft at State Line and walk 3 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S

FOR sme—astrtsyrstor..
Adaohlnea

Gas Stoves

Washing

128 00

We also Pay too prices tor
JA

Refrigerators

UP
used

7-8700.

SEPTIC TANIS GREASE TRAPS
Resecinable
Cleaned • repaired
Price, Full Inspeetion —
SRELBY COUNTY SEPTIC
TANK Slavic.
PA 54400

Taylor. Upholstery Shop

Platform Rockers $29.95
E-Z Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
POPLAR

1721
TEL

SR 5-4388

HAND MCA.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

OR

NO CHARGE

Used Furniture For Sale
Loins, rouse suits
Bedroom suite
ir
WiGhing Machine*
Refrigerator. like new
Dineltoret
Coach" A chair.
—Cash or

Hears 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Ores on Sundays
I don't mam any home calls or answer any letters. Se
to look for the right sign and the right name.

MO

Ruby
Risby

Call
••••••

JOHNSON

1115 up
Mg up
SSO op
570 up
DO
$40
$10 ea

At

FURNITURE

APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS

1

BR. 6-3986--BR. 4-0111
US IIALIS—CREAP
1-8 ft. glass ehowesee
I—National cash resister
1-48 cup coffee urn
I—got iced tea crock
I—large fan on stand
I-20 In. oscillating fan
I-23 in. fan
1—large exhaust fan
1-10 gal. cafe water heater
Call

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
fa—

A CI Whitmore
01* 40777

BEDROOM nous, In Mos neighbor,
buy earns. Call
Wad. Or
will
lAckson 04307

-

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your carfare ifflmediatt v. Cive
references in ' 'er — be
prepared to leave right
HAV-A
away.
Write
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.

SISTER SANDRA

BETHEL GROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
will color one chair FREE fel
each oustomer - for Adv•rtiew
went FA 7.24211.

Phone

Phone

sire

4th Street Repair Shop
Wrecker Service
Body Repairs
C Paint 1 a. m until I 0 1
242 So 41h Si.JA 1-4703

—•--

(UPI)
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Becoming

(English Lady)
YOU

amn
ler

h sent
to the
ith Los
2 days.
q RigIt were
Giants
traded
leer to
before
Etasin.

DRINKING

IS' YOUR

MADAM BELL

Sy tot

w was
vent,."
'When
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25e Gets Agy Mother's seam Boot and
Samples of Profiteble Imprints

20 MAIDS NEEDED
Pea Chicago - Now York
To 180 Weekly
Ages 25-45
Free Room, Board. T V
Ticket Sent. Reference* Needed
Write or Call
United Employment Agency
2572 Lamar, Idemohl... Tenn.
PA. 70124
04 8•1780

RE 5-9192

RE 5-9192

REPAIRS
REPRIGER A TORS
Washing
Machines
No Service Call Charge
when we make repairs
Tel•ohono 1A 74701

LOCATEP AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARR.
'1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT COKNEK OF IdTH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days.
your lucky number advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affaire. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sies worried and run down please CMOS to me.
I can help money is no object Lt you seem to be carrying an
:evil condition that's holding you down; if ShrUT luck never
seems to just reach you; If smut loved ones seem to be
•drifting away from you; if you have any of these problems,
,I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes trom down town Memphis. Get the West
'Memphis. Bus at the Continental But Station at the corner
of 3rd anti Union St.
Ask the Bus Drives to let you off on Broadway corner of
--14th street open every day.

TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
M. Wiggins
1038 Miesissippl Blvd.
Telephone WH 8-1785
(HIED fURNITURE
Chairs. all tapes Rugs, d
shins cabinets kitchen safes,
kitcban safes floor lamps. clocks
and all types of glees ware. chests.
Month/ and all types of tables
172 Poplar Street

MEN, AT LAST IT
'
S HERE
Takr New RUMTOR/X And tnioy Life
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
up there nature team off A PHYSICIANS FORMULA. Only $500 for a 2.
week supply Money-back It not Wis.
tied after 3 bottles. gent COO Check
or Money Order NOW
THE

RUMTOREX

CO.

239 1. 115th Sr., Boa
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Y.
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N.
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SPRINGFIELD, III. — (UPI)
— A temporary penny increase
in the cigarette tax was approved Tuesday by the Illinois Senate and returned to the House
'11111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIIIIMIIIII11111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ifill111111111F1 for concurrence with a floor tax
amendment.
The Senate vote was 52-0. The
House previously passed the bill
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy. please If hut
without the amendment
pay him promptly.
which was tacked on in the upper chamber. The floor tax
He is a young merchant who owns and operates els
would make the increase apown business As such no has his obligation .0 meet If
you don't nave your money ready — if you ask him to ;plicable to all stock on hand in
wait for Ms cash — you place a great hardship on him. H.- stores as of May I.
The Senate gave final legislaUnless tie pays promptly for lus papers. tie will lose
tive approval to a bill to change
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
the method of taxing race tracks
and a real Business training And the Defender's zegular
and sent it to the governor for
visits to your borne would be interrupted.
his signature. The vote was
MATO GROSSO — What may be the last and richest of the
PLEASE PAY RIM PROMPTLY
54-0.
World's land for farming and ranching Iles here, about an hour*
The cigarette Increase would flight from the exciting new and most beautiful city, Brasilia,
hike the tax from three to four Cut through by the new intercontinental Pan American High..
cents a pack loni, enough to way, the wide expanse presents an inviting picture to astute
pay an estimated $2 million in investors. Here, 25 acres at
each acre (minimum parcel) eflt from 100 years' advances
outstanding Korean Veterans $8
SPIRITUAL ADVISORS
may bring 100 times the price In communication, transportaSM.
. az, bonuses. It is estimated this in 10 years, according to Amertion, technology, equipment and
Divine Guidance Can Solve period would be about two ican government economists science.
Agronomists compare
Your Problems! Send $3 with months.
and senators, who perceive why this raw land to our own counsuch success is possible.
Birth Date And Problem, Pertry of a century ago, except
sonal Visits Invited.
At 8411 Biscayne Boulevard, that the period of development
Miami, the Brazilian Realty has been cut one-tenth in time.
Divine Guidance FL 2-3065
King Ranch of Texas bought
Corporation, a thriving organiP. 0. Box 275-T Jackson, Miss.
zation, is finding a ready mar- more than • million acres,
ket for good reason Many Rockefeller over 400,000
FOR RENT
Climate is almost identical
people who could not normally
engage
in land investments can to Miami, only this area has
Private Room, furnished with
now participate because of the never known e frost. One
complete bath. $7.00 Weekly.
low down payments. They lo- plateau, Brazil's highest ex.
2401 Eldridge off Hollywood.
cated
in Miami since it is the tends 2,000 square miles and us
TRENTON, N. J. — (UPD—
eight to 12 feet deep in rich
A senate committee opened a largest American city so close top soil.
Iowa, farmland, recogto South America
public hearing Monday on a bill
Thriftiest of buyers Euro- nized as the best in the U.S.,
banning discrimination in pri- peans in volume are
planning has an average top soil depth
vate housing.
to migrate and are being Joined of three feet.
For 70 years Brazil has en.
The bill, approved by the As- by Americans who seek the
sembly, would bar discrimina- glowing opportunity offered joyed a democracy akin to one
own,
with a two-party system.
tion because of race, creed, south of the border. This move- stable government and
no
color, national origin or ancest- anent corroborates governmen- bloody conflicts. Timber, rubs
tal predictions of permanent
ry in private housing sales or folks moving to the area
bar,
minerals,
arable
land
an4
opened
rentals.
with establishment of the new Ideal climate In a peaceful
country. Here Iles the greatest
Excluded, however, would be capital.
challenge to American invesroom rentals in one-family
Last known.stand of virgin tors, w h o see
new frontiers
ELLSABETHVILLE, Katanga houses, apartment rentals in hardwood on earth is here a, pushed into Latin America to
Province, the Congo — (UPI)— two-family
owne r-occupied long with a treasure chest that expand the nation's export
Katangese authorities blocked houses, and sales by religious Brazil estimates is 25% of all trade.
mineral wealth on the face of
A good portion of the popu.
UN bank accounts Tuesday and groups to their own members. the
earth.
lation 'explosion of the world
were reported to have cut comToday's pioneers, settling on maf find its relief as South
munications to some installsthis last land frontier in the America develops its natural
tions held by UN troops.
Western Hemisphere, will ben- resources.
The moves were the latest
in provincial President Moise
Tshombe's running battle with
the UN command which he
claims threatens his authority.
Informed sources said the Katangese cut rail and telephone Postmaster k:arl A. Schroeder
Ws buy old type Antique
communications from Kamina has announced that 1,200 Peace
Pistols and other Antiques.
Air base to the town of Kamina Corps applications will be made
Cut Glass - Cook Ware
and to Kalubi, 62 miles to the available Monday at five cenFurniture
north.
trally located postal stations.
The road was mined and KaBOSTON, Mass. — (UPI) — The Boston Herald announced
They may be obtained at UpIf you have anything in that
increased from eight to ten cents
line to sell, bring it to us or tangese troops were manning a town station, 4850 Broadway: Tuesday its price would be
major road block. The sources Englewood station, 811 W. 63rd per copy except on home delivered newspapers, effective
give • ring.
said they were faced by tough it.; Old Post Office, informa- Wednesday.
Indian Ghurka troops with the tion desk. 219 S. Clark St., and
MAIN FURNITURE
The price rise followed a similar increase by the Boston
UN
Tshfo
ormcb
e.e
the main Post Office informaCitning Globe effective Monday. The Globe's evening edition
EXCHANGE
has refused to let tion counter.
Increased from seven to eight cents as did the Boston Ameri346 No. MAIN ST.
any Indian soldier.; into Elise- Because of the limited supply can, owned by the Hearst corp.
PHONE: JA 3-8613
bethville because an Indian, Ba- and importance placed on the
The Herald is published by the Boston Herald-Traveler
jeshwar Dayal, heads the UN program, the postmaster asks corp. The Traveler is an evening newspaper.
WANTED TO BUY. SELL*
operation in the Congo.
that only interested persons
REPAIR
The UN also was hoping to apply.
Antique Clocks
NEW YORK — Sen. Kenneth B. Keating said Tuesday that
COLLINS
get 40 Irish soldiers out of Ka- Other inquiries. Schroeder
4455 Macon Rd.
like the John Birch society Make the battle
organizations
MU. 0-1000
lubi station which controls Ka- laid, must be directed to peace
more difficult for government agencies.
communism
against
mina's power supply.
corps headquarters in WashingYork Republican, a member of the Senate InNew
The
They have been cut off for 10 ton. This is also true when the
ternal Security subcommittee, said that fighting Communism
days and the only supplies they present supply is exhausted.
is a serious business requiring trained people.
URGENTLY NEEDED have received is by helicopter.
0111111111111011111111I111111111111111111111111111110111111111
"Extremist organizations often do more harm than good
In New York
in their efforts to root out Communism," Keating said, "what8130 TO $250 MONTHLY
ever their motivation may be."
Opportunity knocks! Good Jobs
In nice homes. Write today and
Keating made his remarks in a taped interview with NBC
you can leave this week. Free
room and board. Tickets adnews correspondent Abernethy in Washington and Dave Garrovanced.
Write
HUNTINGTON
way in New York. The interview was scheduled for broadcast
DOMESTIC AGENCY, II Broad.
way Huntington Station. N Y
LONDON — (UPI) — Ber- today on NBC-TV's "The Dave Garroway Today Show."
nard Brown, 33, who won the
title "best dressed man in
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — At least 180
City I iano
northern England," said he
CHARLOTTE,
N.
C.
—
(UPI) has been unemployed and Katangese troops and white soldiers-of-fortune are missing
Warehouse Sale
— An authority on juvenile deshellfire of a riverboat during the offensive
Ws specialise in all types cd
living on relief funds for 17 in the sinking by
used pianos.
linquency has criticized what he years.
against rebel Baluba tribesmen last week, the Katanga govEASY TERMS
510 will put one in your
Monday.
called "the hasty attitude about
Brown, who gets ell; week- ernment disclosed
borne
sex that has been fostered over
It was the biggest toll yet reported by any of the royal
PIANO SALES CO.
ly from the national assistmonths-long hostilities that have plagued
the country."
1728 Lamar Ave
ance (relief) program, said Congolese forces in the
Phone BR 8-7430
republic.
Tully L. McCrea, field direc- he
bought his prize-winning the new African
tor of the national council on
The wooden river boat was carrying troops for an attack
midnight blue suit for $70 on
crime and delinquency, made the
Baluba stronghold of Kabalo when it was hit by a mortar
on
the
installment plan.
the comment while contending
shell and sank, according to the Elisabethville government. It
THE BEST DEAL IN
that censorehip of alcoholic ad- ell11101111011111111I111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111 did not say whether there were any survivors.
Conn's Band Instruments
vertisements and pronographic
The Katanga government said at least 13 South African and
SEE
magazines would not deter teenBelgian mercenaries were among the missing.
age crime. "If healthy (sex) MISSISSIPPI CITY, Miss. —
BOND MUSIC CO.
attitude: are taught," he said, (UPI) — A burglar broke into
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviets sent a man into space
6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828
"the need for the magazines a grocery store and took $60 in
a 4.5 ton spaceship last Friday, orbited him three times
aboard
cash
and
merchandiee. Before
would disappear."
the earth and brought him back alive, it was reported
around
leaving
he
fried himself two
He said drinking i....esn't
MAIDS
Tuesday.
eggs
on
a
hotplate.
necessarily caus youths to beNEW YORK JOBS
There was no official conformation of the report by the
come alcoholics. "Alcoholism,
SALARIES TO WM WEEKLY
Soviet government.
best
working
Ou•ranteed
Jobs.
he said, "is caused by emotional and whisky is a means of esconditions. Tree room, board, uniBut well-informed sources told United Press International
forms, TY.
Tickets
sent.
A-I
problems and the use of beer cape."
that the first successful manned space flight had been corn.
Agency, 100 A. Main fit.. Hemp—
—
stead, Long Island, N. Y.
pleted Friday, as reported by UPI Monday.
The sources said the astronaut suffered "emotional strain"
and was still undergoing physical examination by Soviet
scientists. They stressed that the after-effects of the flight
were not physical but emotional.
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Golfing With `Lil'

International Harvester Shows Gains

By

i9#h
Hole

Mrs. Cornell
Meet the lady champ golfer
of the city, personable M r s.
Odessa Dickens. You will find at
her home, 1627 Pope, a huge
table of beautiful trophies, representing the city championship
and other wins on her way up
the ladder.
Some were won as far away
as Miami, Fla. Our champion
has been golfing seven years
and is longer off the tee than
any lady in Memphis. (A din-

Lot For Sale
Nice Neighborhood
Suitable For 3-Bedroom House
Or Duplex
CASH OR CREDIT
DR. T. F. KAHN
276 E McLEMORE
In

MU

2-3270 WH 6-4576

Wolfe

tinguishing mark all its. own)
Aside from golf, Mrs. Dickens finds time to model in most
of the outstanding f ash ion
shows of the city. She will
gladly say golf helps her to
keep her figure trim and neat to
model those fabulous gowns in
the various shows.
Playing a game of golf with
her is a real treat. She is quite
helpful, especially to the beginners. She is willing to give free
time to any teenage girl who
is interested in learning the
game.
This is a sport minded family.
David Dickens, energetic husband of the champ, is a lover
of fishing and hunting.
Search and you will find
some of the nicest personalities
in the world are found on the
golf course.

International Harvester co announced Tuesday that pro.
duction employment at the firm's major operating divisions
rose by 1,846 persons last month.
Harvester employment has risen for four consecutive
months, tire company said, bringing the total gain to nearly
10,000 since Dec. 1. 1960.
Employment rolls at the company's 20 manufacturing and
raw materials operations on April 1, totaled 43,065, compared
with 41,219 March 1, and 33,332 on Dec. 1. The total is the
highest since April 1, 1960, when 45,593 were employed.
All of the firm': major divisions showed increases. Farm
equipment led by adding 881 people to the rolls during March,
while construction equipment added 570 and motor truck division 259.

Nazi Commander Draws Life Sentence
ANSBACH, Germany — (UPI) — A West German court
Tuesday sentenced to life imprisonment a Nazi concentration
camp commander who originated the dread "death baths" for
prisoners.
Karl Chmielewski, 57, was found guilty of murdering 283
inmates while he was commander of part of the Mauthausen
Complex in Austria from 1940 to 1943.
Under his supervision prisoners were tortured and put to
death slowly by alternate freezing and scalding showers in
specially built bath houses.
Chmielewski a former sculptor, pleaded innocent to thei
charges. In addition to the "death baths," he was charted'
with hanging some prisoners in his Gusen No. 1 camp by
wrists until they starved to death. Other prisoners were
fied and beaten with bull whips.

*??.SSAS HIGH *NEWS
SPRING REGISTRATION
TEENS SPEAK
For the past few weeks a se- Often boys and girls are conries of intercom programs have fronted
with the
problem
been presented to emphasize "Should I or should I Not Go
he importance of selecting the steady." Perhaps if you hear
'right" subjects in order to now some of your fellow classgraduate successfully and in mates feel on the subject, it will
order to become well-rounded help you to clear up this quesperson in a particular field of tion. So let's hear a few pros
endeavor.
and cons on this subject from
The first program of this type our seniors.
was presented by our mathe- "Most opinions on this topic
matics department, then from are controversial. In my estithe science, social science, mu- mation, the majority of teensic and up until now, the indus- agers think going steady can be
trial art departments. Other de- a hindrance, and I am inclined
s.4
partments will present their to go along with the majority.
VISIT IN MEMPHIS - Mr. in Cleveland, Ohio where Mr. eras, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin C. programs in the near future. There are possibilities that a
and Mrs. William Luster. Luster is president of the Le- Jones, of 1351 Mallory
couple who has gone steady for
Road.
"Do I have the required num- some time will eventually marboth former Memphians, are Moyne College Alumni club. Left to right: Patricia
Elaine, ber of units to
finish high ry, in eases of this type it has
shown with their two daugh- During their stay in the Bluff Mrs. Gwendolyn
Jones-Lus- school?" "Do I have three
units
ters during a recent visit in City, the Lusters were the ter. Mr. Luster and
Helen in a subject field?" "Am I just been proven that the percentMemphis. The Lusters reside guests of Mrs. Luster's par- Ann.
ace of marriages that succeed is
taking subjects to 'get by' or the minority.
I.
are they the subjects that will "This is caused by not get- CHILD
DEVELOPMENT - ter the Child Development beneficial program. The probring out my talents and natur- ting to know more fellows or Mrs. A.
A. Letting, left, as- clinic at E. H. Crump hospital gram is sponsored by the Unial abilities?" And so on.
girls of your own age on a sists Mrs. Billie Jean Futch recently. Mrs. Letting is one versity of Tennessee through
All of these questions and personal basis, Going steady and baby Robert, and Mrs. of the volunteer mothers who
a grant from the U. S. Public
many others will come into with one person all through
Gladys Lloyd and baby An- serve as a driver for this Health.
your mind before you make high school can't give you a
gela as they prepared to enThe Y-Teens of the Vance your choice. But before you chance to circulate at a single
avenue YWCA Branch will join make your decisions consider or solitary level, and can cause
YWCAs throughout the United the requirements a n d four an exalting amount of displeasStates in the annual observance years of English, one year of ure to the persons involved. So
of National YWCA Week, April social science, one unit of phy- my opinion and advice is Play
23 to 29. The YWCA Branch Y- sical education or NDCC, three the Field; don't do something
Teens will begin the week long units in a particular field con- now that you will be sorry for
observance with a city-wide sisting of a major, two units in later."--Billy Atkins.
recognition service on Sunday, a subject constituting a minor, "In my opinion going steady
Dr. E. M. Wilkins and his
April 23, at Mississippi Blvd. recommended foreign language is swell as long as the two peosister, Mrs. Tullah Blackwell,
either French, Latin or Spanish ple involved understand what
Christian
church
at
3
p.m.
The spectacular Ballet was (BTW) Football, along vith her
1003 Leath ave., had as their
two units and, of course, two they are sacrificing. At my age
present again last Thursday new title. Betty's hobbies are The program will consist of electives.
houseguests a brother and a
(17) one shouldn't -get too serigroup and individual numbers,
Blair
T. Hunt gym. Aft- swimming and reading. Her fa- and
in the
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
officers of the various Y- Many students are guilty of ous even though they are going
er making such a smashing vorite subject is English.
Starling A. Wilkins, and Rev,
Teen clubs throughout the city choosing the subjects for next steady, for it could be danger- Spring activities are bloom. A. Dobbins,
Miss P. Granberry W. Felix Moses, all of Cora.
success at Ellis auditorium, the Of going steady Betty says, will lead the
ceremony. Dr. year because they have heard ous."-Helen Hill.
ing in Jackson, both in schools!and your scribe. A local guest opolis, Penna. Dr.
cast got another opportunity to "I think its fine if you have the Suder Shanam,
Wilkins and
"I think that only the ma- and with the social set. Threeil who
instructor at that music, art, etc., are the
was attending the meet- his brother had not seen each
rock the "home camp" for their fellow to go steady with." Need LeMoyne college, will be t
h e "pushovers," or because the in- tured teenagers should go
encores.
I say more? Come, let us all guest speaker. Y-Teens will join structor is easy-going and she steady. But f irst he or she members of the Merry High!ing was Mrs. Charlese Golden. other in 22 years.
School chapter of the New A most delicious buffet supThere were no stars in the bow before Queen Betty Jef- women and girls on every con- doesn't
During their five-day vi
work you very hard. should date other fellows or Homemakers of America jour- per covered the dining
ored
table
Ballet, but certainly there was ferson, Miss Bronze Queen of tinent in this observance. Each
other
or
girls
she
until
finds
he
Practicing this sort of thing will
neyed to Nashville, Tennessee which pleased the appetites of here they drove to Arkansa.
gani
excellent talent.
1961.
member as she joins her own only cause you to be handicap- the right one for him.."-Julia
and
Wells,
Miss.
They
Amalso
along with their advisors, Mrs. those present before bridge bereer
The show received the same Roy Hopkins deserveait. He's local Y-Teen club knows that ped in college, or daily life.
Minor.
visited
Warner
Temple
B. C. Lucas and Mrs. M. M. gan. The evening ended being
rousing applause as it did at been trying to get in the spot. as she does so she joins with
day,
"Going steady is all right but
church on Mississippi blvd.
Hughes to attend the state N. wonderfully spent.
The Auditorium. lhe g,yin was light for years. Hold it! That these other women and girls in So whenever the registration
feel
that
year.,
stuI
school
a
high
affair
cards
are
given for next
Rev. Moses is the pastor of
H. A. meeting. The students It is with pleasure that we
filled to capacity. Again we was a joke
a world-wide fellowship, work- work CHOOSE WISELY, OB- dent should wait at least until
the B
were Miss Jacqueline Cole, a report the improvement of Mrs. St. Paul AMEZ church in
congratulate t h e entire cast oi It deems me with honor to ing together, remembering the
sociat
TAIN A GOOD FOUNDATION his senior year. In most cases senior who is president of the Harris Pirtle who underwent an Coraopolis. He said he was
the 'Superior Ballet." You were spotlight for the second time ideals and hopes of those piohe
should
wait
until
high
school
in the sciences and do take more
For
impressed by the "fine work
terrific.
in this week's column a setting neers of our movement in all than the required unit of is completed, for even in high Merry chapter, Miss Angelyn operation recently. We hope she
the f
Craft, District president, and will soon be up and out again. that the local branch of the
THE LIMELIGHT
example of determination.
countries of this world.
a
person
school
has
not
yet
mathematics. DISDAIN T H E
partic
Miss Rhoda Beasley. Miss Craft Mrs. Warlena Johnson, sister NAACP is doing." He said, "I
"Where there's life, there's Roy Hopkins resides at 501 Teen-age program director is SO-CALLED
SUB- reached the maturity that is was installed as State vice- of Mrs. M. B. Monroe, is
EASY
sente
on the will tell the Negroes in my
Washington" There was life Edith with his grandmother, Miss Barbara M. Neal.
JECTS, thus you will not have needed to consider going steady, president of the association.
being
road to recovery also after un- City about the Memphis
at LeMoyne college, Bruce Mrs. Lula Lakes. Roy is a sento worry whether or not you which usually precedes m a r- She is a junior at Merry high dergoing an
stand'
operation at Jack- Branch NAACP, and will try
Hall, April 12. The choosing ior of 12-6 homeroom, another
will attend Summer school or riage."-Clara Ford.
who is above average scholas- son-Madison County Hospital. to encourage them to do a
schoo
of "Miss Bronze Queen" was product of Miss Rosie Robinson.
suffering over subject to sub- "I think it is wonderful to go tically, a student library assistMrs. Johnson resides in Love- better job." Some years ago
bear
at its climax and the 1961 Roy is a very popular young
ject without a study hall break. steady if you have someone that ant, has served on
Rev.
Moses
served
as
the cothe school joy, Ill. Also visiting in the
pals,
Queen was about to be an- .nan around the warrior camp
So let's see how many program you can trust."-Barbara Flet- council, president of the
ordinator
for
a
voters
registraLa Soe- home of Rev. and Mrs. Monroe
Schoo
nounced,
because of his plea-ang persocards will read math, English, cher.
tion
drive
sponsored
by
the
urs,
and
president of the Junior during the time of Mrs. Johnthe p
Who could it be but Miss Bet- nality. He is affiliated with
etc. in such vast numbers that "Going steady can be wonIndiana State NAACP.
Educ
ty Jefferson. a Washingtonian? such top organizations as the HUNTERSVILLE, Tenn. - we will have to expand our derful if there is a mutual un- Civic Pride Club. Miss Beasley son's illness were her daughter
The
Wilkins
and
Rev.
Moses
relinquished
h
e
r
position
of
and
granddaughter, Mrs. Jean
The runner-ups were also Esquires, Student Council, Sen- The second annual "Friends mathematics department, and derstanding between the two
Willa
left Friday on their return
Washingtonians in the persons ior class, Hi-Y and other clubs Day" is scheduled to be cele- think of those "hard subjects" parties, but a high school stu- song leader in the state this Trotter and her little two-year- trip to their
teach
home.
They
year.
old
miss,
of
St.
Louis,
seriMo.,
Mrs.
Chapel
Lane
CME
shouldn't
it
brated
too
dent
at
take
of Miss Norris Truman and Miss in which he holds an adminisschoo
as games, while remembering
Last Thursday the entire stu- Gladys Tennessee of Detroit. planned to stop enroute to
Eldon E. Prudent
trative position. His services are church Sunday, April 30. The that "a subject is only as hard ously due to their early age and
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